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SUMMARY 
This ergonomic study of mobile cranes began in 1969 and financed 
by the Construction Industry Training Board. It examined machines, 
where they operated, how they operated, who operated them, also factors 
affecting performances on site. But the safe operation and effective 
use of cranes was considerably influenced by misinformed site personnel 
who organised site work. Controller shapes and movement actions confused 
drivers and noise levels inside cabins subjected operators to risks of 
partial hearing loss. 
No crane drivor had worked longer than seven years at his job, 
and all will leave it before their fiftieth birthday. Their reasons 
were attributed to health ailments. To investigate these ailments co- 
operation was obtained from Science Research Council and finance, also 
University Hospital (Wales) who developed a portable two band electrical 
impedance plethysmograph which continuously mcnitored servicemen and 
civilian subjects physiological responses during normal work. 
Crane drivers employed in the South Wales area and trainees from 
R. A. F. St. Athan participated in this programme. The subjects heart 
rate, stroke volume, cardiac output and respiration was continuously 
recorded. The data was analysed, tested, compared to reveal a signifi- 
cant difference between groups. Crane drivers generally have larger 
blood flows which over long periods of time can cause heart failure. 
Although operatives who become aware of this developing disease may 
leave their work. Others ignorant of symptoms die and be recorded in 
the Chief medical Officer of Health Report as having 'died from natural 
causes'. Each year this disease increases its toll on saciety. 
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INTRODUCTION 
0 
The application of ergonomic principles to work situations on site, 
in the construction industry, introduced an innovation from which much 
interest arose. The Construction Industry, Factory Irspectorats and 
British Standards Committee acknowledged the findings from the report 
on Tower Crane Systems. T. G. White (1967). In 1968 a Tower Crane 
Drivers course was attended at the Construction Industry's Training 
Centre at Bircham Newton*-Norfolk and later that year a report was pro- 
duced for the Construction Industry Training Board (C. I. T. B. ) on the 
Training of Tower Crane Drivers. In 1969, the investigation was com- 
pleted and offered the industry the design of a tower crane control 
system, which was adaptable to any existing tower crane, it aided improved 
safety, improved systems operational efficiency and site productivity. 
In the spring of 1969, negotiations which led to the present, study 
began with the research manager of the C. I. T. B. to formulate a programme 
of research to investigate site interactions and operating procedures 
which affected the optimum performances of mechanical plant on construct- 
ion sites. The terms of reference, in this instance, wore to study 
Mobile Cranes and Excavators of the wheel and track type and to establish 
whether any deficiences could be linked to: - 
(i) Ergonomic factors in the design of controls. 
(ii) Training needs of the driver. 
(iii) Selection of equipment for the job in hand. 
With the support of the C. I. T. D. the study, undertaken part-time, 
looked at current site practice as had been'the case with the earlier 
study of tower cranes. It was undertaken. during normal working hours 
Iz 
on site and under prevailing weather conditions. It set out to investi- 
gate operator performance, analyse tasks, identify interactions which 
affect mobile crane, operability. Extend across the. entire ergonomic 
spectrum from selection of plant, design of workplace to safety, train- 
ing, productivity and equipment selection. 
This report dealt with the survey of. tnobile cranes and excavators. 
It analyses the basic needs for controlling and effectively operating 
such plant. It discusses causes of confusion and uncertainty which 
results in producing work effects that bring about curtailments, some- 
times intermittently but generally permanently, of employment as crane 
drivers and they leave this employment because of ill-health. 
From personal experience inside crane cabins'it was decided to in- 
vestigate noise levels. After using clean pieces of rag as attenuators 
inside one cabin a deliberate study was later undertaken. It is 
expounded in this text to include how the Equivalent Continuous Sound 
Level readings are., determined by conforming to the Code of Practice on 
Noise; indicating levels of noise and durations which can be harmful to 
the auditory nervous system of an operator. 
Because of socioeconomic reasons crane drivers do not complain 
their workplaces. They have a responsible job with good remuneration 
for little or no investment in the form of individual training... Nowadays 
most plant hire companies provide their own training but, nevertheless 
crane driving is a job whereby men work in isolation, inside the cabin 
of a crane.. Even so, on construction sites such a system would determine' 
the speed of site development. . 
The noise levels, in many of the cabins indicated that these work- 
places may be injurous to one's hearing resulting in not. only temporary 
threshold. shift but also the possibility of permanent threshold shifts by 
prolonged exposure (Burns & Wilson 1962). This section describes the 
2. 
practical consequences at home, and commu±ations on site. An experi- 
ment that was carried out on site to establish if there was an appreci- 
able difference in hearing levels between people who did and who did not 
work in a noisy environment. It will be seen from the findings that 
both management, crane drivers and other workers in the vicinity of such 
noise levels must recognise the dangers and take preventative action if 
unable to accommodate corrective action against noise. It will be 
unfortunate if by ignoring the effects of noise that this nation will 
have to provide for the needs of a deaf section of the population by 
the end of the century. 
This study identifies areas which affect optimum performances and 
analyses the controllability of cranes. The Ergonomic survey of Mobile 
, 
Cranes was submitted to the C. I. T. B. in 1972, and amongst some of its 
findings there were two significant statistics which showed that no 
crane driver was over 50 years of age. No-ono had been employed for 
longer periods than seven years on these machines. It appeared from 
this evidence that the loss of skilled men from the industry creates 
an economic problem by affecting the profitability of. plant-hire companies 
as well as the construction industry. But why did crane drivers leave 
their employment? Not even management could explain their reasons. 
One general manager of a plant-hire company stated that three crane 
drivers left his employment within two years of each other and within 
six months of each leaving they died. 
Crane drivers made subjective assessments for the reasons of leav- 
ing their job. People usually take up this job of crane driving because 
they can earn more money at it, compared with previous jobs, e. g. general 
labouring, lorry or bus driving. To ascertain why the industry lost 
such manpower led to a further study on the. mobile crane system whereby 
it was decided to collect data about the operator whilst operating con- 
trols and to record observations of machine, site, task, weather conditions 
3. 
and factors that interacted creating physiological effects. How could 
this experiment be carried out successfully on people who are doing a 
normal day's work on a construction site? 
At this stage of the programme it had to be decided what physiologi- 
cal data was required and how'it could be obtained. The medical profession 
can place patients inside intensive care units, but crane drivers are not 
patients. The difference between the previous investigations and this 
study is that the operator of the crane is to Y provide the information. 
It wad decided to obtain data on heart rate and blood pressure. Some 
members of the medical profession said that such data could not be obtained 
from men whilst doing a normal days work. Others have claimed the possi- 
bility of obtaining such data in working conditions. 
In the spring of 1972, a market search was undertaken which revealed 
that there was available in the U. S. A. a telemetry system, but it was 
later learnt that the Department of Telecommunications and Post forbade 
its use in the U. Y. because if its transmitting frequencies. There was 
also a Swedish system on tho market for measuring blood pressure; it was 
a finger cuff, quite unsuitable for this experiment because each operator 
uses his hands continuously to control crane performances. The problem 
appeared not to be of recording the information but that of obtaining 
suitable pick-up heads to obtain such physiological data without punct'ir- 
ing the skin and without causing any discomfort to the subject. 
A portable continuous monitoring system was required for this pro- 
gramme. The development is described in the text as to how the situation 
was overcome by a chance comment from a representative of a medical equip- 
ment company. Later the University Hospital (Wales) in Cardiff was 
re-visited to discuss the experiment's requirements with the Chief Physicist 
in Dept* of Medical Physics. He had been involved in the continuously 
monitoring of heart rate of an unborn child and believed that such a 
4. 
system could be designed in this instance providing the monies could be 
obtained, and eventually he decided to participate. This work was financed 
by the Science Research Council. 
The study on mobile cranes is unique as at that time ip 1972, and 
now in the autumn of 1974. There is not available any information of a 
similar project being pursued. The measuring of heart rate, blood flow 
-Me 
and cardiac output has'been in use for thirty years or more inAclinical 
situation by the medical profession. A search of the literature was under- 
taken. Evidence of a non-invasive technique used by researchers in the 
medical field in Prague and in the-U. S. A. was discovered but each group 
used a different number of body surface contacts, also each group had 
experienced problems in analysing data. The National Aeronautical Society 
of America (N. A. S. A. ) had used a non-invasive four band system on their 
Gemini and Apollo space projects but after an investigation of this system 
was carried out in 1967, by R. V. Hill, he cdncluded that the system was 
"appearing to be in error". 
Besides developing a suitable apparatus the remainder of the pro- 
gramme could only be successfully completed by the co.: -operation of R. A. F. 
St. Athan and individual plant-hire companies and contractors in the South 
Wales area. They all agreed to participate and gave their. consent for 
sites to be visited and for the crane drivers to decide for themselves 
if they wished to participate in the experiment. The procedure adopted 
on site was to interview the crane driver first to collect subjective data 
and to assess his desirability and ability to: assist, tasks were recorded, 
hazards noted, interactions identified simultaneously to the continuous 
recording of physiological conditions of the subject. 
The methodology adopted herein was flexible to cater for conditions 
which were to constantly change on site. In this instance, a laboratory 
was replaced by a competitive construction project where new employees 
are potential killers of themselves and other operatives on site. This 
5. 
experiment was to be undertaken, quite often on moving cranes, in an 
industry that has the highest turnover of manpower per annumßfallother 
industries in the U. K. as well as the highest number of fatalities and 
accidents. 
In the completion of this'study 77 crane drivers agreed to partici- 
pate, 66 cranes were studied and some 40 sites visited to collect rele- 
vant data. Safety was uppermost in the investigator's mind throughout 
the time spent on site. Such care in both self preservation and data 
collection has resulted not only in his survival but also to the com- 
plotion of a pilot study that established and formulated a methodology 
which has been tested, to give continuous physiological information 
about crane drivers. respons es, and their causes whilst undertaking their 
normal duties on site. 
The aim of this study is, therefore, to investigate the mobile crane 
driver's employment in the construction industry, and the extant to which 
it is limited because of continuous exposures to conditions which may 
result in ill-hoalth, affecting individual systems safety, productivity 
and unemployment consequences. 
6. 
MOBILE CRAPJE SURVEY 
Development of Cranes 
The use of mechanical handling plant in the construction industry 
has only come about during the last fifty years. The development of 
track mobile cranes evolved from placing jibs on tanks salvaged from 
the first world war, lorry mounted cranes followed and in the mid-1960's 
the telescopic jib-and track ringer attachments were developed. Track 
machines give the msximum amount of. mobility on virgin ground but do 
not exceed a speed of five miles per hour. 'Wheel machines are suitable 
for travelling quickly between sites and have the distinct disadvantage 
bf becoming immobjlised quickly on soft ground. To enable track machines 
to lift heavier loads, than normally safe to do, an attachment in the 
form of a ring encircles the tracks to improve the system stability by 
spreading the imposed forces of the lift over a larger area of the 
ground. See Fig. 1. 
Lattice jibs are formed by joining together a number of light weight 
jib sections on site. Often these sections are transported separately 
and upon arrival on site require much space for them to be assembled and 
dismantled. When used on crane work the jib structure must be tested 
after every jib alteration, but jib pendant ropes give maximum control 
when lowering loads as compared with the telescopic jib, because the rope 
is secured to the extremity of the ji-b and anchored to the hoist drum. 
The telescopic jib is cast from large steel sections which allow 
the jib to extend or ; retract as required. This is a much heavier jib 
than the lattice jib and can be quite easily a source of danger when it 
is caught by the wind when in use. This type of jib is very popular 
because it can thread its way into confined spaces and needs no room for 
assembly on site. The only disadvantage is that with an extended jib a 
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lowering movement effected by the hydraulic rains at the heal of the jib 
tends to cause erratic movements at the unloading position, e. g. ease 
with which the hook is lowered smoothly onto target.. 
Investigation Procedure 
, 
Prior to the arrival on the site to examine each crane and talk to 
its driver, appointments had been arranged with the company concerned to 
visit them to obtain their cooperation and to inform them regarding the 
scope pf the survey. A letter of introduction was prepared on-the official 
paper of the Glamorgan Polytechnic. On Civil Engineering projects a letter 
of introduction was requested from each company so that it, could be used 
when visiting various sections of the; s'contract which was controlled by thti( 
section agent or foreman, . Although each company provided 
these facilities they all imposed a condition, which was quits fair for 
this industry, "that on no account must the investigator impede site work 
or contribute to the delay of site production in any way". . 
Although this 
was often difficult the investigator honoured these conditions. 
Visits were made to Building sites, Civil Engineering projects, c. 
Construction Mechanical Engineering Site, and to Plant Hire-Companies in 
the South Wales area, in prevailing weather conditions e. g. rain, wind, 
"cold, snöw, ice and mist. It was not uncommon to arrange a site visit 
and to find upon arrival that the machine had returned to the depot, or 
moved to another section of the project, or the machine had been called 
off hire, broken down an site, without a driver through absenteeism, or 
as on two occasions to find that due to an industrial dispute between 
crane drivers and management over working conditions the site was at a 
standstill. 
Once the formalities with management representatives, on site or at 
a depot, were completed it was left to the investigator to make contact 
with the operatives themselves. Only on one occasion did a manager give 
a direct instruction not to interview a driver, who incidentally was the 
depot- representative of the Construction Engineers Union. At plant 
depots the operators were usually contacted in the tea room, but when on 
site, particularly if the system was operating, no approach was made until 
it was quite safe to do so. The cranes with back-end cabins era too small 
to accommodate two people and the operator could only be interviewed when 
the system was not working. The interviews were completed in front-end 
cabins. If no cabin was available arrangements were undertaken to inter- 
view the operator as discretely as possible near to the system. After 
the interview the cabin dimensions, control. layout and movements were 
recorded and the unit photographed. When possible sound levels and their 
. octave band frequencies of the noise inside the cabin weiz also recorded. 
The Crane Systems 
It soon became apparent to the investigator that the skill required 
to operate these man-machine systems safely and efficiently was quite 
unique. Yet to operate the wheel type of machine an operator only 
required to have a"Driving Licence under the Road Traffic Act of 1960. 
It was learnt that many operators had previously been lorry drivers and 
because of their domestic circumstance took to crane'driving to enable 
them to return home every night to their families. With Plant hire 
companies it is not always possible to return home each night, but 
inconveniences are compensated by high wages. One operator stated he 
had earned £248.00 in a week during 1971. It was thought to be quite 
an exception. On large wheel-type cranes there are three-men-crews who 
tour the country, from hire to hire, and who are fortunate if they stay 
two nights a week at their own home. On one occasion the leading drivcr 
of a three man crane was interviewed and asked if the £248.00 wage could 
10. 
be justified. His reply was that it could and that he had earned more, 
but refused to divulge the amount. 
It is the responsibility of a plant hire operator to take his 
machine to the hirer by the requested time. This often means that by 
the time the operator collects his machine, drives to site, rigs up the 
jib to commence work it often requires the operator to commence his day's 
work perhaps four hours before those on site, and at the end of the day 
returns to his depot. To obtain the maximum utilisation of the hire, 
site supervisors could 'help themselves' considerably, as well as make 
the operator's task a-little less frustrating, by preparing the way for 
the crane before the system arrives on'site. 
A good access road is essential for all mobile plant; space is also 
required for the placing of outriggers, which stabilise the crane during 
the lifting of loads; their function is tc distribute the weight of the 
resulting bending-moments on to an area of ground which will prohibit 
the out-riggers sinking. Each year many accidents occur by such outrigger 
sinking on virgin or made up ground or even on concrete surfaces whose 
thickness is not known. All roads should also be graded because a wheel 
or track machine travelling over an uneven surface will cause a long jib 
to oscillate violently. This-often causes the cabin lock to slip and the 
load to swing when it is being carried. Travelling with loads suspended 
is often the case with track machines on site but besides it being a 
dangerous practice such incidents of cabin slip increase maintenance and 
repair costs. 
It is essential for there to be sufficient space on site to cnablo 
the system to manaeuvre and turn. If a contracting company owned a piece 
of equipment and it was already on site, they would use this machine 
rather than obtain the ideal machine. On the other hand wheel machines 
are commonly used where work is best suited for track machines. It has 
11. 
been reported that 'site supervisors' will order from a plant hire 
company a smaller machine than required, because by doing so they will 
incur reduced hire charge costs to the contract. But the most signifi- 
cant improvement Safety Officers and site supervisors can bring about 
on their sites is only achieved by placing a man trained as a banksman 
to work with the crane system. 
Site personnel do not appreciate that any man-machine system can 
only operate as effectively as the operator is allowed to do so:, provid- 
ing he has been trained for the job. If instructions are communicated 
to an operator by an informed banksman the site will quickly appreciate 
the speeding up of the system and of its increased earning capacity. 
Normally the attitude adopted by uninformed supervisors is that because 
a labourer is unsuitable for work on site he is told that if he cannot 
act as a banksman his next move is 'down the road', e. g. and of emplcy- 
ment on site. More and more supervisors are becoming aware of the 
banksman's role in an organised site team and give training for this 
critical and'important task. But when track machines are used as drao- 
line excavators, by removing the hook and replacing it with a bucket, a 
banksman is not required. 
Some site supervisors consider the operator to be the 'specialist', 
although as previously stated he may never have received any training 
to control the system and retie only on his experience. Because of the 
authority he has, he may decide to take a chance, to satisfy the site 
demands made upon him, resulting in his causing an accident which could 
have a disastrous outcome. Such a person is called a 'cowboy' and does 
not stay long in that job, Amongst plant hire operatives there is a 
fear. They fear having to refuse a client a job, perhaps they have to 
take a wheel machine over virgin ground or undertake an equally dangerous 
task in which they know they cannot safely control. On the other hand 
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they do not wish to lose a hire, or their own job by becoming known for 
their 'timidness'. Of course a plant hire representative can travel to 
the site, ana inspect it, each hire has a minimum, charge of four hours 
for travelling. If the job is not completed both time and money are 
lost and usually it is argued that the operator should at least attempt 
the job to ensure that he has not contributed to the loss of a future 
customer. In many instances a plant hire company representative will 
visit the site beforehand to advise on the type of machine required and 
on the safety procedures needed to be adopted to complete the job in a 
safe and economic manner. 
Wheel and Track Systems investigated in study 
(1) The systems investigated in this survey prior to 1972 were either 
manufactured in the U. K. by licence or imported from European countries, 
the' U. S. A. and Canada. 57 operators were interviewed and of these53 man- 
machine systems examined. See Tables I, II, III and IV. (ParJes 1+415 
(2) It was recorded that 23% of mobile cranes of the wheel type had two 
men crews. This second man was employed as the front-end driver, relief 
driver and banksma'n. He is called a front-end driver because his prime 
responsibility is to drive the crane between sites. The back-end driver 
operates the crane from the back-end cabin, which slews with the jib and 
is independent of the lorry part that is"employed to carry it when travel- 
ling on the highway. Other cranes are operated from a front cabin. This 
operator will either reverse his sitting position, by adjusting, the seat 
or move across the cabin to view the rear when operating the controls for 
cranage work. 71% of operators worked with one or more banksmcn and ?% 
never worked with a banksman on any occasion. It was interesting to 
record that standard crane hand signals were said to be used by three 
out of every four operators. 
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No. Name Jib Mobility Duty Cab/Pos. 
1 Gottwald Lattice Wheel Cranage Back 
1 P& H " ft ft ft 
I NCK 
I Taylor Front 
1 Allan Oxford If It Back 
I Hydracon If Front 
1 Hymac 
, 
Telescopic. 
5 Jones "" It ýt If 
2 Warner Swasey If " I' ft 
4 Allan Grove Back 
16 Coles If ft 
1 Priestman 
2 Manatowac Lattice Track " Front 
I American 
-I P&H 
4 R. B. " u 1t n 
2 Smiths 
4 NCK 
2 Priestman 
I Smith "- If Excavation " 
I R. B. If n n u 
53 LIFTING MACHINES OBSERVED IN INITIAL STUDY 
TABLE I 
CRANES IN STUDY 
14. 
ANALYSIS OF CRANES OBSERVED 
0 
No. Observed .... 53 
No. of Manufacturers .. 16 
No. of Types .... 32 
No. of Control layouts 34 
Table II 
SURVEY DATA 
Type of Ccntrols on: Track Wheel Total % 
Short Levers 4 28 32 59 
Long Levers 14 5 19 36 
Joysticks 2 2 5 
Table I 
TYPE OF CONTROLS 
Preference Order for Controllers No. of Subjects % 
1 Short Levers 35' 65 
2 Long Levers 17 31 
3 Don't know 2 4 
Table IV 
LENGTH OF CONTROLS 
15. 
(3) ßaok-end cabins were considered to be too cramped by tall operators, 
their knees obstructed the movements of long lever controls. Vision was 
obstructed by badly designed cabins whereby little consideration was 
given to the operator,. by the designers, for the view of loads, carried 
high, or with the sun in the back-ground of view. Operators of track 
cranes had to stand and lean out of the door or front window to guide 
the system whilst travelling on site. Some front-end cabins were pub- 
licised by their manufacturer as being ergonomically designed. The cabin 
may have been so designed for road use but not for crane use, 
(4) On most machines the access and egress to the workplace was difficult 
unless operatives kept themselves physically fit. In wet weather an addi- 
tional hazard to operators is that of having mud on their footwear. Five 
per cent of the operators had been involved in accidents when entering or 
leaving cabins by climbing on the steel structure or as one operator 
stated that he 'just stepped out and fell two metres to the ground'. 
Soo Fig. 6.68% confirmed that they experienced difficulty in obtaining 
egress and access. When operators assembly lattice jibs on site, alonu, 
they must climb frequently in and out the cabin. Besides this task being 
frustrating it is tiring for the operator. Regulations state that cabins 
must have an emergency exit. Today, there are cabins on cranes into which 
the operator has to literally crawl on his hands and knees, through a 
window opening. The bigger the operator of these systems, the more 
difficult is his task of entry yet alone to escape from it in an emerge+nc: y, 
see Fig. ?. 
Crane Controls 
One of the most striking statistics is that of control layouts; 
of the 53 systems examined therd were 16 manufactures. Of the 32 types 
there were two typos which were different from the others; each of there 
16. 
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two types had different controls making a total of 34 controller layouts. 
On the 35 wheel systems there were 28 short levers, two joysticks and 
five long lever controllers. The 18 track machines, included three 
machines which were used as drag-line excavators, four of the had 
short levers and 14 had long levers, two layouts only were fitted with 
a dead-man control device, see Fig. B. 
There is no standard arrangement for the layout of controller 
functions. Those controls movements are determined by the designer of 
the systems; even within the same manufacturing company there is no 
standardisation of controller layouts. Besides the variability in the 
positioning of controller functions, complexity is increased by controls 
pushed forward, on some systems, and backwards on others. See Figs. 9, 
-10,11 and 12. It was interesting to observe that when the jib of a 
track system was positioned at right angle, to the direction of travel, 
prior to further travel movements the operator must depida ;,; hic-al lever 
to operate. If a load is to be moved his decision is critical because 
he can operate the forward control and go into reverse or operate the 
reverse control and go forward. To sort out this diRmr; ia, the operator 
looks outside the cabin for the position of the chain drives to the track 
to establish which way the system normally travels when going in a forward 
direction. 
The smaller types of wheel cranes have controls at their rear. 
They enable operators to avoid climbing in and out of the front cabin 
when handling loads which cannot be viewed from the front cabin. One 
manufacturer designed a control unit at the rear of its cranes as an 
extention of the layout in the front-cabin. Assuming the layout to 
operate with left and right. hand functions respectively: 1. slew 
2. hoist 3 derrick and 4. telescopic; the. latter control is not used 
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with lattice jibs. Although they are in the same order at the rear the 
designers did not consider that when operating these controls the operator 
stands behind the controls, and uses opposite hands to manipulate the 
controllers. Because of the close proximity of this rear unit, to the 
counterweights, it was established that an operator must have an arm of 
at least 36 inches long to operate these controls safely. If he did not 
have a very long arm the driver when controlling a jib moving over to the 
front end will be struck by the swing of the counterweight. Only two 
operators said they use these controls, see Fig. 13. 
Track systems have an array of controls which enable the machine 
to be used as a crane, drag-line excavator, back-actor or face shovel. 
Fortunately all controls are not operated together so that for each use 
there are redundant controllers. Not all are used simultaneously although 
when in operation each control can be accidently operated to set the 
system in motion, when the main clutch is engaged. If the main clutch 
. Was not engaged even with the engine running the controllers would fail 
to function but this is not so on diesel electric, air or hydraulic con- 
trol systems. 
Besides lack of standardisation, controls are often positioned to 
obstruct the use of adjacent controls. One operator, 5 ft. 6 in. tall, 
continuously struck his elbow on a traction lever when operating the slew 
lever and exerted himself to reach and operate the clutch lever, see 
Fig. 14. Another slumped forward in his seat to roach the short con- 
trols at his sides and moved his head in a forward and backward motion 
to watch a load rise behind the obstructions of his cabin. Another driver 
constantly leaned at an angle of approximately 45 degrees out of an open 
doorway to view the lift and to communicate with site personnel. 
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One workplace observed, showed that the operator needed an arm 
about four feet long to reach the furthest control to operate it safely 
and comfortably. If the jib of the crane was cn the opposite side to 
the controls the operator when reaching these controls would find it 
impossible for him to see what was happening to the load. But the lay- 
out which appeared to present most difficulties was that arrangement of 
controls superimposed on each side of the steering wheel with controller 
knobs touching without any identification marks and with an 
additional weigh-load safety device out of the operator's field of vision, 
see Fig. 11. 
Safety Devices 
The safety precautions adopted and installed to warn the operator 
of cranes of encroaching dangers include cut-out limit switches for 
'dorricking' and electric sensitivity cut-outs for detecting overhead 
electric cables. There are radius indicators too. For lifting loads 
there are basically three types: - 
(1) The telescopic jib crane uses a 'cam' which is positioned at the 
base of the jib, this gives an automatic setting to the warning light 
and bell. 
(2) On lattice. jib cranes a weighloader is sometimes installed in place 
of the above. The weighloader is a visual warning system.. It has a 
black and red pointer on a dial. The black pointer is set to suit 
the 
length of the jib and lifting capacity of the crane. When a load 
is 
lifted the red pointer indicates the weight of the-lift. If a heavy 
ý 
load is lifted and has to be moved further away by derricking 
the jib 
out, the structural bending movements increase and 
is shown by the red 
pointer approaching the black pointer. On no account should 
this system 
. operate 
with the red pointer on the black because 
the additional stress 
0 
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on the ground under-the outriggers could bring about the overturning of 
the crane. If the system incorporates a quick release "free fall control" 
a disaster may be avoided but if the load is power lowered the severity 
of the mishap will depend upon the height of the load from the ground or 
whether the outriggers have sunk into the supporting surface. 
(3) This device operates warning lights and ball. The sound of the bell 
is a source of annoyance to operators; this is overcome by a temporary 
wedge secured between the hammer and bell. On excavation work this warn- 
ing system is usually switched off by the operator who then 'drives by 
the seat of his pants' meaning that he relies upon his sense of balance 
in relation to his upright position within the system. A common practice 
adopted by older operators, in the past, was to place newspaper on the 
back. of the seat which would then prdvido feedback of seat slide to warn 
him regarding the level of the system'in any particular workplace. 
The position of warning devices placed in cabins were recorded. 
Warning lights and bell device are small compared with the weighloader 
and usually positioned in the front area of the cabin. The size'of the 
weighloader is approximately 15 in. high by 9 in. wide by 3 in. thick, 
because of its size the position of its fixing was not constant and some- 
times placed where it could not always be continuously monitored. For 
instance some were placed in front of the operator at knee level, to one 
side of the cabin at high and low level, in two instances a weighloader 
was positioned to the cabin rear wall and completely out of the oporater'z 
view. 
Workplaces 
the purchase price of these systems range from £15,000 to more 
than L3509000 for a system, which can lift 500 tons. This price range 
does not reflect the differences in design of workplaces. Generally the 
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larger the machine the more complex is the task of designing a workplace 
which facilitates essential operator requirements to control the system. 
The vision aspect is overcome by operating this system with a two man 
crew, here this second man would constantly examine the outriggers, only 
two outriggers normally can be seen from a cabin. With cranes operating, 
with long jibs 250 feet and over, the operator experiences difficulty in 
judging minute distances when positioning very heavy loads. Operators 
of systems which have exposed hoist drums overcome this by observing the 
travel of the hoist rope or the speed at which the drums rotate. 
To further aid the operators vision, windows were removed, giving 
freedom to lean-out, thus exposing the operator to the elements. If a 
heater was installed it was ineffective because of the open window and 
draught that entered through spaces left by controls passing through the 
floor. In cabins that could be reasonably sealed to prevent draughts the 
temperature of the 'heater is dependent upon the speed of the engine The noise 
q¢nQfaMcl also depended upon Mc reed ol° t, (¢ an, 7th. -e_ ,. This 
is discussed in 
detail in the section of this report dealing with noise in cabins 
In damp cold weather the nlo, 5CL/e in tha air 
condenses, on the cold steel walls of the cabins, and condensation forms 
which is absorbed by clothes in contact. The lack of ventilation in 
front-end cabins cause windows to mist up. In wet weather rain rests 
on horizontal roof windows, and with only the windscreen wiper function- 
ing vision from within the cabin is further restricted. 
There was a seat in all machines, some could not be adjusted, 
fixed too high or too far away from the controls. To travel a track 
machine the operator stood and hold the controls to maintain 
his balance, 
whilst negotiating a path to travel. Seats varied 
in shape, size and were 
described as comfortable to that of indifference. In addition to 
the 
noise of the engine, inside the cabin, further quantities of noise 
reached the operator via the exhaust which was positioned adjacent 
to 
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the cabin. With the cabin door open and the wind blowing, it was found 
that carbon monoxide fumes from the exhaust wert blown into the cabin 
and reported, although not medically confirmed, that these fumes are 
the cause of stomach upsets. 
I 
Crane Drivers Responsibilities 
There is a distinct difference between the responsibilities of 
operators who are employed by plant hire companies and contractors; 
although they use identical systems. The responsibilities of the 
operator of a track machine are different to the operator of a lorry- 
mounted crane and when operating track machine for drag-line work, 
quite different responsibilities and skills are involved. 
Children had operated three separate systems on sites, after 
the operatives had completed their days work. In these instances 
. residents 
had reported the incidents to the local police. It was 
later discovered that cabin doors were unlocked and that the engines 
of the systems involved could be activated by the depression of a 
starter button. 
(1) The job specification for an operator employed by a contractor 
is for him to provide a service to site with little or no other res- 
triction and to conform to the in-service, operational and out-of- 
service procedure for that machine. 
(2) The job specification for a plant hire operator is different 
because his visits to sites are for short durations and before each 
visit he selects slinging equipment appropriate to undertake such work. 
He has to ensure that he arrives on site at the scheduled time, usually 
early, before site operatives commence work, so. that work will start 
simultaneously with that on site and at-the end of 
the day return to 
the plant depot. 
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(3) The job specification for the operator of a drag-line'excavator 
are combinations of the above if on hire to site. These machines 
usually have long periods of- employment on site because of their 4inabil- 
ity to move between sites-other than by being transported on low loader. 
But if at any time the excavator has to-wait for work it can be put 
toff-hire' until such time when it-can be employed 'on hire'. 
The accepted procedures recommended by manufacturers and management 
for the safe operation of these systems are under three headings: - 
(i) In-service This term is used to set up the man-machine 
system and involves the best selection of a 
site for the most commanding view of workplace: 
and economic use. " Level the system and if 
required support outriggers on timbers formed 
as 'cages' and cheLk for level. Release hook 
for telescopic cranes. If a lattice jib is 
assembled it must be tested before certified 
that the crane is ready for use. 
(ii) Operation It is essential to view the load clearly and, 
check that the slings are in the correct 
position, then the-load must be-raised safely 
and'manoeuvred in flight with the maximum 
amount of caution to ensure that, time is-not 
wasted, that damage is not caused to the load, 
property or injury to anyone assisting the 
work. The system must be maintained in a 
sound working condition. 
(iii) Out-of-service. Before leaving the system at the end of a 
day's work the operator must lower the jib 
(derrick out) secure the hook on telescopic 
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jibs, rise the hook on lattice jibs, or lower 
the bucket to the ground. If possible the 
system should be taken to a compound on site. 
Lock cabin. 
A plant hire operative is subjected to quite different conditions, 
when arriving on site, to the contractor's operator. He is not so 
familiar with the site or its personnel, often searches for refreshments 
or toilet facilities. Unless he has a front-end driver further problems 
arise when recruiting the services of a banksman. On some sites regular 
banksmen are not used. 
It was interesting to note that it was the policy of one company 
not to use the same machine system for cranage work once it had been used 
for excavation work because 
(i) of the confusion arising between controller movements 
(ii) because of the excessive wear that occurs on the slew ring. 
It was a significant pointer too that the type of people employed as 
excavator operators were older than crane operators. But only one 
operator was 50 years of age. In complete contrast to cranage work, 
where normally there are a number of personnel working in the vicinity, 
excavating machines work without a banksman and may only work with 
dumpers that transport the muck to a tip. 
To obtain the maximum output from a drag-line excavating system 
it is essential to match equipment to ensure that there are sufficient 
dumpers employed to keep the system working effectively. Improvement 
in output can also be obtain 4_ if it is possible for the drag-line, 
in some circumstances, to have a shorter jib and larger bucket. This 
kind of decision can only be implemented by management action. 
/ 
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Excavation Work 
From observations made of drag-line excavators, Fig. 5, in opera- 
tion it was obvious that output could be improved if the operator 
positioned his machine so that the slew cycle-time could be reduced. 
In many instances the throw of the bucket was haphazard, there was no 
correlation between hand and foot movements which resulted in the bucket 
not always striking the ground as it should. The bucket was dragged and 
filled and because of lack of knowledge and skill in co-ordinating con- 
troller movements at least 50% of the muck was lost whilst lifting and 
transporting the bucket for unloading into a dumper. A lack of know- 
ledge regarding where to dump the first load wet cohesive material in 
a dumper also caused further delays at the tip. 
Cranage Work - 
(a) On track cranes the travel function is controlled by: - 
(i) Travel clutch 
(ii) Two controls for steering 
(iii) Accelerator 
(b) The slew function is used in conjunction with the following: - 
(i) Slew control left or right 
(ii) Footbrake 
(iii) Pawl 
(iv) Accelerator 
(c) The derrick function is controlled by: - 
(i) Derrick control: in or out 
(ii) Pawl: locking device 
(iii) Footbrako 
(iv) Accelerator: hand or foot controlled 
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(d) Hoist or lower function is controlled by: - 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Plant hire 
Hoist lever with lowering on footbrake 
Second lever to increase speed of hoist 
Foatbrake. for free fall 
Accelerator 
Power lowering is featured also an some cranes 
companies find that telescopic jib cranes are ideal 
for short visits to a site because there is no involvement of having 
to assemble the jib. Some crane operators expressed a preference for 
them, others preferred the lattice because it has least wind resistance 
and less weight. The telescopic jib tends to make the crane 'top heavy' 
and if the wind catches it the whole system will vibrato and subject 
the outriggers to additional stresses. In. the operation of this kind 
of system the operator must re-adjust to a new environment, a different 
set of controls arid develop another skill. The new functions that an 
experienced operator must master is that of telescoping' and derricking. 
The hoist, lower, slew, derrick and outrigger controls are operated 
by the hydraulic system from the controls in the cabin or the rear of 
the crane. 
(a) Hoist and lower: The function of this single controller is to 
rise and lower the load. This function is duplicated and used for slow 
and medium speed respectively. When both controls are used together it 
operates at a faster speed as both hoist drums rotate together. On 
tower cranes this function is controlled by the right hand, White 1967. 
In this survey it is significant to find that no stereotype pattern has 
appeared for its placing. 
(b) Outriggers: Those controls operate 'feet' to lift the lorry chassis 
clear of the ground and to level the crane once in position. 
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(c) Derricking: The control of this function is more difficult. 
Unlike the lattice jib there are no pendant ropes on the telescopic 
jib. The support given to the jib is provided by hydraulic rams. 
When the derrick-out function is operated the rams must retract, this 
action at the heel of a long jib, often causes the jib to vibrate and 
does give rise to anxiety on the part of the:: operator. ' 
(d) Telescopic function: This causes the jib to extend and retract 
to its original length, an additional manual length can also be used: 
3ýb 
to do this the operator must crawl over a greasynsection or"use 
a ladder to reach it from the ground. A very common condition which 
comes about with this kind of crane when operated by operators who have 
little experience is that of turning the crane over, either by pulling 
, 
it over when lifting an exceptionally heavy load or by not taking the 
necessary precaution in setting the outriggers. This type of accident 
occurs when a load is lifted an a short 'stick' (jib). An inexperienced 
banksman often guides the operation knowing nothing of crane hazards. 
With the weighloader out of sight, the operator is instructed to tele- 
scope out. He concentrates on the task in hand, often, completely ignor= 
ing that the load he picked up has now moved near to or even outside the 
safe working, radius. If the operator is fortunate in sensing the crane 
topple he may avert a serious accident in this situation by releasing 
the load to enable it to fall to the ground. 
Interactions Affecting Optimum Performance 
Site supervisors can do much to improve the crane systems efficiency 
on site. If manufacturers too standardise their own, products, this would 
remove much frustration and anxiety from the operation of these systems 
and improve the performance of their products. Continental'manufacturers 
have recognised part of the problem and require 
each operator to possess 
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a licence to operate each type of crane. In the U. K. there is this 
laissez-faire attitude. In 1966 the. Construction Industry Training 
Board introduced courses for plant operators. Various construction 
companies and plant hire companies have their own training courses for 
plant operators. At present any one can be a crane driver. In June 
1972, the B. B. C. television reported a road accident in which a mobile 
crane was involved, killing a pedestrian. The driver of this was 
employed as a London Transport bus driver. This accident occurred 
when hp was on the 'sick list' for two weeks and had driven this crane 
for another person who had taken a day off from work. 
The construction industry is complex, operators require years of 
experience'tu appreciate the hazards of the job, and to be aware of 
people's deficiences on site. It has been-established from the small 
sample of operators met in this survey that all are not trained, to a 
considerable extent' the controlabillity of their machines is dependent. 
on luck rather than their knowledge of the job content which can only 
be appreciated if all operators were trained. The thirteen day train- 
ing course at the C. I. T. C. would be better supported if its duration were 
reduced stated one manager. It must be argued that for a person to be 
absent from his employment for two weeks does cause some disruption, 
plus the fact that the trainee himself may not wish to attend because 
he considers the period to be too long for him to be away from his wife 
and family. He may have heard of another trainee experiencing difficulty 
in receiving his wages when attending the training course. On the other 
hand a two or three day safety course is too short for-anyone to 
impart'- 
sufficient knowledge about the job let alone expect a parson who 
has not 
been to school since he was 15 to absorb hnd understand such information. 
A compromise would be to have an introductory course and a qualifying 
course, each of a week's duration. Even if some 
trainees did not return 
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for the qualifying course at least they would have received some basic 
training in the operation of the system. 
To aid the crane systems productivity and safe use various types 
of communication methods have been used. The two methods most popular 
are: - 
(i) The standard hand signals 
(ii) The inevitable 'shout' to convey instructions and messages. 
Operators do not have an eye sight test, roi a, medical examinations, 
and the possibility of an operator having a hearing examination is 
quite remote. If an adequate communication system was used an operator 
could make any excuse to condemn it, e. g. interferances, can't hold the 
unit and operate controllers at the same time, or say that if headphones 
, were supplied that they were uncomfortable to wear. 
The real reason may be that the operator has a deficiency in his 
hearing and dces not know of it. He will never find out until he is 
exposed to a subjective auditory test. If an operator has been employed 
in this work for a long time and his hearing has been affected in the 
be ca rs e- 
speech frequencies? q he. is not aware that it is he whor is affected 
will condemn any mode of communication system. The inability to per- 
ceive information particularly with plant hire operatives could be the 
source of conflict with personnel on site because of not having the 
ability to fully understanä instructions due to his deficiency. in hear- 
ing. No doubt many accidents have come about by messages or instructions 
being only half understood. 
The number of hours operators work on site cannot be conducive to 
their maintaining standardperformance. Lorry drivers, are by law, for- 
bidden to work more than ten hours in 24 hours, -they must also keep a 
log book. On many sites the work itself can involve much waiting, whilst 
building components are fixed. To occupy their time the operator either 
i 
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reads, maintains his machine or relaxes in the cabin. Many consider 
this state of inactivity boring and vigilance too is affected, often 
resulting in erratic controller movements and incorrect responses to 
stimuli. The misjudgement of cues ultimately end in a much lower level 
of performance of the operators task and even in accidents. 
The Questionnaire 
This questionnaire was designed to obtain information about 
(i) Operator 
(ii) His job, and. 
(iii) The system. See Fig. 15. 
(i) The Operator 
They age range of operators was between 22 years and 50 years. It 
was significant that only one operator met on this survey was 50 years 
of age. Older men will not or cannot occupy these jobs because of the 
arduous conditions. 
Table i% analyses the type of training operators received for their 
job. 27% confessed to not having had any form of training. Only three 
operators had attended a C. I. T. C. course, two being employed by plant 
hire companies. The ratio of those operators who have not-been on any 
form of 'instruction session' is 1: 3. The ratio with plant hire companies 
is 1: 4. Contractors ratio is 7: 10. From this 
analysis is appears that it'is the contractors who are behind-in the 
training of cperators, but because of the smallness of the group it is 
obvious not a representative sample of the whole population in the U. K. 
All operators had at some time misunderstood a signal from a banks- 
man. 36% confessed to having understood a signal and made a wrong control- 
ler movement. This is often caused by operators resting their hands on 
their controls. 
37. 
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Fig. 15 The Questionnaire used on Site 
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SURVEY ANALYSIS OF OPERATOR TRAINING 
Type of Training Total % Plant Hire % Contractors % 
In Forces 5 '2 3.5 1 1.83 
Fitter 5 9 4' 7 1 1.83 
TwI 8) 
Sit by Nelly 13)28 
Banksmen 7) 
49 7) 
12) 21 
2) 
37 1) 
1) 7 
5) 
1.25 
CITC3 5 2 3.5 1 1.83 
Safety Course 3 5 3 5 - 
Total 42 73 32 80 10 59 
No Training 15 27 8 20 7 13 
No. of. Drivers 57 100 40 70 17 30 
Table V 
ANALYSIS nF OPERATOR TRAINING 
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It was discovered that-10yß of operatives had never had an eye 
test; 1511o had one between 10'to 20 years ago; 32% during the last 
10 years; 7%-when taking a- driving test 'and' 4ö when in the forces. 
12% had been ill during the last six months, 58% do not have 
meals at regular times, of course this depends upon the work they are 
doing at that time of day; concreting will continue until the pcur is 
complete and the operator will eat his sandwiches whilst working, if 
possible! 
When operators were asked to name the'most common health defect 
amongst other operators they did recognise that health and physique- 
aro affectod and the following were referred to: overweight, stomach 
ulcers, hteivorrlio; ds and hypertension. 67% of operators experience 
tiff necks, cramp in legs, aching back, pain in elbows, arms and legs 
either after completing a specific task or after the change over from 
one system to another. Headaches are a common occurrence and are 
assumed to be caused by viewing high loads with the bright sky in the 
background, also pains in the stomach and drowsiness which it is 
reported is caused by inhaling carbon monoxide fumes ftom exhaust 
outlets. It was also stated that these fumes affect the operators 
eyes by making them 'water' and cause eyes to become irritated. 
(ii) The Job 
operators were of the opinion that if site supervisors understood 
the requirements of this syctom, and made preparations for it before 
arriving on site, both time and money could be saved. 
'When considering the operators attitude towards work, factors 
such as who he is working with, time of day and the typo of task can 
affect, his performance. The majority considered that their performance 
was at its peak after morning tea break. 
40. 
i 
All operators knew of another operator who had been involved in 
an accident. 59% had been involved in an accident themselves. Two 
operators had been in control of a system when the load it was carrying 
fell, killing a site operative in each instance. 
Another comment was that "because of the good money, many 
operators spend too much time in the pubs. They get a 'pot belly', 
no exercise, bad heart, suffer with nerves and 'pack the job in' before 
they reach 50 years of age". This statement appears to be quite true 
although no mention was made to the loss of hearing. One operator 
exposed a 'skin rash' on his arm and leg. He confirmed that it appears 
also on his body. After. hospital treatment he was told that this con- 
dition was attributed to his nervous disposition. 
(jujiThe System 
(a) Operators: 72% of operators confessed that they sometimes 
forget that the controls of the system, now operating, ' wage 
different to their previous system controls. 685 stated that 
they became tired whilst sitting at their controls. 78iß left 
(b) 
and a safety programme. 
Controls: 92r of operators agreed that they would like the 
controls on all systems standardised. 
81% confessed to making 
the wrong controller movements. 96% could be accidentally moved 
to start crane in motion. 65% preferred short controls. 32% 
preferred long levers and 2% had no'preference. 
(c) Cab iris: All cabin windows could- be cleaned. 68" of operatives 
experienced difficulty in entering or leaving a cabin. 96% did 
their workplaces to correct slingers work or to inform banksmen 
regarding the use of hand signals. 76` had never read the crane 
manual. 755 required their workplace to be redesigned. All 
operatives consider that most accidents were caused by incompetent 
site operatives and believed that the risk of accidents on site 
would only be lessened by everyone participating in job training 
not have afire extinguisher in the cabin. 41. 
There were comments recorded regarding the ease of maintenance 
with each system. Each system had its own advantages and each company 
had its own policy to deal with its maintenance. For daily maintenance 
of some systems some operators-have difficulty in squeezing between 
parts of the engine to service it. One system must be badly neglected, 
because the operator had difficulty in reachiog the oil plug and when 
changing the oil it drops onto other parts beneath the machine causing 
the oil to 'splash out' everywhere as well as over the operator. 
On one site visited a system was employed to unload prestressed 
floor slabs off a lorry. The crane cabin was small and whilst work was 
in progress a study was made of the task, from a position near to the 
work whilst sheltering from rain under an in-situ concrete floor decking. 
A load was lifted off the lorry and as it passed over a reinforced con- 
crete column it dropped onto the column; when it hit the column the 
slabs appeared to explode. Fortunately, no-one was injured, in this 
instance, and the debris was cleared in a matter of minutes. See Fig. 16. 
The operator of this cranes was a 'stand-in operator' who had been 
previously interviewed at another sito. for the survey. Before this 
incident, in a conversation, fie stated that the footbrako was inefficient 
and that he had reported his observation to site management. Since that 
visit attempts have taken place to try &o, * contact the regular driver 
who was on the 'sick list' at the time of the first visit, but without 
any success. One assumption was that the regular operator had reported 
the system's condition and worried himself so much about its condition 
and anticipated an accident. 
42. 
I 
Fin. 16: Load fell onto column 
ý; J" 
NOISE EXPOSURES IN CABINS 
When examining the mobile-cranes in their depots they were not 
generating noise; even on site no-one referred to the level of noise in 
the cabin and only when the machines were working was it possible to 
record relevant sound levels. It was decided to pursue noise as an 
important part of the survey after an incident which had affected the 
investigator on one visit. The noise was unbearable and he'resolved his 
problem by tearing into strips a piece of clean cloth, for use as tem- 
porary ear plug. Ear plugs later formed part of the investigators 
possession especially upon visiting sites. The noise level reading 
in this particular work environment, which attracted attention to noise, 
produced asound level of 111 dBA's. ` 
In practice sound levels are expressed in dBA's. This means that 
the measurements have been taken with a meter having a built-in selectiv- 
ity, or 'A' weighting. It is designed to approximate sensitivity of the 
human ear. With the weighting network switched in, the meter becomes 
less sensitive to sounds in higher and lower frequencies than in the 
middle range. A dBA reading (1000 c/s. frequency) gives an idea of the 
subjective loudness of a sound and relate to the damage potential of a 
particular noise. 
The instrument used to record the noise levels was a Bruel & Kjoer, 
Precision Sound Level Meter (P. S. M. ). To obtain further'data about the 
type of noise exposures inside cabins a type 1613 Octave Filter Set was 
fitted to the sound level meter which give readings on eleven frequency 
bands of the emitted noise. 
/ 
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Sound levels in cabins were affected by their position in relation 
to the location of the systems prime mover. On small cranes with front- 
end cabins, the operator could by manipulating the P. T. O. control (Power 
Turn Over) e. g. change from lorry drive to crane drive and vice-versa. 
The engine (prime mover) is generally placed in the same location as the 
cabin. To operate a track system the engine is a more powerful unit 
inside the cabin with no insulation around the engine. Steel cabins 
amplify the generated noise and one operator stated that the noise level 
was noticeably reduced by the presence of the investigator. 
Operators kept open the door of their cabins to overcome the 
annoyance of excessive noise exposures and to aid communication on site. 
One Safety Officer showed the investigator a crane and stated 'that during 
warm weather, no operator would stay inside this cabin operating it for 
longer periods than half an hour at a timer. The cabin was 2 ft. 6 in. 
square on plan and of glass construction, mounted immediately above the 
engine. Further data on noise was unobtainable due to a site stoppage 
which was created by 'working conditions on site'. Back-end cabins were 
generally isolated, yet although these operators kept their door open 
for communication purposes an exhaust outlet fixed to the wall of the 
cabin caused vibrations and was a noisier source than the engine. 
The dBA readings were obtained by holding the S. P. M. near the 
operators ear, whilst he was operating the system. This data could 
only be collected in a workplace large enough to accommodate two people. 
The noise in each workplace is not at a constant pressure; the exposures 
are intermittent and of variable noise amplitude which are dependent 
upon the systems function. To assist in the analysis of the noise 
amplitudes and spectrum frequencies the operator was requested to keep 
the noise level constant whilst the P. S. M. was controlled-by the 
45. 
investigator, using both his hands to hold it in position, and calling 
out the frequency reading for the operator to record. 
Further observations revealed that the operator controlled the 
degree of 'annoyance' to which he was subjected by regulating the 
accelerator to reduce the noise generated at source. If the accelerator 
was 'opened up' the system would operate faster, greater output would be 
achieved. Undoubtedly this action taken by the operator to keep the 
noise at a tolerable level ensures that systems operate below their 
designed capacity. The sound levels recorded in cabins are shown in 
Table DUI. 
fZ4I1" 
dBA4in cabins WHEEL TRACK TOTAL 
} 71 - 80 2 - 2 
81 - 90 11 2 13 
91-100 9 4 13 
101-110 4 4 8 
111-120 i- 
i 
1 1 
i 
TOTAL 26 11 37 
Table VI 
Sound Levels Recorded Inside Cabins 
When one is exposed to a loud noise over a short period the 
noisy produces a temporary threshold shift from which the ear will 
(1,7o) 007A (141A (1110) 
recover. Kryteý, Qroadbent, Burn Ä, Robinson4and others agree that 
exposure to high levels of noise over long periods will cause incur- 
able deafness. The degree of impairment depends on the noise level 
46. 
and its duration as well as on the sensitivity of the individual. 
Permanent impairment of hearing due to noise exposures develop over a 
number of years. In general people are not aware that their hearing 
may be affected because at first the damage is concentrated around the 
higher frequencies. It is a biological phenomenon too that the auditory 
nerve, which transmits messages to the brain, degenerates as a--function 
of ageing. It is also established that some people who have undergone 
medical treatment with prolonged dosage of penicillin or a similar anti- 
biotic drug are sometimes subjected to side-effects which cause, permanent 
damage to the auditory nerve. 
Noise is a recognised industrial hazard. The Code of Practice on 
Noise was introduced in April 1972. A draft British Standard on Measure- 
ment to Noise Exposures has been prepared since April 1971. In 1971 
there were two court cases of a unique kind which will be entered into 
history books as the first of their kind under the existing Industrial 
Injuries Act to deal with the effect of noise on operatives. It is 
. 
inevitable that when the U. K. becomes a fully integrated member with 
the E. E. C. Countries, it will just be a matter of time before, such legis- 
lation is introduced to the U. K. 
Published data, Fig. 17, already exists to calculate damage risks 
for stable noise environments but it is not applicable for use when deal- 
ing with the intermittent variable exposures to which operators of crane 
and track systems are exposed. The U. S. A., South Africa and countries 
on the continent have similar legislation on noise considering a hazard 
to prevail if noise levels exceeds 85d9A. 
The accelerator in. a track system could be set in one position 
and the noise exposures dealt with as set out in the C. P. an Noise. 
Tasks undertaken on wheel systems generate variable exposures within the 
range of 85 to 120 dBA, and continue intermittently throughout 
the work- 
ing day. For this reason a method calculating Equivalent Continuous 
47. 
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Sound Level (ECSL) as adapted by the C. P. on noise is used to analyse 
noisy environments and to consider the effect it has on the operator. 
For any intermittent variable exposures one must record the 
exposure intensities of the task, although these patterns can vary 
with the tasks and between different tasks on site. The following 
example is based on a ten hour day with a systems utilisation of 60%. 
One objective is to determine the total number of hours the operator 
is subjected to noise. This is achieved by obtaining the different 
totals and refer to the C. P. on Noise nomogram for calculation of (ECSL). 
When the duration of exposure at more than one level is known the 
exposure of each sound level should be converted to a value of fractional 
exposure f. The values of f received during one day should be added 
together, or for longer periods, and the total value of f. converted to 
equivalent continuous sound level. The nomogram, Fig.. 18, will be used, 
for this example: -. 
Assume: 10 hour day, 60% utilisation =6 hours worked 
The cycle time for cranage task for lifting and holding 
components. in position for fixing is: - 
Sling load 1 minute 85 dBA exposure 
Transport 2 98 " 
Hold 2" 90 
Return 1" 95 "" 
Total 6 It 
Number of cycles per hour 
6O 10 per. hour = 60 cycles per day 
Total exposure time: 
1 hour 85. dßA f=0.04 
2 98 1' Pý0.16 
2" 90 "f=0.27 
1 95 "f_0.04 
Total Ualua f-0.51 
'fCSL. , Leg ý 97 dba. 
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The C. P. states "that any exposure to a sound level of more than 
90 d6A should be regarded as requiring ear protection". If such noise 
levels exist in industry it is management's responsibility to ensure 
that the manpower is protected from such noise hazards and given ear 
defenders to wear at such workplaces. 
51. 
AUDIOl ETUIC SURVEY 
Ergonomists are aware of the effects that noise can have on people, 
and construction plant operatives are no exception. Wilson, Burns, 
Broadbent and Kryter are few of many who have devoted much of their 
studies to noise and conditions that can cause permanent deafness. Many 
investigations to establish the threshold of hearing of children, service- 
men and people of different ages have been completed and there is an 
abundance of statistical data available for reference. In clinical 
experiments the conditions are as near the ideal as possible. Labora- 
tories are designed for such tests or a mobile laboratory is used which 
is completely insulated for its purpose and is provided with all the 
necessary equipment, including the subjects. 
To undertake a similar survey of construction plant operators, 
and to have each subject's threshold of hearing checked at regular 
intervals would present a mammoth administrative task. Construction 
plant operators do not stay long with any one ccmpany or even in the 
same area. Employment is on a casual basis and labour turnover high; 
this is a contributing factor to-the industry being a high accident 
risk industry. It must also be remembered that these people do not 
have eye tests, or medical tests and to undertake a full scale audio- 
metric survey, in the construction industry is considered to be too 
ambitious a task. 
How could such a survey be undertaken without the facilities of 
.a mobile 
laboratory and its support staff? A serial study could not 
be pursued due to the problems stated and resulting from the study of 
the restrictions alone it was concluded that the following should be 
pursued: - to test the hypothesis that there is a difference between 
52. 
the thrQshold of hearing-of plant operators who have been subjected to 
noise and subjects who have not been subjected to noise. The experiment 
was designed to study three separate groups: - 
ci> Young age groups 
(ii) 'Non-exposed to noise' variable age group 
(iii) 'Exposed to noise' variable age group. 
Pdo preference was given to the selection within groups. 
How was data to be collected on a construction site or on a sprawl- 
ing trunk road project? Sealed chambers were too bulky and expensive to 
be taken to the subjects on site. Evon'if they had operators who have 
been exposed to noise they might not have recovered from the temporary 
threshold shift and produce inaccurate reading. It has been argued, 
Alexander 1968, that if exposed for five hours or more a day the tempor- 
ary shift becomes permanent. Moreover, site noises might effect resulrs. 
Armed with the awareness of the conditions which would affect the survey, 
the market was searched for a suitable apparatus that would fulfil the 
.I 
required specification. 
Only a light-weight portable apparatus could be used to collect 
this information and an Ampliuox Audiometer, Model 110 was chosen. It 
has a range from 10 to 100 dB. and eight frequency bands from 250 to 
6000 Hz.. Isolated signals can be transmitted to each ear and to increase 
attenuation the earphones 
use 
In many inctanccs when 
a front-end cabins, with 
period, or behind the system 
sessions in depots presented 
grams were cancelled because 
wsre fitted into liquid filled audicups. 
collecting this data it was convenient to 
the doors and windows closed during this 
out of view of other site operatives. The 
no problem although when on site many audio- 
of low frequency noises and vibration inter- 
ferences, particularly from dumpers, water pumps and compressors, If 
the subjects complained of an interfezence the test was repeated and 
53. 
all threshold levels rechecked. On occasions many subjects held the 
audiocups firm to their ears to increase tha attenuation. See Table 
VII and Table VIII. In some cabins the noise generated was analysed. 
See Fig. 19. 
Although the purpose of this survey was to make a comparison, 
the one thing that all subjects had in common was that they were sub- 
jected to the same degree of 'error'. The non-exposed subjects had 
their sessions in the vicinity of an £8 million construction project, 
and some of these sessions too were abandoned. The data collected has 
not been subjected tu any statistical test other than the calculation 
of arithmetical means of the threshold for each ear, each subject's' 
threshold of hearing, for all subjects in each group, the mean of each 
frequency band and audiogram for each group. Speech frequencies were 
similarly analysed. 
Fig. 20 illustrates the closeness of fit between Group A and B. 
Group A's sole function was to provide the standard pattern. The 
threshold'shift for Group B is attributed to age range and degeneration 
of hearing. Group C has a similar pattern to Group B with the thres- 
holds at the higher frequences , are. different. A similar 
pattern is maintained lower in the audible range, but there is a 
difference between the thresholds of Groups B and C. 
When comparing groups the mean of B has a 53% shift from A, 
Group C has a 657% shift from B and has a 133 ö shift away from A. 
Fig. 21 analyses the speech range frequencies for each group. A thres- 
hold shift of 15 dB in any frequencajis ancimpairment, but/shift of 
25 dB i's, a disability. The differences between groups over the speech 
range are particularly disturbing when even hearing aids can be of little 
assistance to some individuals. 
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57. 
It is concluded from these results, that there is a. 
difference between similar age groups of people who are exposed and who 
are not exposed to noise. 
Besides recording the noise exposure levels in cabins during the 
number oý 
survey and the years experience of operators, each gave a subjective 
assessment of the amount of time each operator was at his workplace. 
By'referring to Figs. 22 and 23 and to the C. P. on Noise it is not too 
difficult to deduce that these workplaces could have contributed to the 
significant differences between the two similar age groups. 
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THE CRANE DRIVER 
Development of Programme 
The survey on mobile cranes produced findings which showed that 
there was a considerable variability between crane systems, work under- 
taken on site and types of site.; the kind of training for the job of 
crane driving could be improved, some drivers did not receive any form 
of training for the. job. Following on from the initial investigation 
another study began to observe variables which interacted to produce 
situations which affected operators' attitudes to work, safety, health, 
productivity and to identify the causes of such effects. 
This new programme emphasisedthe 'ergonomist approach' to an 
on-going live situation in industry. The basic idea was acceptable 
but needed the backing of a supporting team with expertise in specific 
areas as well as finance to enable any work to commence on the project. 
In the summer of 1972 enquiries began for collection of information and 
advice from the medical profession and associates. The needs were for 
a piece of equipment which could record heart-rate and blood pressure 
simultaneously whilst a crane driver is working. 
As a result of an interview with the Head of the Dental Conservation 
School, University Hospital (Wales) in Cardiff it was learnt that he had 
been particularly interested in monitoring blood pressure of his subjects 
whilst undergoing dental treatment and provided information about'a 
Swedish system. It was a finger cuff which was inflated automatically. ' 
Although this finger cuff was of no practical use to crane drivers an 
enquiry to its manufacturers brought no further result. Following this 
visit further interviews were undertaken with the professors of neurology, 
cardiology, and pathology; none was-s able to offer assistance to the 
programme. 
I 
ý 
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Initially the task was simple - just obtain a piece of apparatus 
which was small, portable, comfortable to the operator which would con- 
tinuously record heart rate and blood pressure. Of course, this appara- 
tus must in no way interfere or impede the subject from completing his 
work in a safe and efficient manner. By the autumn in 1972 besides 
determining that no such piece of apparatus existed, many eminent people 
were stating that such a project was impossible yet others thought that 
information of the kind sought after might possibly be achieved. 
Even to pursue the project further was debatable when considering 
the information to hand. But the challenge which was presented gave 
every encouragement to pursue it and search to further fields. The 
important objective was'to trace someone who was oven prepared to part- 
icipate ; in such a project. 
Manufacturers of medical apparatus and equipment, and the agents 
for companies, were contacted from the continent of Europe, 
-the United Kingdom and North America. One American company offered a 
telemetry system to transmit signals as being used by space vehicles at 
that time. Later it was discovered that the Ministry of Telecommunica- 
tions and Post would have'to provide a licence for its use in the U. K. 
and that they would not do so because the telemetry transmitting 
frequencies impinged current transmitting regulations. Many of the 
representatives of the medical equipment companies contacted provided 
an exceptional service by making their own enquiries. For the purpose 
of the development collaboration was obtained with the chief physicist 
at the University Hospital (Wales). He had used telemetry and was 
currently monitoring the heart-rate of an unborn child. It was also 
revealed that similar work was underway at the Radcliff Infirmary, 
Oxford, but they were not prepared to assist this project. 
62. 
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Another meeting followed a month later, after Dr. WhelptonAhad 
'I bout time to assess, enquire/and give thought to the project not only on how 
such a programme could be undertaken, but to what use could he pub such 
information. At the end of this Dr. Whelpton stated "that he had been 
interested in this kind of work for a long time. " But now, he said, 
because I have had a specific request for assistance with this programme 
he, w4S prepared to co-operate and prove to himself whether such a tech- 
nique can or cannot be developed for use on site to monitor normal 
people's physiological responses whilst they are at their workplace". 
He also stressed that "the pick-up heads of the apparatus would present 
much difficulty in detecting-the information required". 
At this same meeting after discussing the site requirements it 
was agreed that a system known as Electrical Impedance Plethysmography 
would be used. It is a non-invasive method, e. g. it does not puncture 
the skin surface, , 
Interest is for establishing the causes on site 
of physiological variations rather than in absoluto values of such 
changes during working conditions and for the minimum amount of subject 
inconvenienco. By December 1972 an application for financial assistance 
was made to the Science Research Council and by April 1973 a Special 
Grant was awarded to allow the programme to continue. 
It is interesting to note that in the early spring of 1973 a 
company in oxford placed on the market two items of equipment which 
were quite revolutionary to researchers the first was a miniature. 
cassette tape recorder which could record continuously for 24 hours, 
and the second was an apparatus that could make a continuous recording 
of direct arterial pressure with no restriction on activity tho 
advantage being that the record is on a magnetic tape (Miniature 
recorder) and it is possible to replay the records at various speeds 
to analyse each heart beat or to produce an entire 24 hour record on 
a few feet of paper. W. A. Littler at al, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, 
63. 
published in 1972, They used this system which is an intra-arterial 
catheter, with a connecting tube placed in the brachial artery. The 
catheter is connected to a perfusion pump. The tubing is anchored to 
the skin every 5 cm. to prevent movement of-- - tubing as it 
passes, through the brachial artery and up the arm to the front, of the 
chest where the perfusion pump, transducer and tape recorder are carried 
on a padded harness at heart level. 
A representative of this company in Oxford contacted the investiga- 
tor with an invitation to view a demonstration of this equipment by men 
working in a steel works in South Wales. Prior to this demonstration 
it was learnt that the Trade Union representing these men forbade them 
to participate in such an experiment. This experience confirmed belief 
that a non-invasive technique is the only solution, where health is not 
4 
endangered, to work situations where the co-operation of employers, 
operator and contractor is needed. Each will be satisfied that by, 
participating in the experiment the experimental procedure or equipment 
will not interfere with work standards or quality of work on behalf of 
the subject. 
-Reearth and 
Electrical Impedance Plethysmography 
From the results of surveying literature on the use of electrical 
impedance plethysmography it was discovered not, to be a new technique 
but a technique that has been used in the medical profusion for many 
years. Nyboer at al in 1940 proposed the use of thoracic electrical 
impedence measurements for this purpose. In 1951 Van Den Berg and 
Alberts studied the limitations of electrical impedance plethysmography. 
They stated that electrical impedance plethysmography had been offered 
as a substitute for mechanical plethysmography and would be particularly 
could 
suitable for regions in which the mechanical method/_, not be applied. 
64. 
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A comparative investigation on mechanical and electrical impedance 
plethysmograms taken simultaneously from a finger or forearm revealed 
that while the normal pulsations were reproduced reasonably well, 
could 
electrical impedance plethysmography / not be employed to determine 
volume changes of blood. The experiment was undertaken in clinical 
conditions using a four band system and finger cuff. 
A year later in 1962, in Prague, Benetato et al, completed an 
investigation using radiotemetrics on metallurgy wcrkes, on the peculiari- 
ties of working conditions and of the mode of adaption of the body during 
the process work in this category. It was concluded that their system 
of telemetric recording yielded satisfactory results in railway engine 
and car drivers, but in the case of forge workers it was impossible to 
obtain adequate tracings in the specific working conditions, except 
recordings made during work breaks, due to the multiple artefacts induced 
by various movements of the body, abundant perspiration and high tempera- 
tures. As regards to these conditions it was known that humidity and 
temperatures below 50C, Kimmich 1969, restricted the performance 
of telemetric systems. Hauf and Ohmann, 1970, used telemetric record- 
ings of weavers working in high temperatures and noted that their heart 
rate was maintained at 120 beats per minute throughout the day's work. 
Benetato et al had used a two band system which produced telemetric 
recording on a single curve with simultaneous measurements of blood 
pressure by the Korotkcvmethod between work periods. 
A considerable amount-of development work on the system known as 
impedance plethysmography was undertaken at the U. S. A. Air Force School 
of Aerospace Medicine in Texas and later at other centres under the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, N. A. S. A. The name 
associated with this work is W. G. Kubicek, when in. 1966 whilst working 
at the Minnesota Medical School he published many papers 
in which he 
O 
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described his work in detail, claiming that there is a great need in 
clinical and research work for a simple and bloodless method of measur- 
ing cardiac output. During the preceding decade he had pursued a pro- 
gramme to relate observed electrical impedance changes of the thorax 
occuing with the cardiac cycle to measurements-of cardiac output. He 
developed a system which monitored L4E; ventricule output and made an 
investigation to make comparison of cardiac output values obtained by 
the impedance method with simultaneous values obtained by a dye-dilution 
technique. 
This study involved simultaneous measurements by two methods with 
experimental subjects at rest and while doing exercise on a bicycle 
ergometer. He used a four band electric impedance plethysmograph system 
to assess cardiac output. Two electrode bands were placed around the 
neck and two around the abdomen just below the xiphisternal joint. The 
outer pair of electrodes were connected to a 100 kHz 6 mA constant current 
source while the voltage between the innerpair was measured with a high 
impedance detector. Kubicek recorded two output signals from this system: - 
(i) the change of impedance signal Q, z; *. 
(ii) the first derivative dz/dt. 
In addition, he obtained the electrocardiograms and sought to correlate 
the signals. The formula he devised for cardiac output is normally 
expressed as: - 
Where pV - stroke volume in cc 
= the electrical resistivity of blood 
i= the mean distance between the inner pair of 
electrodes 
Qz=s the maximum impedance during systole by 
extrapolation 
ZO - the base impedance between the two inner 
electrodes in OhmS. 
66, 
Although this formula is still used in modified form, an improved 
formula with better theoretical background has been developed. Kubicek' 
used his formula to calculate cardiac output on twelve subjects and 
made comparison with dye-dilution measurements. He concluded his work 
by saying that further work was justified. Dr. Wils Cooley, Medical 
Systems Engineering Laboratory, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburg, 
argued in his paper, published in. 1972, that Kubicek's formula was 
derived from Nyboer's formula which represents blood flow in a peripheral 
limb segment namely: - 
/v= /O(Z) dZ Wils Cooley said 
that one of-the reasons for the slow advance of this technique is the 
lack of understanding of the biological mechanics contributing to 
such 
measured impedance which are affected by/factors as changes in heart 
volume, changes in lung volume and changes in the distribution of fluid 
within various tissues and not taken into account in Kubicek's formula 
and that it gave rise to misunderstandings and misleading results. 
Following on from Kubicek's publications and studies impedance 
plethysmography as a subject became controversial in 1967 after 
R. U. Hill et al had completed a report for N. A. S. A. which was very 
critical of the method practised and concluded that "Electrical 
Impedance Plethysmography as it is currently used and interpreted 
appears to be in error". lie claimed that the effects were artefacts 
e. g. impedance changes and, therefore, voltage changes other than 
those resulting from volume conductance changes. He also claimed four 
requirements for accurate impedance plethysmography: - 
(i) Four terminal system 
(ii) True constant current source 
(iii) High DC and AC sensing impedance 
(iv) High common mode rejection 
Despite these set-backs interest continued after Hill's report, 
and interest in impedance plethysmography grew with very, substantial 
67. 
evidence building up in support of the system. In particular the work of 
Wils Cooley has led to a better understanding of the causes of observed 
changes. Much of the current work has been carried out by using a 
machine known as the Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph produced by 
Instrumentations for Medicine Inc. This method uses four electrode 
bands which are applied to the patient and connected to the instrument 
which is mains operated. A minute constant alternating current is passed 
through the thorax between electrode 1 and 4. The product of this 
current multiplied by the thoracic impedance between electrode 2 and 3 
generates a voltage which is picked ups amplified and automatically pro- 
cessed by the instrument into a form suitable for display on a cardio- 
scope or recorder. See Fig. 24. 
Fir, 24 Single Cardiogram Wave 
From the impedance cardiogram the maximum deflection of dz/dt 
signal can be used, unit calibration height for 1 ohm per second and 
the ventricular ejection time T. The stroke volume is then calculated 
from Kubicek's improved formula: - 
=ýv 
(L)2. 
Tdt 
68. 
Where V= Stroke Volume 
= Resistivity of blood taken as 135 ohms at 
100 KHz 
L= Shortest-distance between inner electrodes in 
Zo = 
I 
dz 
dt 
cm 
Base impedance between inner electrodes in ohms 
Ventricular ejection time in seconds 
Maximum deflection from zero line, of impedance 
trace, ohms/sec 
Cardiac output is Vx Heart Rate = (. t/min. 
1000 
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Fig. 2b: Four Band System 
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PORTABLE IMPEDANCE PLETHYSMOGRAPH 
It appeared from the literature published on electrical impedance 
systems that this was a dubious method in which there is some vague, 
fortuitous totally unexplained and misunderstood relationships between 
cardiac events and the output signal. This then was the state of 
impedance plethysmography when considering the use of such a technique 
on subjects who were crane drivers. Because of the subjects' work, and 
the conditions to be honoured by the investigator, for realistic reasons 
it was decided to adopt a two electrode band , system instead of the four 
band as time on site would be considerably reduced in preparing the 
subject, and of course, because the magnetic tape was imported from the 
U. S. A. only half the quantity would be used. See Fig. 25. 
The development of a portable electrical impedance plethysmograph 
which would continuously monitor subjects was to be specially made, to 
monitor crane drivers and the actual work which was carried out by a 
young physicist, Mr. J. U. Morris, began in May 1973. Besides doing his 
normal work he experimented with various circuits until a signal pro- 
duced the kind of information' required. He aimed at being able to- 
obtain a single curve as Benetato, Kubicek and as published in the 
manual of Instrumentation for Medicine Inc. Minnesota Impedance Cardio- 
graph for their four band electrode system. See Fig. 26. 
The basic principles of these systems are to pass a known current 
via the neck band through the thorax and for the current to be collected 
by the band below the abdomen. If. there were no impedance in the thorax 
the signals would be identical but because of heart changes lung--move- 
ment and blood volumes in this v+cinityfh? esc impede ,. the signal from 
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reaching the lower band. Then the difference between the input signal 
to that of the output signal enables a curve, known as the cardiogram 
wave, to show blood volume and heart rate. 
li 
The major task was to detect the minute impedance changes, then 
to amplify, stabilise and control the signal. The output wave from this 
two electrode system was not only comparable with that from four band 
instruments, but that this two band system produced a waveform which gave 
a good respiratory signal, with a smaller superimposed cardiac cycle. 
See Fig. 27. 
4 
Fig 27 Respiration Rhythms- and Heart Beats 
Benetato used a two electrode system; this system also has two 
bands and violates the first of Hill's four specifications. Neverthe- 
less this systan does accord with other systems. It has a constant 
current of 100 KHz source normally operating at 1.8 mA which is lead 
dependent up to approximately 1k ohm (average Thoracic Impedance is 
30 ohms); has a high DC and AC impedance (100 kohms) and a high common 
mode rejection ratio. 
During this development period telemetry had been further dis- 
cussed. On some cranes it would be possible for the investigator to 
sit inside the front cabin with his subject. It could not be done so 
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with subjects who worked in a back-end cabin. Because of the problems 
envisaged on site by the effect that the static electricity generated 
either by diesel or diesel electric engines or by a small parcel tele- 
metry receiver/ recorder being left on site it might encourage someone 
to remove or oven destroy this unit. Hence, a miniature recorder 
was used to record the signal direct. It was hoped that not only 
would signal interference be limited but that the whole system could 
be more strictly controlled when used by subjects on site. 
It also became apparent that the only accurate method of record- 
ing blood pressure was to use the intra-arterial catheter method. This 
technique was not pursued for the following reasons: - 
(i) Only the investigator undertook experimental work on 
site. 
(ii) It would not be possible for a doct-b( to visit site 
to examine the subject and remain there without being 
given considerable notice of his service - this could 
not be guaranteed on any site. 
Thera was c(0bt whelts-eve the sobject- 
(iii) would _. 
consent to participate in the 
experiment!. 
1hzee was dobe #F 
(iv) the subject's employer allow him to do sale 
(v) In view of safety standards practised on site it -was d,, oww( 
a hirer be prepared to let an operator in this con- 
dition onto his site! The site manager would not 
take any unnecessary risks. 
To avoid aggravating a delicate situation when seeking further 
co-operation of contractors and plant hire companies in the construction 
industry it was decided to use the arm cufrfor the r3cording of blood 
pressure. A pocket aneroid sphygmomanometer and stethoscope with 
brachial artery microphone were used after the investigator was advisod 
I 
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and. instructed in how to- obtain and record the KorotkoV sounds at 
University Hospital (Wales). 
Laboratory Tests 
The preliminary laboratory tests were of value only in that the 
impedance plethysmograph needad to be refined because the artefact 
resulting from muscular and body movements made the useful signal 
undistinguishahle from the 'noise'. Blood pressure readings were taken 
every. 30 seconds. Even so providing the subject lay still the impedance 
plethysmograph gave the desired result. This situation was acceptable 
in hospital but not on site; further work was pursued to modify the 
electrical circuit. 
Alterations were also completed on the blood pressure recording 
apparatus. When using this apparatus the brachial artery microphone 
was strapped in position and covered by the arm cuff of the sphygmomano- 
meter (sphyg. ). The cuff was inflated to about ; ZOO mmHg and gently 
deflated. At the same time the investigator listened for the first 
pulse beats. It was stated at the time of receiving instructions in 
the use of this equipment that "two people will, rcccrd the same readings". 
This could be attributed to the inaccurate placing of the brachial 
microphone and to the acuity of the individual examiner's hearing 
ability. The first two readings at which pul---- beats arc hca: W chculd 
be recorded as systolic pressure then one listens --to the boats until 
they become quieter and eventually disappear. The last audible boat 
reading on the sphyg. gauge should then be recorded. 
It is essential to become skilled in the use of this equipment 
because if it is left too long inflated or by roflating the cuff to 
chock measurements it will stop the blood flow to the arrn, curtail cir- 
culation which in turn affects the nervous system and paralyses the atm. 
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Even when the cuff is released it would be several minutes before the 
arm will recover from its paralyses. If this situation did arise on 
site it would render the subject unfit to-operate the crane. Because 
this work would be undartaken on site during the winter months and early 
spring it was not expected for crane drivers to just sit naked to the 
waist. Hence to enable tha cuff to be positioned beneath their clothes 
and overall the alteration, carried out was to lengthen the rubber tube 
of the stethoscope so that it extended down the forearm of subject. 
When required the stethoscope could be connected to it to record data. 
Instead of another two leads being extended down the forearm from the 
cuff, one lead was connected to 
gauge the othoroto pump, one of these 
leads was plugged and the other lead made to extend past the sleeve of 
the subject, with a connecting joint; this extended tube has a tee- 
piece with tubes laading to gauge and pump. See Fig. 28. 
These readings could then be recorded simultaneously by using 
another of the four channels as a commentary channel so that when being 
played back the manual blood pressure readings could be examined to 
establish if any correlation existed with E. wave. 
By early autumn in 1973 an impedance plethysmograph had been 
wiC-h 
developed, which with the aid of an oscilloscope one could observe the 
quality of signal obtained from the subject. The miniature recorder 
originally desired ýu,, as one that could record for 24 hours. As a result 
of the impedance plethysmograph design and the amount of data anticipatod 
to bo collected this was changed to a four hour recorder, with four 
channels. One channel was used for the recording of signal and the 
other used for voice commentary. The playback unit was modified to 
cater for this additional channel by having an amplifier and loudsponker 
added to it so that when the data was reproduced on the twin pen chart 
recorder the causes of any physiological variations could be identified. 
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Fi " 28: SpýVgmomanomster and stethoscope 
as use! b. i subjects on site 
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TI-to absolute mimimum information required was heart rate but with 
a signal that could eventually give cardiac output and respiratory rates 
and changes encouraged further modifications in the playback unit so 
that the cardiogram wave could be differentiated to establish myocardial 
efficiency, strength of myocardial contraction, a ratio very similar to 
the classical ratio ejection period to isometric phase, ýk number of 
other ratios and parameters could be determined by medical practitioners. 
The output signal from the impedance plethysmograph was as required. 
The earlier doubt in the use of the miniature recorder was being justified 
as the result of the problems encountered which 
(i) Distorted playback of signal 
were: - 
(ii) Recorder fitted with wrong oscillators 
(iii) General faulty workmanship 
(iv) The discharge of batteries was erätic causing playback 
speed to vary up to 20% when compared with real time 
(v) Now batteries were placed outside recorder and modifica- 
tions made to recorder to maintain a constant current 
which did not affect its speed. 
The four channel pick-up head on playback unit caused much concern 
regarding. the commentary playback. This was overcome when discovering 
that the recorder head was out of alignment with the playback head. The 
company that manufactured these items of equipment were continuously 
being contacted and they were fully conversant with the development 
underway. 'Further work continued in the laboratory, in clinical con- 
ditions, but the speed of the recorder was a subject for concern. 
By late autumn in 1973 a Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph had been 
imported into the U. K. and installed at the Royal College of Surgeons 
in London under the directorship of D. W. Hill. Within six months this 
portable system had been developed by developing and adapting commercial 
goods preceding the marketing of the Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph. 
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The programme had reached a stage whereby the recorder was calibrated to 
the playback unit and twin pen chart recordor. 
This equipment had surpassed the investigator's nest desire and 
the problems, with recorder and playback unit, encountered were 
unfortunate. A consultant anae5EheElst at University Hospital (Wales) 
requested a demonstration of the portable units. After the demonstration 
the consultant anc; 2sfhd St was asked if he would cc-operate by using the 
investigator as a subject to calibrate or compare the use of the impedance 
plethysmograph simultaneously to the monitoring of blood pressure recorded 
by using the intra-arterial catheter. His immediate reply was that such 
tests were dangerous and only carried out as a last resort. 
Prior to the use of this equipment on site a formal experiment was 
carried out again in clinical conditions this time the subject had to 
fulfil instructions and formulate the most efficient method of complet- 
ing the experiment. 
(i) The questionnaire was completed 
(ii) Prepare subject 
(iii) Rested on bed by lying flat for three minutes 
(iv) Sat on side of bed with feet resting on rail for 
three minutes 
(v) Undertook exercises e. g. ten bend"-ups on bed 
(vi) Rested as in (iii) 
'Blood pressure readings were recorded before and after 
the test. 
The result of this test is in Fig. 29. 
Before any other subject was contacted an investigation into the 
suitability and comfort of the electrode bands was carried out. The 
first test was for the subject to wear the band around his middle and 
for him to make comments and observe what effects body movement and 
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posture Would have upon comfort and eventual] y transmitting efficimsr, i; y. 
four hour: s the hand tmm-came in arcs, it appear. ed thaLL 
piration <, f°acted the 1m<; nd's adhesion qualitia. s to the sk<in. It was 
recorded tha. ar oody movements in the sitting and standing position 
caused the electrode to crack in n-a; ny places. See Fig. 30 
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Fig. 30: P1ETAf1TC f: l_ECTRrD ý(' JD 
After t!! e1ve huurs this band caused the subject much discororfor. t. 
It caucE d . `-. O'_'eness when in a sitting posture lso whan novi. nq -bcut. 
The elcctrod o band caused indentation s in the skin partictl1 r ly in 
region of the lower ribs. This confirmed that a period of four hour:; 
was long enough for the subjects to queer the bends. But it was leernt 
that much Uf ý ; "iC G'i; "CO. ^. 'f: `r Wz3 Ca. l3u d 
by the In .. po r; ! _c-nÜC 
jr, j: laClfTa 
the barld-i ; i., 
tirth 1. ly araur: d the sub j; .. t' 5 storlach. 
A further test was carried out to include the neck band. The 
in edi. ate mac i- inn o! as to e= se the band ar coond h i5 neck. 
He quickly forgot about r, __ r! r. kb nd and moved about freely. After 
twelve hours there was nu effect naithccr did he exper. ioncn" any trouh"I" 
whilst eai; i. r. c; c! r drinkinn bevere^es. f'c"ar' hlUI':., _l. i_. E'I' tF-ie r: ýýýý".. 
8o. 
W4ict 
band was not so uncomfortable as the wai r band. Beneath this 4band the 
skin was red and wrinkled in parts. When the subject leaned forward in 
a sitting position beside the lower band biting into his ribs the neck 
band tightened around his wind pipe. After 36 hours the electrode part 
of the tape caused skin abrasions 100 mm long (4 in) with blisters also 
forming. These bands were left in position whilst the subject cleansed 
himself in a bath and prior to the removal of the bands 54 hours after 
they had been placed, they were found to produce undistorted signals. 
The abrasions left on the neck and rib areas of the subject's body were 
observed for five days afterwards. 
CONTROL GROUP 
Whilst the equipment was being developed in the early summer of 
1973 consideration was being given to how the experiment would be con- 
ducted. It is not uncommon for people in either of the services to 
participate in ergonomic experiments. It was decided to obtain service 
personnel to participate as normal people, in the control group, because 
assurance would be given for their fitness and state of health. Crane 
drivers do not have an eye test ror any medical examination. 
r= 
Those crane drivers who co-operated in the 1969/71 survey were 
only medically examined when taking out a life-assurance policy or before 
they were tested for the Heavy Goods Vehicle Licence (HGV). 
The first contact to obtain service personnel subjects was made to 
the Army Personnel Research Establishment who in turn was kind enough to 
guide the enquirer to the Brigadier of Southern Training Command. A 
retired third grade officer replied to this letter informing the enquirer 
to contact a Training Division in Hampshire. The answer from this enquiry 
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referred the enquirer back to yet another training brigade. Because 
these establishments were some considerable distance from South Wales 
it was decided to seek co-operation of service personnel via a Senior 
Medical Officer. With one of the largest Royal Air Force Training 
Schools at St. Athan, to hand, this first contact was made in July 1973. 
An interview with the Senior Medical Officer was arranged and 
after explaining to him the aims and purpose'of the programme he agreed 
to co-operate fully and aid the pmject. But because of the delays in 
having to wait for spare parts for the recorder some months passed before 
R. A. F. St. Athan was contacted again. To the investigator's regret it 
was learnt that the Senior Medical Officer had been posted to Command 
Headquarters and a younger, lower ranked, Senior Medical Officer was now 
in his place. 
Previously the Senior Medical Officer was the same rank as the 
officer commanding the wing of the training school which trained crane 
drivers. Now because the younger man was now to the situation he had 
to clear his action with the station commanding officer, then arranged 
for the investigator to be interviewed by the officer commanding the 
Training Wing. This was an informal interview, others present wished 
to know what was expected of them, the part they had to play, and for 
them to meet the investigator. At the end of this meeting. in October 
1973 with the good wishes of the Training Wing Commander whose rank was 
that of Group Captain, the S. M. O. 's rank was Wing Commander, information 
was received about the next crane drivers' course which was due to start 
in November 1973. Then immediately preparations and further tests were 
undertaken to ensure the equipment 
functioned properly. The control on 
the impedance plethysmograph was just a switch and one did not know if 
when switched to the 'on' position it was 
functioning. When the recorder 
was switched 'on' its motor could be heard. 
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The Use of the Impedance Plethysmograph on Site 
With the co-operation of servicemen at R. A. F. St. Athan, a control 
group was incorporated in this experiment. The choice of service- 
men, was random, they arrivedon the training course from R. A. F. 
stations throughout 
the U. K. ensuring that 
there is no preference and that the trainees did. not know of their 
participation in the experiment until. they was ithc course. On the 
other hand, the group of crane drivers also would be chosen completely 
at random with no preference given to their age, experience or type of 
crane being operated. - This latter group would be operating cranes on 
site at the time the investigator arrived. For the purpose of this 
exercise it was decided to obtain the co-operation of plant hire coin- 
panies to aid the administration of the project. 
The objectives to be pursued in this experiment - 
(i) To continuously monitor the physiological responses of 
crane drivers whilst doing p normal day's work 
(ii) Observe tasks and identify factors which interact on site 
(iii) Investigate the possibility'that such events contribute 
to the physiological exertions and affect efficient 
control and performance of the crane. system 
(iv) Determine if such events are significant in bringing about 
the termination of such employment, as crane driving,, by 
men under 50 years of age. 
Acqui. spition of Data 
The acquisition of data was to be another link in the fulfilmant 
of this programme. Its whole p"'rpose is to continuously monitor crane 
operatives physiological variances and to identify the incidences or 
interactions which cause spontaneous exertions of cardiac output and 
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I 
respiration rates. The controlled group were servicemen at 
R. A. F. St. Athan, on, a training course. The uncontrolled 
group were, made up of the crane drivers who 6uer. e employed full-time 
in the construction industry in the South Wales region. No preference 
was be given to the selection of subject, crane or site. The data wt; -. 
obtained in each instance when arriving on site, under prevail- 
ing weather and local site conditions. 
Subjects and Sites 
It was-not possible, neither was it desirable, to pre-select 
subjects in this instance, and it would only be coincidental if some 
subjects had participated in earlier work for the mobile crane survey. 
It is a fact that the servicemen will be considered healthy and physic- 
ally fit to undertake a course of training. The subjects contacted in 
industry would be a mixed sample assuming that some would have been 
medically examined before they sat for a. (HGV) Heavy Goods Vehicle 
Licence, or(pSV) Public Service Vehiia Licence, or even before taking 
out an insurance cover on one's life. 
The servicemen were to be trained to operate and safely use cranes 
on a level tarmacadam area adjacent to the perimeter road on an airfield. 
More complex tasks would later reluire the subject to lift, carry in 
suspension, a load and manoeuvre the system past obstructions alongside 
a-hanger. The types of site on which crane drivers would work were 
unknown until arriving on site which ranged from their employment in 
steelworks, chemical works, pipe lines, depots, trunk roads to building 
and civil engineering sites. 
Each subject, in industry, unlike the servicemen, found himself on 
sites whose topography was quite different. Some sites were sloping, son1c- 
Or at 
on the side of a hill, 4different levels; many sik condNons were dry or, wet 
tle ý 
jJ; tk plant bogged down inAmud. Their loads tcc were urprcdictable and 
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, rangacl 
from very light but awkward and large in shape to those 
which were very much. smaller and heavier. The only thing in common to 
both groups and sites was the weather conditions which during the winter 
months covered the whole spectrum of condition ever likely to occur in 
the South Wales area. 
Equipment for Completion of Experiment 
(a) Stethoscope with brachial artory microphone 
(b) Sphygmomanometer 
(c) Wrist watch 
(d) Stop watch 
(a) Board, and clip. 
(f) Thermometer 
(g) Tape recorder 
(h) Impedance plethysmograph 
(i) Terminal leads 
(j) Adhesive tape 
(k) Handbag 
(1) Straps 
(m) Camera 
(n) questionnaire/Study Sheet See Fig. 31 
Because noise had been previously studied and because of the size, 
weight and considerable cost of the B&K sound level motor it was 
decided not to include it with the above equipment to aid equipment 
safety, protection and handling on site. 
Actual acquisition of Data 
To eliminate the loss of useful information resulting from the 
trials in the use of the impedance plethysmograph equipment the experi- 
ment had a 'check lists based on the following: - 
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(a) Formalities 
(b) Pre-run of impedance plethysmograph 
(c), Run of impedance plethysmograph 
(d) Postrun of impedance plethysmograph 
(e) Data check 
Formalities 
(i) This section deals with obtaining the co-operation of top 
management whereby permission was sought to allow 
investigator to go on site and onto their cranes whilst 
working during working hours 
(ii) Upon arrival on site confirmation of clearance was estab- 
lished and aims of work reiterated for the information 
and co-operation of site management 
(iii) Upon occasion to revisit site inform management of 
investigator's presence 
(iv) Contact subject. 
This was always left to the investigator, when on site it 
was always stressed that the subject's co-operation was 
needed but he also had the right not to co-operate. The 
subject was then informed of the purpose of his co-operation, 
how the information would be collected and what was expected 
of the subject during this period. 
Pro-run of Impedance Plethysrnoq aph 
(i) Allow subject to rest for five minutes 
(ii) Manually record heart rate and blood pressure - leave 
cuff on arm 
(iii) Request subject to strip off clothes to his waist 
87. 
(iv) Position electrode bands around 2ck and abdomen 
(v) (inasure distance h. t. wren electrode bands 
(vi) Obtain pond connections bet,;. :n plethy , rronraph lead and 
electrodo bands on subject 
(vii) Firmly secure lead by use of adhesive tape to skin 
(viii) Request subject to replace his clothes with detached end 
of plethysrnograph lead projecting out of collar 
fix) Ensure that leads from cuff end ctetherccoco are secured 
to subject's sleeve and not to interfere with. his ecrk 
(x) Secure bag containing impedance plethysmagraph equipment 
to subject. See Fig. 32 
(x. i. ) Rn, jew tape cassette in recorder 
(xii) Switch on impedance p. lethysmogreph 
(xiii) Switch on recorder. 
(xiv) Start to complete questionnaire 
º 
S 
,ý' 
Fig. 72: Research Eoui: w; ent 
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Run of Impedance Plethysmograph 
(i) Cbock time, date, subject number, location 
(ii) Climb into cabin 
(iii) If in front-end cabin (FEC) check manually heart rate and 
Blood pressure, every 30 seconds or whenever possible 
and make commentary on subjects work 
(iv) Record times in questionnaire and on tape recorder 
(v) If subject is in a back-end cabin (BEC) two recorders are 
used to synconise time checks, make individual commentary, 
after suggesting that the subject too may make his own 
time checks at given signals 
(vi) In the above situation the investigator's observations are 
taken at a safe distance away from the system 
(vii) At the end of task or whenever convenient heart rate and 
blood pressure readings are recorded on the questionnaire 
and tape recorders 
(viii) Check time on equipment 
(ix) Subject and investigator leave cabin 
post run of Impedance P1ethysmograph 
(i) Check elapsed time for recording and switch off power 
(ii) Switch cff power for impedance plcthycmograph. If rescible 
let it run for five minutes or more for subject to rest 
arid retake heart-rate and blood pressure in resting 
position. 
(iii) Remove bag containing equipment after detaching lead 
(iv) Remove leads from bands 
(v) Remove electrode bands from around subject 
(vi) Remove cuff from arm 
(vii) Complete questionnaire 
(vii,. i) Live opportunity to subject to ask question-- and rocs, ý. ve 
3n. ^. IJCL'. and thari! < hi. ir for his Ci -7pt . 
t( Lio "I. 
(ix) Inform aut. hurity of 
Check Data 
(i) Return to department of Medics! Physics at University 
Hospital (Hales) 
(ii) Check signals on tape i ni comment::, -., y and E. c, rlve. 
(iii) Compare check times for accuracy cf time chucks on 
recordf. z" and calibrate with real time of playback. 
See Fig. 33. 
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Factors Affectinq Recommended Procedure 
The crane drivers course at R. A. F. St. Athan commenced on Tuesday, 
27th November 1973 and terminated on Friday, 14th December 1973. After. 
an initial meeting with the trained intake, on the 28th November 1973 
it was agreed with the course instructors that because of the investi- 
gator's own work programme during this period arrangements would be made 
to visit them only when working on cranes. 
Also present at this introductory talk, about this programme, 
were the Senior Medical Officer, Flight Training Officer and both 
instructors. As an appteciation of the trainees' gesture to co-operate 
it was stated everything would be done to ensure that their progress 
would not be impeded. There were eight subjects, all of 
corporal rank on the course. 
The two instructors had two cranes to use between eight subjects. 
It soom became apparent that even after arranging visits it was not 
uncommon to find subjects in the classroom instead of on cranes. This 
was because-of the adverse weather conditions that prevailea at the time. 
of visit. Even with a controlled group there was an element of good, 
fortune as to whether it was possible to collect data. 
Subjects uorked in pairs, one driving the other acting as a banks- 
a& 
man. Only four could work at any one time. of the eight. Because there 
was only one impedance plethysmograph available a situation arose where. 
the maximum amount of data was required in the given time available. 
This presented problems. 
one major problem was that because only one subject at a time 
could be studied it was found that at the change over of subject time 
was limited, because they worked together, the other subject had to be 
prepared as quickly as possible thus eliminating delays for instructors 
and next pair. It turned out that this change over period was critical 
91. 
and could quite easily contribute to the non-collection of data by not 
conforming strictly to the 'check list', and that the recommended pro- 
cedures before and after the actual study were not completed. 
Besides the time factor problem there was a railway cabin on site 
used as a place for storing chairs and slings in which subjects sheltered 
from'the elements. This was used for subjects to strip their clothes off 
under cover. It was experienced in times of severe cold that when subjects 
stripped to the waist they winced when the cold electrode band came into 
contact with their body or when the investigator's cold hands were in 
contact with it. To eliminate much of this inconvenience and discomfort 
four other leads, from impedance plethysmograph to electrode bands, were 
manufactured so that at any one time four subjects could be prepared in 
the comfort of a warm classroom prior to going to operate cranes. 
The problems which arose with crane drivers on site were many. 
A crane may have been called off hire and moved away from the site; or 
operator could be absent from work, the machine broken down, ho work 
for the machine. There was either a lot of time available and no work, 
or work and not time to place the electrode bands on the subject. In 
the latter instance it was best to arrive on site before work commenced, 
but if arriving later as a result of having visited another site pre- 
viously that morning it would not be uncommon to wait long periods for 
a break in the work load. It must also be recorded that crane drivers 
too stripped to their waist, unprotected from the elements, to co-operate? 
although when collecting data on construction sites the anxieties that 
had previously been created appeared to diminish with more time to com- 
plete the questionnaire. Even so the check list procedure was not always 
fulfilled. 
0 
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DATA PROCESSING 
To ensure that the data obtained from subjects was handled properly 
a stringent controlled check procedure was adopted. Each tape which con- 
tained experiment.., c data was checked and calibrated for: - 
. 
(i) Intelligible commentary 
(ii) Pronounceäcardiograms which were distinguishable 
from excessive noise 
(iii) Recorder speed: from the check times noted on o. ', serva- 
tion study sheet and on commentary the real time 
taken for the playback unit to replay the-recorded 
signal alongside its own checks could be calibrated 
for its accuracy. 
By the adoption of. this technique, discrepancies in 
early studies were observed which showed that the 
recording speeds differed within the elapsed time 
for recording and highlighted recorder defects. If 
discrepancies did arise a further check was carried 
out by marking the 30 second intervals on the twin 
pen recording paper to compare chart time with 
recorder and real time. With this method correla- 
tions were also made with observation study sheet and 
commentary. 
(iv) Differentiate ('E' WAVE) signal. Heart rate at'any 
" time on this signal could be checked against heart 
rate recorded manually. A calibrated signal repre- 
senting an impedance of one ohm was superimposed onto 
the differentiated signal so that the dz/dt impedance 
change in thorax could be determined. 
0 
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(v) Whllst the playback unit fed the data to the twin pen 
chart recorder to print cardiogram and 'E' wave the 
commentary indicated precisely the activity of the 
subject. Simultaneously, such activities were 
recorded by the investigator on the chart recorder 
so that besides calibrating time checks, upon com- 
pletion of the playback, there was a description 
recorded alongside the signals to describe the acti- 
vity of the subject throughout each study. 
The cardiogram shows a heart beat superimposed on a respiratory 
wave. See Fig. 27. From this the respiratory speeds are determined 
by measuring the respiration time cycle and dividing it into the record- 
ing speed of the chart paper e. g. 25 cm or 50 cm per minute. 
From the literature it appears that the 'E' wave pnly of the 
Minnesota Impedance Plethysmograph is identical to that of the portable 
impedance plethysmograph developed for this programme. The impedance 
changes recorded are comparable to the above and measures myocardial 
contractions, the ejection time shows the left ventricular action. 
See Fig. 34. Although Kubicek's formula has been used herein, only 
relative values have been obtained because Zo'in this study relates to 
the thoracic resistivity of individuals and can vary considerably, it 
has remained constant at 35 ohms in all calculations for subjects. 
Kubicek obtained absolute values for subjects. He obtained individual 
Zo's then compared cardiac outputs simultaneously with those from the 
dye-dilution tests. 
After careful scrutiny of the continuous signals. average readings 
were recorded every 30 seconds throughout the recording period. Kubieek's 
formula is used: - 
2 
La v=/ 
Z2o T dt = Stroke Volume 
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NOISE 
: Differentiated E have 
lo* 
Respiratory Pattern 
CAL. SrFj. 
ý 
-e 
Fig 34: Artefact and Noise on E Wave 
L2 
For each subject the respective value / Z2o was a constant 
used throughout. An average impedance change dz/dt was scaled off and 
recorded together with its respective ejection time of that heart beat. 
The number of heart beats was established by counting the number of 
beats over a period of six seconds every half minute. This data was 
then tabulated on an abstract sheet with the relevant comments of 
subject activity alongside. See Fig. 35. 
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Analysis of cardiograms clearly shows the'heart beats superimposed 
on the respiration cycle. The dicromate notch could be easily identified 
When affected by other frequencies e. g. artefacts or noise. 
After an initial enquiry, with two computer/electronic experts at 
the Glamorgan Polytechnic, another meeting was convened with the designer 
of the impedance plethysmograph. It was suggested at this meeting that a 
Pulse check should be built into the playback unit to enable the computer 
to identify high from low frequencies on each tape. This modification 
was carried out and tests proved to be inconclusive at the meiLical physics 
laboratory. A further meeting was convened to discuss the remaining prob- 
lems but it was stated that "data had been collected in such a way that 
it is incompatible with computer sampling. If the data had a time pulse 
included the computer could select a sample for analysis. But if the 
differentiated 'E' wave could be sampled there may be 
a chance of using 
an analogue computer, as it stands the computer cannot interpret artefact 
from heart-rate". 
Although it appeared that the outcome of these discussions proved 
to be negative, they did reinforce the belief that this impedance plethys- 
mograph was a piece of apparatus that produced signals which could, after 
further modifications, feed the 'E' wave direct to a computer. This 
system could be modified to have a transmitter which via radio telemetry 
would transmit signals directly to a computer, similarly 
to the Minnesota 
impedance plethysmograph which is housed in a hospital 
intensive-care 
unit: as an alternative to the current method. 
It must be reiterated at this stage 
that although the 'E' wave was 
clearly defined for. each subject it was not 
in the investigator's terms 
of reference for this study to try to make any subjective 
comment on the 
condition of any subject's general health and particularly 
the condition 
0fh. heart. The information is available for any cardiologist 
to 
examine. But by examining carefully each subject's 
data every heart beat 
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and changes in heart beat could be observed together withther causes; 
changes could be detected in the amplitude of cardiograms. It is 
claimed that the impedance shown in the 'E' wave is related to the 
strength of the myocardial contractions and systolic value. Ejection 
time of the heart can be recorded and the variability of respiratory 
rhythms which arise from the doubt and anxiety in subjects' minds 
whilst undertaking specific elements of a task are self-evident. 
Because the processed data cannot be fed directly into a computer, 
this was overcome by manually processing it for computer application. 
Once the data was available it was computerised which besides enabling 
the information to be quickly retrieved it was available for tabulation 
and curves can be produced for each subject. 
In conjunction with the information contained on the questionnaire 
an abstract sheet for each subject was devised to record individual data, 
history and habits as in case study Appendix 1. For each subject the 
2 
value of /2 was calculated and 
tabulated on abstract sheet, 
Zo 
the dz/dt at each reading is included with the ejection time and for 
the computer to calculate stroke volume in millilitres. Heart rate 
was recorded also and the computer multiplied it with stroke volume to 
determine cardiac output in litres per minute. This information was 
again used by the computer to plot curves to show the variability of 
heart rates per minute, stroke volume in millilitres, cardiac output 
in litres per minute, and respirations per minute; each along a common 
time scale, readings plotted every 30 seconds and under each reading 
is a letter or number depicting a coded function to record the subject's 
activity and offers guidance to explain the causes of subject's 
physiological variability. 
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IMPEDANCE PLETHYSMOGRAPH RESULTS 
Friday the 30th November 1973 was the first time for the R. A. F. 
trainees to go near the cranes on which they would learn to become pro- 
ficient crane drivers. The subjects were new-to the course, anxious to 
learn and succeed, and receive additional income from a successful-out- 
come to the course. It would be quite unique to collectphysiological 
information from a group of people as this and make a significant con- 
tribution to the findings of this experiment. 
To enable all trainees to familiarise themselves with the two 
cranes available the first task was to operate the crane controls, 
become aware of safety checks and warning devices, then lift a small 
-load to-obtain practice in controlling slowing, hoist, lower, derrick 
the jib up and down with the load suspended. This was followed by the 
instructor acting as banksman and directing the trainee to derrick out 
with the load until the amber warning light came on or the bell sounded. 
From this situation the trainee must then decide what to do to overcome 
this predicament without replacing the load on the ground. 
It had been a very cold wet miserable day although the investigator 
was very pleased c having been able to collect data from each of the 
trainees without upsetting the rhythm of the instructor's programme. 
Another modification was to be sought, thus having a locking connection 
inserted in the microphone lead for the ease of handling the apparatus 
and particularly. to remove it so, that it would not interfere with subjects' 
safety in obtaining access or egress to the cabin. - This then was the 
and of a memorable day with data collected for analysis from eight 
trainees which was to be examined as soon as the investigator could return 
to the Department of 
, 
Medical Physics that same night. 
When the eight cassette tapes were examined in the laboratory, 
that same evening, it was discovered that there was not a single signal 
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on any of the tapes. The physicist who had designed and. built the 
impedance plethysmograph clacked through his sys': em and re-calibrated 
the impedance measurements. He confirmed that it was functioning properly. 
When the miniature recorder was examined he established that the cause 
of the non-recording was within. It was later found that an amplifier 
had become dislodged from its position. 
After further use on trainees it was revealed that the recording 
speeds were not constant. To overcome this problem batteries were renewed 
before each test run but the trouble was traced and discovered that the 
recorder's gearing mechanism was jamming. - Further delays arose whilst 
awaiting the supply of spare parts. The manufacturer stated that the 
trouble had arisen from having the mechanism gearing of a 24-hour recorder 
within a four-hour recorder, and some days later this mechanism was replaced. 
By this time this commercial piece of equipment had provided such disastrous 
results that the earlier condemnation of its use had been more than justi- 
fied; although by overcaming such 'teething troubles' there now exists a 
piece of apparatus which would record the impedance signal for future work. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS 
The analysis of the physiological data was carried out by referring 
to the cardiac output curve rather than any other. The high points on 
this curve were recorded against the time scale of their occuretnce together 
with the coded data beneath which referred to the causation of the peak. 
This information was interpreted by referring to the computer code; see 
case study in Appendix 1: then checked back to the abstract sheet and 
study sheet to establish subject data and information about the site and 
conditions under which the information was collected., 
The curves indicated that heart rate reacted promptly to any. state 
of anxiety which arose and it could vary between beat times. The stroke 
fM 
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volume also reacted to heart rate by pumping out of the left ventricule 
smaller quantities of blood. Generally, the slower the heart beat the 
larger the volume of blood was circulated and often cancelled out the 
blood flow difference between that of slow heart rate and large stroke 
volume to equal fast heart rate and small stroke volume. This was often 
so under reasonable conditions. But when subjects were confronted with 
anxieties the cardiac outputs increased and this increase was followed 
approximately a minute or two later by the 
up to form its own peaks. 
R. A. F. Subjects Results 
All subjects possessed a Class II HGV 
at driving mobile cranes. 
Subject I 
This subject 
medium drinker and 
smoked one or two 
subjects respiration speeding 
Licence and had no experience 
cigarettes occasionally; 
-C. q. anger, Pearr*2. 
he was a 
had experienced no work"effect. His task was to lift 
the test weights from the ground and place them on the floor of a trailer. 
Each weight was to be placed so that the weights would be uniformly dis- 
tributed over the trailer base. Whilst performing this task the crane 
travelled between pick-up and placement positions a distance of about 
fifty yards. The weather was poor it was a cold damp cloudy day 
The peaks on the cardiac output curve arose from (lie eollowin9 
(E) Discussing the task 
(ii) Solving problems 
jAq (iii) Start engine to place sling in position 
(iv) Determining if crane is in correct position to lift 
test weights 
(v) Experiencing difficulty in following banksman signal 
when placing vertical lifting bar to secure weights 
for removal. 
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Subject 2 
This subject had no effects of work conditions and was a medium 
drinker and non-smoker. The weather was good, sun shining, slight breeze 
and temperature 8°C. The task was to 'work blind' and lift a very large 
container from behind the cabin and place it further along the rear of 
the cabin. The peaks on the cardiac output curve resulted from the 
following: - 
(i) Subject reversing crane into position 
(ii) When manoeuvring crane 
(iii) Given signal to lift load, placed behind cabin 
and he could not see it 
(iv) Upon warning bell being sounded 
(v) When load wasclear of building 
Sub ect 3 
This subject smoked over 20 cigarettes a day and was a medium 
drinker. There were some peaks on this curve but they could not be 
interpreted as the recording was registered whilst the subject was com- 
pleting his theoretical test. 
Subject 4 
This subject did not smoke, rarely drank and stated that sometimes 
he was depressed. The weather was deplorable it was raining very hard, 
strong wind blowing and cold. This was a 'Practical Test' which will 
bring about financial reward and possibly further promotion. The test 
task was for a large container to be moved diagonally from the front 
corner of the cabin to the rear far side corner of cabin. The high peaks 
in this study on cardiac output was caused by: - 
(i) Discussing job with banksman 
(ii) Assessing weight of load 
(iii) Pacing distances to position crane accurately 
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ing (iv) Mark chalk lines on floor to indicate position 
(v) After starting crane's engine the subject goi: out of 
'cabin to confirm correct positioning of crane 
Subject S 
This subject smoked under 10 cigarettes a day and was a light 
drinker, but did state that he experienced fear in this workplace. It 
was raining very heavi/y, this day, the wind blowing hard and the tempera- 
ture was low. This wasa 'Practical Test' task which involved the picking 
up of test weights and their placing on the trailer. The high peaks in 
this study arose from the following: - 
Initial-anxiety of controlling a small heavy load 
in strong wind. The subject settled down and the 
only other rise in cardiac output was at the end of 
the test prior to the trainee learning of his test 
result. 
Subject 6 
This subject smoked a pipe and rarely drank. He had a very hairy 
torso and it had no adverse effect on the signal. The weather was good 
with bright sky and little breeze with temperature at 8°C. The high 
peaks on the cardiac output curves were caused by: - 
(i) Reversing the crane 
(ii) Stopped by instructor and given instructions 
(iii) Changing seat positions to operate lorry controls to 
return to crane position at beginning of task 
Sub iect 7 
This subject smoked more than 25'cigarettes a day and rarely drank. - 
The weather was dry, cloudy and cold, 4°C. The task for this subject 
was to move a three ton concrete block from the front of the cabin and 
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place it at the rear of the cabin. The peaks in cardiac output curves 
were caused by: - 
"(i) Checking. signals prior to slewing load 
(ii) Free duty travel with load in suspension, on hook 
(iii)., Warning light appearf`whilst free duty travel 
(iv) Lowering load in blind position 
Subject 8 
This subject smoked over 20 cigarettes a day and was classed as a 
medium drinker. The weather conditions were good although it had reached 
a freezing temperature. This was the subject's practical test. The task 
he had to complete was to lift a large crate and carry it through an arc 
of 180° to the siting of the crane. This subject was chewing gum and 
the anxiety to which he was subjected reflected itself by the varying 
rates he chewed at his gum. When examining the cardiac output curve the 
peaks were caused by: - 
(i) Receiving instructions 
(ii) Start engine and test safety devices 
(iii) Manoeuvre7crane into position 
(iv) Lift7crate 
(v) Lowering crate into position 
Subject 9 
This subject was the clde51 of those met on this study. He had 
been driving cranes for eight years and stated that at times be becomes 
very angry and frustrated, like today. He did not smoke and drank rarely. 
This crane was placed on sloping made-up ground; after several attempts 
had been made to get nearer the job it could not because the crane was 
bogged down and stuck in this position on site. It was not possible to 
get the machine nearer the job because of the site conditions. The 
weather was bad between snow and sleet showers, it was damp, cold and 
very windy. The task to be undertaken was for the crane to lift timber 
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made-up beams 10 metres long by 0.5m by 0.01m section weighing approxi- 
mately 750 kilograms. The beam was to be lifted over the existing 
structure and placed in position 5 metres above ground level on top of 
the timber structure. It was evident that the team working on site with 
the crane had very little knowledge of such a system and caused many 
anxious moments for both themselves and subject with respect to site 
safety. 
Whilst making this study the wind blew down three sections of 
timber walling which was part of one side of a rugby social club. 
Safety precautions were non-existent on this site. There were two men, 
one at each side of the building, in a crouched position'on top of the 
wall structure in readiness to guide the ends of the beam into position. 
The wind on times was strong enough to blow these men off the structure 
as there was no scaffolding with guardrail to prevent them from falling 
to the ground. To confuse the subject further the signals given by the 
man on top of the structure nearest to the crane were quite indistinguish- 
able. Often such signals could not be seen because the jib obscured 
vision for the subject. The jib of the crane was low to obtain maximum' 
reach. After the slings had been moved off centre to allow the beam to 
reach further over on the far side of the building when hoisted again, 
the weight of the beam caused the crane to tilt and for two of its out- 
riggers to leave the ground; the investigator was inside the cabin. . 
The subject stated that this was a normal day's work. After pro- 
cessing this subject's data it was noted that the high peaks on this 
cardiac output curve resulted from: - 
(i) Positioning loads when working blind 
(ii) Answering questions about himself and work 
(iii) Lifting loads when knowing that the crane's. outriggers 
are supported on made-up ground e. g. loose earth, bricks, 
etc* placed to fill in holes on site or to-level uneven 
surfaces. 
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Subject 10 
This subject had previously been a tower crane driver. He smoked 
more than 20 cigarettes a day, rarely drank but as a result of his work 
stated that he becomes very moody; this depended upon hiS having a good 
banksman working with him or not and if the site supervisor knew exactly 
what%kis expected from the crane on site. This subject was met in the 
plant depot, because there was no work available for the crane. To 
overcome this situation, co-operation was requested for the subject to 
demonstrate the use of crane controls by carrying out the instructions 
given to him. These instructions iºdre_to USQ . the hoist, lower, slew 
left then right movements, telescope in and out, then to derrick the 
crane jib up or down. Targets were placed both within and outside jib 
range. The same programme was later repeated but this time the crane 
driver worked with a banksman. 4 
This, procedure could be described as a proficiency test by ascertain- 
ing the accuracy of placing load and hook at any pre-specified location. 
During this exercise the high peaks on the cardiac output curve were 
caused by: - 
(i) Slewing left 
(ii) Moving away from target to approach new target 
(iii) Waiting'for instructions. 
Upon further examination of these results on the cardiac output curve 
it is clearly seen that the mean cardiac exertion diminished considerably 
when the crane driver relied upon the guidance of a trained banksman. 
Subject 11 
This subject had been driving cranes for three years, he was a 
very heavy drinker of beer both mid-day and every evening, also he 
smoked more than 20 cigarettes per day. This subject stated that if a 
crane driver shows no fear or does not express anger whilst doing his 
job then he should not be a crane driver; because he would not be aware 
i 
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of the job hazards and that he would be a danger to all on site. On 
this day the weather was good, the sun Was shining, temperature at 10aC 
and this subject was waiting for a trailer to return to be loaded with 
steel water pipes 0.45m diameter by 5m in length, weighing three tons.. 
Whilst waiting for the trailer's return the subject was prepared and 
demonstrated how this task would be completed. In this instance the 
peaks which showed on the cardiac output curve were caused by: - 
(i) Lifting the load for the first time 
(ii) Holding the load in suspension and stewing it 
Subject 12 
This subject had previously been a bus driver, smoked more than 
40 cigarettes o day, rarely drank, but becomes moody when driving a 
crane. This subject was met in a plant-depot and the same exercise was 
completed as with subject 10. The high peaks on this subject's cardiac 
output curve were caused by: - 
(i) Waiting for instructions 
(ii) Lowering hook onto target 
(iii) Derricking down 
Subject 13 
On this occasion it was a dry day with slight breeze blowing, as 
for subject 12 and met in the same depot. This subject said he felt 
drousy when operating a crane, smoked more than 20 cigarettes"a day and 
rarely drank. Variations came about on this cardiac output curve only 
when: - 
(i) Lowering the hook onto target 
(ii) Derricking out 
Sub iect 14 
The weather was good, it was dry with a clear sky and slight breeze 
blowing. This subject was employed on a site on which a steel framed 
building was being erected. He was an active rugby player, smoked an 
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occasional cigar and/a 'medium' drinker. He had worked with the steel 
erectors on this site for three weeks. He was very familiar with his 
task which was to lift-the steelwork into position, then hold it, until 
the member was bolted in position. His crane was on a level concrete 
floor. He often had to lift and position these members in a blind 
position because the steelwork was stacked outside the structure. The 
peaks on this subject's cardiac output curve occued when: - 
(i) Suspended loads began to slip through chain sling 
(ii) Blind placing 
(iii) -Waiting to receive instructions 
(iv) Lower Iload in blind position 
(v) Reversing crane on congested site 
Sub c ct 15 
This subject had been driving cranEs for two years. He was first 
met with his crane at the side of a road, outside a building on which 
men were employed. He smoked more than twenty cigarettes a day was a 
medium drinker and had a blood pressure which when compared with the 
blood pressure range for his age group, was lower than the figures pub- 
lished. It was a dark day with heavy rain falling continuously through- 
out the study. This subject wcrked in a back-end cabin and the investi- 
gator sheltered from the rain in a near-by snow dcoruay to observe the 
work. A ready-mix concrete truck delivered its load by _ 
pouring rt 
into a concrete skip which when secured to the crane hook was transnortc: d 
to that point in the building where it was required. 
In this instance it was required on the top of a building approxi- 
mately 40 metres high and to be placed in a position which was hidden 
from the view of the subject. This was the longest study recorded, 
because the subject was so busy he could not relinquish the apparatus; 
so as this subject did not mind wearing the apparatus the recording con- 
tinued until the hire was completed. The latter part of this study 
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4A? yhe -, Wn, level 
involved the movement of steelwork which was wet4from groundAto roof 
level. The steelwork was stored adjacent to a high scaffold, When 
-Me of 
slinging steel members, because the slings wereesteel chains and incor- 
rectly positioned, upon being lifted it showed At laad la 6-t not' balance ; grnct 
ba lanced v pm beiacj l'(/44 
the load would swing and slip out of the slings Once this was satisfied, 
when the load was li(/d half way up the build-no height the wind caught 
the load and cause it to be 
entannl. 
ed with the scaffolding. As a result 
of the difficultieG and climatic conditions the task was abandon-d. 
liron examination it w''s revealed on the cardiac output curve that 
such pecks were caused by: - 
(i) Climhino into the crane when placed in main thoro. jghfare 
of town 
(ii) Holding suspended load in blind position 
(iii) Hoisting load clear in blind position 
(iv) 51elu% hoist7and derricking out. 
g (v) Slewing ' cinc1 'Lowering 
(vi) OerrickºnItp when in blind position 
(vii) Derrick'1? ip, sto 
jänd 
lower/Ohen in blind oosition 
(ix) win tlnf 
(x) Lc;! er ýicý in blind position 
(xi) Ocrriclt u, lcu rý ýk? :, wag t'In blind position 
(xii) ; ole3c3stfl it a^c wait''ýin blind r. "c_-ition 
(xiii) Slýuw'p%and telescopw, out in blir; rJ position 
(xiv) Heist' d derricl? %'jt in blind ^osition 
(x'v) Hoist"%and derrick'%ut to soraad concrete 
(xvi) Lower'%jib 
(xvii) Holdllload on roof top blind placing 
(xviii) 'Lowerlload onto roof top when blind placing 
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Subject 16 
This subject has been driving cranes for the last four years. He 
he 
not smoke and is a 'medium' drinker. 
e 'was ýcýby 
ale mentioned thatdwo: kwor. c 
conditions an a _- r particularly 
by those people with whom he 
worked. This subject often expresses spasms of anger and experiences 
much fear when negotiating awkward lifts on difficult sites. The weather 
this day was dry, light breeze and very cold. The task was to place, 
1.20m diameter by five metres long, reinforced concrete sewer pipes onto 
a trailer. The high peaks depicting cardiac exertions came about when 
the subject: - 
(i) Discussed task 
(ii) Received instructions 
a (iii). lift/load 
(iv) Gently lowered load onto trailer 
Subject 17 
This subject had operated cranes for four and a half years and 
has never had a medical examination. Until a year ago he smoked over 
60 cigarettes a day. Today he does not stoke but spends every night 
out drinking and every lunch-time if he is close encugh to a public hdu. >e. 
He stated that as a result of work conditions on the various sites na i. ', 
sent to work on, he experiences feelings of being rr., ody, angry, fear and 
occasionally depression and lotharcy. 
The weather was nooC with just a slinht breeze. This crane was 
positioned adjacent to a large dens hole in tho back garden, a: ^oncst Ln;: 
vegetables, of a private house. The ceep hole was to hours a redirectian 
chamber for sewer pipes because if they were not redirected Lney woulo 
pass underneath this private dwelling. This subject had been just wait- 
ing most of the time this morning and was about to depart to the local 
public house for his lunch when the investigator arrived on site. The 
subject confirmed that he had nothing to occupy him here because of this 
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delay and that he was going for his lunch. Reluctantly he agreed to 
demonstrate the use of his crane's controllers and a similar exercise 
was arranged to that of subject 10. This subject's blood pressure 
although resting all morhing had a high systolic value for his age 
group. The only peaks on this subject's cardiac output curve resulted 
when he derricked the jib up and slewed. This was attributed to the ' 
electric wires overhead and that he was taking cönsiderable care to 
avoid the jib of his crane coming into contact with them. 
Subject 18 
This subject has been driving cranes for three years. His habits 
wee those of smoking more than 40 cigarettes a day and spend every 
night Adrinking, -ft.. always experienced 
fear of the crane toppling over. 
This day was cold, cloudy and very windy. The access roads in this 
steelworks were- very uneven and the subject's task wasito transport 
four three metre square steel frames to another part of the steelworks 
which housed a construction site. Because of the lower overhead pipes 
passing over access roads this subject could not carry the frames on the 
, crane 
hook further than the next overhead pipe. - The subject 
had to manoeuvre the crane into position to hoist these frames over the 
the Irames 
overhead pipes. The coazn. e 
drive, ' tried to placeA at the back of the 
crane for travelling over the uneven roads but was unsuccessful. 
E ran avt rA e 
4e_ hoisted the lead then derrickedAdownitclcsccpic jib lcWarec! 
load to ground, then rose hook, telescopedjib in, derrick down and man- 
rf, ý 
oeuvredAcrane beneath the overhead pipes. 
Once clear of these overhead obstacles the load was lifted just 
clear off the ground, so were the outriggers to assist if the load 
would cause the crane to topple. This happened once and the subject 
quickly released the load to avoid an accident, with the investigator 
inside the cabin. The high points on this subject's cardiac output 
apyaared tD 6. e 
curves caused by: - 
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(i) Manoeuvring the crane 
(ii) Rising load over the overhead pipes 
(iii) Telescoping out with load in suspension 
(iv) Load swing, 'yin towards cabin 
(v) Travelling over uneven ground with suspended load 
(vi) Receiving instructions 
(vii) Dorricking down and lowering load in position 
Sub jest 19 
This subject had been driving cranes for about two and a half 
years. He does not smoke and is a week-end drinker. His only fear 
is that of turning the crane over. The weather was cloudy and cold. 
The crane was employed in a steelworks and the task was for the crane 
to hoist into position a large steel pipe then to hold it in suspension 
about five metres above ground while welder; formed a joint between the 
new and existing pipe:, The subject just sat and waited while the joint 
was being formed and only operated the control to ho. st or lo",, er the 
pipe a little. The only pea!; s on this subject's cardiac out; - .t curves 
were caused by: - 
(1) Asking him questions 
(ii) When making fins ao ju t.. ^ian s to Position of pipe 
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Interpretation of Physiological Information 
In the early summer of 1974 the Chief Medical Officer of the 
Department of Health and Social Security published his annual report 
for the year 1972 on the State of the Public Health in England and 
Wales. In this report he stated: "The steady increasing mortality from 
ischaemic heart disease especially among young and middle-age males is 
a cause of great concern and fully justifies the effort being put into 
epidemiological studies. Of the many factors which have been found to 
have been associated with the disease, several such as cigarette smoking:, 
lack of exercise and obesity are amenable to rapid inorove-nent by indivi- 
dual action, with benefits to health almost certainly not restricted to 
this condition alone. " 
Heart disease is the highest cause of death among males and more 
are dying from it each year, cancer was second. Of all male deaths frori 
cancer 40 per cent originated in the trachea, lung or bronchus. 
By the spring of 1970 the initial survey of mobile cranes was 
underway and it was during this period that a General Manager of a 
plant-hire company stated that: "three crane drivers, who had 
been with the firm for some years left his ercleyr, cnt within two years 
of each other. Within six months of each leaving they had died. " - 
presumably from natural causes. This very statement and the fact that 
crane drivers retire from this joo before their fiftieth birthcay 
encouraged this study to be pursued. 
The sub 1ects1 ^. "°. 
i confir-s that some crane drit, ars arp overiamir. ht, 
lack exercise, eat, smoke cigarettes and drink beer excessively and t^at 
their death would be another statistic in the Chief Medical Officer's 
Report. But betides considering natural causes, do the crane drivers 
work in an envircnment which affects health and contributes to the onset 
of a heart condition? 
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Burns & Wilson (1962), Kryter (1970) and others have established 
that excessive noise can cause a temporary threshold shift-of an 
individual's audibility; that if subjected to noise over a much longer 
period, then the temporary threshold shift becomes permanent and that a 
disability in hearing has been established. It is only when people are 
informed of their deafness disability that the severity of the situation 
is realised. Can the same analogy be compared to the heart? 
( o14by tVrlon /97v) 
E. H. Starling, Ain 
the Linacre Lecture of 1915, enunciated a law 
which is of greatest importance. in cardiac physiology. His law was 
experimentally demonstrated and applied only to the isolated heart; he 
also stated; in the intact animal, nervous and hormonal influences on 
cardiac output would greatly modify the law. Nevertheless, the law 
remains operative from beat to beat of the heart of the living animal 
and functioning of the heart according to the operation of this law is 
probably essential to the maintenance of a steady state of the circulation. 
Starlino's Law: "The energy of contraction is a function of the length 
of the muscle fibre. " Therefore, 
if the ventricles were filled to a 
Qreater extent 
(i. e. the end diastolic ventricular volume were increased) 
the subsequent systolic contraction would be more vigorous and a greater 
stroke volume would be ejected. Starling 
felt that in this way the heart 
automatically controlled 
its cutout by the degree of filling each ventricle. 
Asmussen & Nielson (1952) stated in man the alteration of heart 
rate may or may not alter cardiac output. 
It is unwise to assume that 
it does, unless it is known that the stroke volume is unaffected. But 
in exercise, up to quite high levels of work, the increase in heart rate 
account for practically all 
the increase in cardiac output with the stroke 
volume remaining constant. 
" See Table X. 
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Oxygen Heart Stroke Cardiac 
used. Rate Volume Output 
11min. per min. ml. 1Vmin. 
0.25 60 110 6.6 
1.00 100 120 12.0 
1.50 120 120 14.4 
2.00 160 120 19.0 
3.00 200 120 21.0 
Table X 
Cardiac Outputs of Males : Asmussen'& Neilson 
CARDIAC OUTPUTS 
(I) Normal calm man =-4 1/min. 
(II) After exercise-running =4+2.5 1$/m=5.6 jm for short periods 
(normal plus 65%) 
(iii) Heart failure =4+1.5=5.5 lem over long periods 
(35% over normal) 
Table XI 
Cardiac Gutout of Normal Mien Medical & Health Encyclopedia 
Heart: The above is an indication of manner in which extra work is 
thrown on the heart by exercise, forcing unucual amounts of blood 
through the heart and giving it increased work. 
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CARDIAC OUTPUTS DETERMINED BY DYE-DILUTION METHOD AFTER 
HEAVY EXERCISE 
Age Heart Rate / min. X C. 0.1/min. 
24 178 22.6 
28 171 17.2 
45 185 19.5 
Table XII 
Heart Rates and Cardiac Outputs after heavy exercise 
Mitchell J. N. et al 1958 
Crane driving is not generally considered to be a heavy manual 
Job, although when 'setting-up' crane outriggers are so(netimes moved 
to rest on baulks of timber. Once the crane is 'set-up' it can remain 
there for an hour, a day, a week, a month or even longer until the job 
is completed. These operators do not participate in vigorous exercises 
but do their work whilst in a sitting position inside a cabin; they 
also confirmed that during their work period which 
invo/wddes, We the task to 
hand, otherpeople who formed the team, andcrearfecf s, raGöns 
whcrelay epe4alVr"S 
experience emotions of anger, fear, moodiness, lethargy and depression. 
Some said they experience all at any one time, but usually a driver 
only experiencesone of the foregoing emotions whilst at work. In 1915 
Starling did state that "the hormonal affect would considerably affect 
cardiac output. " 
"The circulating hormone adrenalin, present in the blood in 
excitement and in heavy exercise, produces a coronary vasodilation 
directly with higher concentrations, the dilation is further increased 
because of the added effects of increased aortic pressure and myocardial 
116. 
oxygen consumption. Thyroxin as in hyper-thyroidism produces an increase 
in coronary flow consistent with the increased metabolic rate of cardiac 
muscle, comparable to the increased rate in other tissues. The stimula- 
tion of sensory nerves produce varying effects on heart rate. Oxygen 
lack and carbon dioxide'excess increase the heart rate. Circulating 
thyroxine from the thyroid gland accelerates the heart by a direct action 
of the pacemaker. " 
It has been stated that the impedance p]ethysmograph produced 
relative measures and not absolute measures of stroke volume output and 
that prior to its use on site clinical tests had been undertaken. The 
data from such a test is in Table XIII. Although the impedance plethysmo- 
graph has not been calibrated to actual volume when comparing outputs 
with Table XI it appears that at a resting state subject 0 cardiac output 
was approximately 3 1Vm. compared with 4 1'm. Thus, it is assumed that 
the cardiac outputs for all subjects is 25%o below actual values. 
The physiological reaction of crane drivers, when at work in a 
sedentary state, producescardiac outputs similar to subjects who undergo 
vigorous sessions of physical exercises. See Tables X and XII. Subjects 
will only exercise for short periods compared to the length of the work 
day of crane drivers. Their exposure to cardiac exertion is daily and 
over long periods. 
During the manual process of scaling and recording actual measure- 
meets from the cardiogram on the abstract sheet prior to computer analysis 
it became apparent that there is a relationship between heart rate, strnka 
volume and cardiac output. It was observed that when the heart rate was 
slow tree stroke volume increased, when the heart rate increased the etroke 
volume decreased. This was particularly the case with the R. A. F. trainees 
and inexperienced crane drivers. The experienced crane drivers stroke 
volume was larger to produce increased cardiac outputs. 
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When allowing for the re-adjustment of plus 25% on all the impedance 
plethysmograph outputs it is noted that the cardiac outputs of the R. A. F. 
trainees are comparable to the putputs in Table XI. Subjects 12 and 17 
were similar to the trainees but the remainder of the crane drivers cardiac 
outputs were in excess of 5.5 1gm. for considerable lengths of time in 
each study which represented a normal task undertaken on site. Subject 
16's cardiac output wss approximately four hundred per cent in excess of 
the 5.5 1Ym. 
These findings are disturbing. The severity of deafness is a 
function of intensity of noise and duration of time. The evidence on 
heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac outputs indicates that crane drivers 
are exposing themselves, at high risk, in such conditions whereby heart 
failure as pronounced by Starling's law would probably result over a 
period of time. This work is not an immediate hazard to health but like 
all diseases take time to develop and like deafness subjects only become 
aware of its existence when confirmed by a medical examinations cite 
often at too late a stage in the development of the disease. A discussion 
on the heart and `. LtS' symptom is beyond the terms of reference 
ie i5 
for this programme ands conclude that the formulated hypothe; At upheld; 
that the physiological conditions resulting from variable tasks and from 
continuous exposures of crane drivers inside crane cabins operating crane 
16 
controls, on construction sitasin uncontrollable weathFr dues affeot 'clirn. 
It is also anticipated that crane drivers will continue to leave their 
job before their fiftieth birthday for the following roasons: - 
(i) individuals can no longer put up with the hazards of 
this work; 
(ii) they are advised to 'rest1 and change jobs; or 
(iii) they just die of 'natural causes' before their 50th 
birthday. 
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"For it is the heart by whose virtue and pulse the blood 
is moved, perfected, made apt to nourish and is preserved 
from corruption and coagulation ....... It is indeed the 
fountain of life, the source of all action. " 
William Harvey (1628) 
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III Statistical Analysis of Data 
The purpose of the statistical analysis is to examine relation- 
ships between peaks and troughs in two physiological measures namely 
heart rate and cardiac output, and task related variables. Peaks and 
troughs in individual records were defined by outputs greater than plus 
or minus one standard deviation on either side of individual subject's 
mean values. 
The following hypotheses were tested: - 
1. Difference between crane drivers and R. A. F. trainees' 
mean heart rates and cardiac outputs 
2. Difference between young mer and old men's physiological 
values 
3. Difference between the values of young and old smokers 
4. Difference between values of fat and thin men 
5. Difference between values of fat and thin smokers 
6. Difference between values of non-smokers in both 
groups 
7. Difference between values of non-smokers and smokers 
(a) Initially comments on the above comparisons, tests 1 to 7 were 
recorded after inspection 
(b) The data have been subjected to t-tests 
(c) The correlation coefficients of heart rate and stroke volume of 
each subjects values have been determined 
The subjects relative information is shown in Table XIV. There 
are eight R. A. F. subjects and eleven crane drivers although one crane 
driver did not complete the experiment. There was not one crane driver 
who had attended a formal training course All had received 
on-the-job training which includes learning to operate a machine by 
trial and error, to sitting-by-Nelly, that is to watch another person 
operate the controls, to being a relief driver before becoming a full- 
time crane driver. 
. 11 
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All the R. A. F. trainees were in possession of a Class II HGV 
licence. More than half the crane drivers (6) possessed an ordinary 
driving licence. There were two crane drivers who have never had a 
medical examination; the other crane drivers were either medically 
examined for the satisfaction of an insurance company or to fulfil the 
requirements prior to being given a test for the HGU licence. 
Table XV identifies the types and age of each crane in which the 
operator was a subject and it is noted that these cranes are separate 
to the earlier survey on Mobile Cranes. 
Table XUI is a summary of each subjects personal data and physio- 
logical mean values. Subject 3 was sitting a theoretical test. 
Subjects 4,5 and 8 underwent their practical test whilst the other 
R. A. F. subjects participated in normal training. The work had no 
effect on R. A. F. subjects and did affect every crane driver in one 
t 
way or another. All subjects consumed beer in various quantities. 
Heart rate, cardiac output and respiration is discussed in detail 
later in this text. 
Table XVII tabulates each subject's heart rate and gives individual 
mean, highest, lowest and range values with the standard deviation and 
number of readings in the study. Fig. 36 illustrates the curves plotted 
from this data for crane drivers. The data for R. A. F. subjects is 
illustrated by the curves drawn in Fig. 37 and does not relate to con- 
sistency with the group. 
The grand mean was obtained from all subjects mean = 99.26, 
standard deviation = 18.88. These values are shown in Fig. 38. It is 
observed that most of the values under the grand mean belong to crane 
drivers (seven from eleven) and that the greatest values (five from 
eight) belong to R. A. F. trainees. Fig. 39 shows the relationship of 
heart rate to crane drivers years of experience in operating cranes. 
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Ref. Age Married Training 
Prev. 
Exp. 
Exp. 
on 
Cranes 
Licence Last Medical 
1 26 Yes R. A. F. ; Lorry None H. G. V. 2 weeks 
Dr'vr 
2 30 tt tt it it H. G. V. 1 year 
3 38 tt if tt tt H. G. V. 1 it 
4 31 it tt tt tt H. G. V. 2 months 
5' 32 it tt 't tt H. G. V. 4 years 
6 33 no " 
't tt H. G. V. 2 months 
7 33 yes tt 
tt tt H. G. V. tt '3 
8 26 tt ri tt 
it H. G. V. 3 it 
9 49 tt On job 8 y'r s H. G. V. 9u 
10 24 töwer 1 - 1 year 
11 31 no 
cranes 
" lorries 3 - 3" 
12 28 yes 't cranes 5 H. G. V. 1 
13 35 tt uu 2 H. G. V. 
If tt 
14 26 u u tt 11 - 2 't 
15 28 
+i it tt 2 - never 
16 36 4 - 3 years 
17 28 no " digger If - never 
18 31 yes bus dr' r3 P. S. V. 
4 years 
19 32 " 
't lorries 2 H. G. V. 2 
Table XIV Subject Information. 
0 
123.. 
No. Type 
Age in 
Years Position of Cabin 
Location of 
Cranes. 
1 5T 10 (Front) F Training 
Centre 
2 10 T 18 (Back) B 
3 7T 6 F in 
Industry 
if 30T 2 B 
5 10 T 3 F 
6 15T 2 B u 
7 15T 2 B 
8 7T 4 F ýr 
9 15 T 1. B 
10 15 T 3 B 
11 15 T 5 B 
12 12 T 4 F 
13 12 T 4 F 
14 30 T 2 B ý, 
/ 
Table XV Cranes in second study. 
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HEART RATES per minute 
Suh No. Age X High Low Range S. D. No. Rdg3. 
1 26 127 156 80 76 11.24 97 
2 30 77 115 62 53 9.95 73 
3 38 111 120 94 26 4.8 47 
4 31 126 152 00 62 11.6 99 
5 32 118 130 97 33 79.64 65 
6 33 75 98 60 38 9.44 30 
7 33 °9 135 72 63 13.3 66 
8 26 133 162 100 62 13.16 85 
9 49 71 89 56 33 7.36 66 
10 24 100 135 80 55 13.00 66 
11 31 101 127 80 47 11.55 46 
12 28 88 100 81 19 5.16 32 
13 35 111 135 95 40 8.82 28 
14 26 78 115 68 47 11.55 84 
15 28 94 135 70 65 8.40 226 
16 36 86 110 68 42 14.61 26 
17 28 77 105 70 35 8.59 25 
18 31 118 140 02 48 10.37 80 
1.9 32 90 110 75 35 Q. 47 14 
20 43 69 75 65 10 8.4 30 
Table XVII Subjects heart rate values. 
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HEART RATE PEAKS 
The heart rate for each subject was determined by referring to 
the continuous cardiogram Fig. 24 from which the respective rate was 
recorded every half minute, simultaneously the subjects activity was 
recorded. The individual mean heart rate was determined together with 
its standard deviation about that mean. The frequency of peak values 
and their causes which are outside the control limits of plus or minus 
one standard deviation arc recorded in Table XVIII. 
The impression gained from examining the data in Table XVIII 
indicatesthat crane drivers have a higher number of peaks than R. A. F. 
subjects. If the cells with scores inside them are divided into the 
total number of frequencies; the R. A. F. subjects have 10.2 high peaks 
compared with 14.9 high peaks for crane drivers and 9.75 and 9.7 low 
peaks respectively. 4 
Event Ref. A has 14 high peaks for R. A. F. and 12 for crane drivers. 
This difference is insignificant but with the low peaks the R. A. F. have 
32 peaks compared with six with crane drivers. The task of both groups 
were so different and clearly indicates the ease of tension in the R. A. F. 
group when away from the crane as compared to the tenseness of the 
crane driver group. 
Ref. B shows that the number of respective frequencies are con- 
siderably different. The high peak frequencies for R. A. F. subjects 
resulted when waiting to receive instructions. The increased number 
with the crane drivers is accounted for by acknowledging that whilst 
they waited they generally had a load suspended on the crane hook and 
had to rely on the instructions of another person for the safe placing 
of the load particularly when the operator could not see the load. 
When comparing low peaks, again there is a considerable difference and 
shows that when crane drivers were completely in control of the situation 
whilst waiting they could safely relax. 
131. 
HIGH PEAKS LOW PEAKS 
REF 
EVENT R. A. F. C/D R. A. F. C/o 
A Outside Cab 14 12 32 6 
B Wait 9 30 12 26 
C Instruct's 6 16 1? 8 
D Manoeuvre 15 9 2 8 
E Slew 17 26 2 12 
F Hoist 9 9 4 5 
G Lower 18 20 6 13 
H Derrick up 3 12 - 4 
3 Derrick down 1 12 3 9 
K Telescope 
In/out - 3 - 6 
92 149 /241 79 97 /175 
38% 620 45% 55% 
TABLE XVIII 
High and Low Physiological Peaks 
132. 
The number of frequencies in each cell of Ref. C is more so with 
crane drivers for high peaks. This may be attributed to the anxiety 
brought about by fear and anger or any other work situation which comes 
about when crane drivers receive instructions and make decisions to 
carry out the job. 
Event Ref. D which shows the frequencies caused by manoeuvring 
the crane clearly reflects the inexperience of the R. A. F. Trainees 
by the few low peaks recorded 
Event Ref. E shows the frequencies resulting from slewing; this 
is the name given to the action of carrying a load by moving the jib 
through a given number of degrees, e. g. from front to behind crane = 
180 0. The crane drivers'high peak frequencies resulted from the 
exertions created while controlling the movement and positioning of 
eVe-n 
a load. The R. A. F. subjects were more concerned with their accuracy 
in satisfying their instructors to show how proficient they were at 
slewing. Again it is shown that when crane drivers had an opportunity 
to relax they did when it was safe to do so. 
The Events Ref. F and G show very little difference between groups 
but clearly show that far more effort on the part of the operator is 
required for lowering a load accurately than for hoisting the loads. 
The Events Ref. H and J- derrick up and down - is. taken far more 
seriously by crane drivers because they all know from either their own 
or from other people's experience that these are movements which have 
caused many cranes to become involved in accidents which have damacad 
property and caused the loss of workmen and innocent people's lives. 
There were no telescopic cranes used by R. A. F. trainees in 
event Ref. K but it again reflects as in Events H and 3 that this 
action of extending or retracting the length of the jib is a cause 
of physiological exertion. 
133. 
HEART RATE: GRAND MEAN = 99.26, HIGH = 109, LOW = 89 
Sub H L Fq 
1 96 1 97 
2 2 66 68 
3 34 0 34 
4 95 0 95 
'5 57 0 57 
6 0 27 2? 
7 13 16 29 
8 83 0 83 
380 110 490 
% 77.5 22.5 
TABLE XIX 
RAF subjects high and low peaks 
Sub H L. 
ý--- 
F9 
1 96 1 97 
2 2 66 6ß 
6 0 27 27 
7 13 16 29 
i// //0 2Zl 
TABLE XXI ' 
RAF subjects peaks during training 
Sub H L Fq 
3 34 0 34 
4 95 0 95 
5 57 0 57 
8 83 0 83 
269 0 269 
TABLE XX 
RAF subjects peaks whilst on test 
Sub H L Fq 
9 0 66 66 
10 18 12 30 
11 16 7 23 
12 0 17 17 
13 19 0"I 19 
14 1 42 43 
15 9 52 61 
16 3 15 18 
17 0 23 23 
18 64 0 64 
19 3 1 4 
7 
133 235 268 
--- 
iý % 36.1 63.9 
TABLE XXII 
Crane drivers high and low peaks 
134. 
The data in Table XIX shows that 77.5% of R. A. F. frequencies 
were high peak and 22.5% low peaks, a ratio of 7: 2. The physiological 
data for subjects 4,5 and 8 was obtained whilst they completed the 
training course's practical test. Subject 3 also sct a theoretical 
test of the course. 
To obtain each subject's high and low peaks their average heart 
rates were again used to calculate the 'grand mean'; the standard 
deviation and all those values outside the control limit were recorded. 
Table XIX tabulates the frequencies of R. A. F. subjects who were under- 
going formal training. Their high peaks are almost the same as their 
low peaks. This is too small a sample to be of any value but the 
results do suggest that alongside the 'grand mean' they appear to be 
normal subjects. 
The data in Table XX which records the frequencies of high peaks 
4 
only for subjects undorgoing their practical test is two and a half 
times as many as subjects undergoing normal training. But even after 
taking into account the anxiety created by an examination environment 
and by. ignoring that no subject had time to relax during the test 
there is abundant evidence to suggest that the work of a crane driver 
does expose an individual to work situations which bring about physio- 
logical exertions. 
The R. A. F. subjects used two cranes, undertook set exercises, on 
a level tarmacadam surface. Each subject had virtually equal chance. 
The crane driver group was so different. The machines they operated 
are shown in Table XV and both the task and site on which they were 
employed were different. If it was possible to give crane drivers the 
same arrangements as R. A. F. subjects their arrangement of high and low 
peaks may have been re-arranged. Table XXII highlights the non- 
consistency, or does it highlight the state of individuals' health? 
Only a thorough medical examination of the individual subject would 
give the answer. 
135. 
CARDIAC OUTPUT OF ALL SUBJECTS 
Cardiac output is affected by the myocardiac contraction of the 
left ventricular of the heart, 'e. g. stroke volume of pumped blood. 
Cardiac output is obtained by multiplying stroke volume with the heart 
rate and isa measurement of blood flow in litres per minute. 
The data plotted in Fig. 40 relates to the relative blood flow " 
of airmen and crane drivers. The cardiac output in litres per minute' 
is plotted against heart rate per minute. The data plotted shows that 
the mean heart rate values of the groups are almost alike but the spread 
of the respective cardiac outputs indicate that crane drivers'spread 
of data is more than the outputs for R. A. F. trainees. 
It has been stated that cardiac output equals stroke volume times 
4 
1 
. heart rate. 
Therefore the variable} differing between groupsis that of 
stroke volume. Table XXIII plots the mean value, the highest and lowest 
output and each subject's standard deviation from his mean. A comparison 
of the group meangr' at this stage shows that the cardiac output of crane 
drivers is twice as much as the R. A. F. trainees'cardiac outputs. 
By observing individual subjects it is recorded that the highest 
cardiac output value for the trainees is-with subject 8, who was on test, 
with a figure of 3.29 litres per minute with his highest recording of 
8.25 It/m and lowest'reading of 1.74. There are only four crane. drivers 
who have mean values under 3.29 It/m. Subject 16, aged 36 has a blood 
flow pf 8.42 It/m mean value with the maximum of his exertion recording 
a value of 15: 35 It/m. 
Subject 4 exceeded 9 It/m under test conditions, on one occasion. 
Subject 18's 
cardiac output reached a very high reading of 18.34 11-Im blood, flow. 
Comparing his mean value with the maximum reading the volume of. blood 
passing through the heart had almost quadrupled. The mean and range 
values for each group's cardiac output are plotted in Fig. 41. 
136. 
CART)IAC OUTPUT 
in litres per mimte. 
Subj. No. Age Nigh Low S. D. Range 
1 26 1.58 4.91 0.28 1.08 4.63 
2 30, 2.34 5.86 1.01 0.96 4.84 
3- 38 1.65., 3.51 0.73 0.73 2.78 
4 31 2.93 9.22 0.91 1.52 8.31 
5_ 32 2.07 6.38 0.87 1.08 5.51 
6 33 1.50 4.45 0.59 0.81 3.86 
7 33 1.93 5.24 0.85 0.89 4.39 
8- 26 3.29 8.25 1. 
f74 
. 1.20 6.57 
9 1+9 3.52 9.90 1.32 1.70, 8.58 
10 24 3.09 9.84 1.36 2.05 8.48 
11 31 3.9 6.87 1.83 1.33 5.04 
12 28 2.34 3.96 1.33 0.70 2.63 
1.3 35 2.84 5.28 1.07 0.95 4.21 
14 26 4.07 8.63 1.63 1.53 7.00 
15 28 4.67 12.86 2.17 1.92 10.69 
16 36 8.42 15.35 3.74 3.56 11.61 
17 28 2.08 4.11 1.45 0.65 2.66 
18 31 4.90 18.34 2.54 2.13 15.80 
19 32 5.20 8.75 1.43 2.57 7.32 
20 43 2.33 3.70 1.1-4 1.64 2.56 
'Table VIII Subjects cardiac output values. 
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CARDIAC UIJTPUT / L[) SUBJECT ACTIVITY 
The sane method has been adopted to determine the high and low 
peaks for cardiac output as 
HIGH 
Cl ut. si. de ab 
UnniIL 
ns Lrctiuns 
that adopted for heart rate. 
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TABLE XXIU 
62; 6 38; 1 
Subjeccs' carbiac outo;: t nea: <s and activi-. io-- 
Table XXIUrhouJs that the frequencies of both hinh _"nc' ioý_, peaks 
are almost; coubled to those of R. A. F. trainees. The analysis records that 
whilst waiting the crane drivers are nearly 50j up on the recorded fre- 
quencies of high peaks. This is attributed to 'tne 'fear' expressed by 
some crane driver subjects, waiting for the unexpected thing to happen 
when receiving instr! ctions from a percon uhe may not be competent for 
140. 
such a job, particularly when the load is out of view c; - the subject. 
It also shows that crane drivers relax more than R. A. F. trainees. 
When receivinq instructions the crane drivers have the most 
high peaks. but R. A. F. trainees recorded more high peaks when man- 
oeuvring the crane. lewing caused the most number of 
frequencies for crane drivers. The tasks of iow, wci derrickrüp/down 
and tel<nsco, ^_. m7jib in/out caused far more high peaks for the crane 
drivers than R. A. F. trainees. 
GRAr D I'! EAN FOR CARDIAC OUTPUT 
This was completed identically to the method adopted for calculat- 
ing the grand mean for heart rate and subject frequencyüare recorded in 
Tables XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX. 
RAF HIGH LOW FRcý 
1 1 60 61 
2 2 18 20 
3 0 30 30 
4 13 19 32 
5 3 30 33 
6 0 23 23 
7 2 28 30 
8 10 1 11 
31 209 240 
13 67 1 
TABLE XXV 
RAF subjects' neok. 
SUB HIGH LOW Cý 
4 13 19 32 
5 3 30 33 
8 10 1 11 
26 50 76 
TABLE XXUI - RAF subjects peaks on test 
AAA 
Sub HIGH LOii <<t' 
1 1 60 61 
2 2 18 20 
6 0 23 23 
7 2 28 30 
5 129 134 
TABLE XXUII 
RAE subjects peaks durinn traininn 
5ýb HIGH LGW 4 
9 12 5 17 
10 9 15 24 
11 12 0 12 
12 0 5 5 
13 1 4 5 
14 13 2 15 
15 90 0 90 
16 21 0 21 
17 0 5 5 
18 56 0 56 
19 5 2 7 
219 36 257 
% 85.2 14.8 
TABLE XXVIII 
Crane crivers`ccckc 
HIGH LOW "Cr r 
RAF 31 209 240 
C/D 219 38 257 
250 247 ': 57 
TABLE XXIX 
Comparison of sub iec: ts' peaks 
4 
A An 
The grand mean-of the subjects' cardiac output means was 3.171 It/m, 
the standard deviation was 1.44 It/min. Readings recorded above the 
4.616 It/m value recorded a high peak and values below 1.726 lt/min were 
recorded as low peaks for each subject, 
Table XXV compares the R. A. F. subjects against the grand mean. 
They had 31,13% high peaks, and 209,87% low peaks, which is an indica- 
tion that their values are lower than the crane drivers values shown in 
Table XXVIII, The crane drivers have 219,85.2% high peaks, and 38,14.8% 
low peaks. This indicates that crane drivers exert themselves much more 
frequently than the other group. 
Table XXVI analyses the trainees. who sat their practical test. 
The frequencies for these subjects wore 26 high peaks and 50 low 
peaks. Table XXVII records the data of R. A. F. trainees who were not on 
test showing values of 5 high peaks and 129 low peaks. 
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i 
RESPIRATION 
Upon examining the data in Table XXX there appears to be no 
difference between mean value, the high values, the low and a small 
discrepancy in the ranges of each group. 
The curves in Fig. 42 showing respiration speeds and each subjects 
range of speeds again differs slightly, with crane drivers'range generally 
lower than the trainees. The respiration speeds for trainees appear to 
have a linear relationship with the age of subjects. It is argued that 
this is not so because subject Number Three, 38 years of age, was not 
operating a crane on this occasion but volunteered to be a subject whilst 
he sat his theoretical test. 
By comparing the peaks and troughs it can be seen in Table XXXI 
that there is very little difference between the two groups. It must 
also be noted that the sample is not large enough to be conclusive in 
any way. 
HIGH PEAKS LOW PEAKS 
RAF 7 NIL 7 
C/D 8 NIL 8 
15 NIL 15 
TABLE XXXI 
Comparison of subjects`resoiration peaks 
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1. To test if there is a difference between crane drivers and trainees. 
RAF C/D 
HIGH 92 149 241 
LOW 78 97 175 
170 246 416 
TABLE XXXII(a) 
Subjects hearL rate peaks 
t-Tests 
Heart Rate 
R. A. F. 
Ex, = 866 
n, =8 
108.25 
Exý = 96574 
5ý = 404.2 
C /D 
Ex2 = 1020 
n2 = 11 
x2 = 92.72 
Ex2 = 96692 
5= 212.6 
2 
t=1.84 with 17 df. Result 
indicates that there is no sig- 
nificant difference between 
groups heart rate. 
x HR 
2. To test if young men are different to older men. (A young man is 
30 years of age and under in t, ý, is test). 
30 years and under 
RAF 
C/D 
GDx 
x Age 
x wght 
in lbs 
27.3 
26.6 
27 
4 
133.6 104 
172.2 87.4 
157.8 93.6 
x Co I 1 x Aca 
-ýt 
2.46 
1,33.4 
2.79 
2.67 
15.6 
34.6 
RAF C/D 
HIGH 77 130 2[i7 
LOW 38 63 101 
115 193 30, `3 
] 
--s 
TABLE XXXII(b) 
Subjects cardiac output _. eaks 
t-Test 
Cardiac Outputs 
R. A. F. 
Ex1 = 17.29 
n1 =8 
X1 = 2.16 
Ex1 = 40.34 
Sý = 3.29 
C /P 
Ex2 = 45.00 
n2 = 11 
x2 = 4.0° 
Ex2 = 215.04 
S? = 3.1 
t=2.205 with 17 A. This 
result is sic; nif i cant at 5`! 
level and indicates some 
difference between groups. 
over 30 
x wght ix HR in los 
156.4 1 105.4 
206.6 
163.9 
TABLE XXXIII 
Comparison hFt Fen o %n 3nC1 n1d -ib 
95.2 
9y. 2 
Subj 
Co 3Fl, 
2.02 6 
4.5 12 
3.38 18 
30 
2 
Q 
11 
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The data shows that on average crane drivers are heavier than 
the R. A. F. trainees. In both groups it reveals that not only are young 
men lighter in weight; they have a lower heart rate. From a visual 
inspection, of the data it is concluded that there is a difference between 
the groups; - 
ii eve this differ-r-ncelsth-e rewwLt d12 
(i)4 a function of ag 
(ii) although the difference in heart rate between young 
and old crane drivers is small the cardiac output of 
the older group is doubled 
(iii) the older group is heavier than the younger group 
(iv) Ehere is no significant difference between cardiac 
outputs of both young groups but it is observed that 
the older R. A. F. group's mean cardiac output is much 
lower than the young crane drivers'cardiac"output. 
30 and under over 30 FQQ 
RAF 
C/D 
104 
87 
105 
94 
209 
181 
191 199 390 
TABLE XXXIV 
Comparison between subjects high heart rate peaks 
t-Test Cardiac output 
30 and Under Over 30 
Ex1 = 24.40 Ex2 = 39.18 
ni =8 n2 = 11 
x1 3.06 x2 = 3.56 
Ex2 = 62.79 Ex2 = 156.95 
Sý = 1.738 S2 = 1.754 
t=0.75 with 17 df. The result 
of this test was not significant. 
t-Test Heart Rate 
30 and Under 
Ex1 = 747 
n1 =8 
x1 = 93 
. Ex2 = 72315 
Sý = 445.85 
Over 30 
Ex2 = 1092 
n= 11 
x2 = 99.3 
Ex2 = 111588 
S2 = 312.26 
t=0.21 with 17 df. This result 
indicates that there was no sig- 
nificant difference between the 
heart rate of groups. 
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3. To test if the data of young smokers is different to old smokers data. 
30 and under Over 30 
x Age 
x wght x HR x Co No. x Age wght HR x Co Sub in lbs Sub in lbs 
RAF 26 140 108 3.74 1 34 162.3 100.25 1.74 4 
C/0 27 173 89.75 2.85 4 32.3 203 109.6 3.88 7 
26.8 166.6 93.4 3.05 5 33.3 179.7 104.3 2.68 11 
TABLE XXXV 
Comparison between young and old smokers 
Table XXXV shows that there are more smokers in the older group. The 
crane drivers' heart rate in both groups differs. Young smokers'in the crane 
drivers group are lower than-the R. A. F. group but the heart rate of the older 
group is higher. The oldcr smokers are heavier and that there is a signifi- 
cant difference in the cardiac outputs of the older smokers who are crane 
drivers to the older smokers in the R. A. F. group. It is concluded from the 
visual examination of the data that with the exception of the significant 
difference in cardiac output of the older smokers; the remainder of data 
values As. similar. 
30 and under over 30 rra, 
RAF 
C/0 
108 
90 
100 
109 
208 
199 
198 209 30? 
TABLE XXXVI 
Heart rate high peaks for younc and old subjects 
/ 
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I 
t-Test Heart Rate 
< 
30 30 
Ex1 = 46? Ex2 = 730 
nß_5 n =7 
X1l= 93.4 x2 = 104.28 
Exý = 44173 Ex2 = 77414 
Sý = 138.75 52 = 215.63 
t=1.25 with 10 df. This result is not significant and there is 
no evidence to suggest that there is any dif- 
ference in the heart rates of young and old 
smokers. 
4. To test if 17#- men are different to hegry men. 
168 lbs and Under ý Over 168 lbs 
Age Wgt HR Co 
Nod' 
u6j 5 
x Age Wgt HR x Co iJu. tý 
Sh. 
RAF 
C/D 
29.3 
29.5 
138 
150.5 
108.8 
100.5 
2.38 
3.5 
6 
2 
35.6 
32.5 
177.5 
200 
93 
89 
1.57 
3.79. 
2 
9 
GO 29 141 106.7 2.26 8 33 196 ß7.? 3.39 Ff ; 
TABLE XXXVII 
Light and heavy subjects data 
Table XXXVII shows that there are more fat men than thin men as crane 
drivers than as trainees; does this reflect lack of physical exorcise? It 
probably does so. Both groups have similar heart rates. The crane drivers' 
cardiac output is approximately 50/a larger than the trainees' cardiac output in 
the under 168 lb group. But in the heavier group the crane driversicaraiac 
0 
output is almost 200% more. In this instance in considering heart rate and 
cardiac output the data reveal a difference within and between groups. 
150. 
Cardiac Output 
168 lbs 
Ex1 = 23.79 
n1 =9 
xý = 2.64 
Exý = 66.56 
ý=0.73 
t 1.12 with 17 df. 
>168 lbs 
Ex2 = 34.82 
n2 = 10 
x2 = 3.48 
Ex2 = 159.12 
SZ = 3. B 
This result is not significant and 
there appears to be no difference in 
cardiac outputs of both groups. 
5. To test if fat smokers are different to thin smokers 
168 lb and Undor Over 168 lbs 
x Ago x wght x HR x Co 
No. of 
Sbjt. 
x Age x Wght x HR x Co No. of SbjL. 
RAF 
C/D 
30.3 
29 
144,6 
141: 1 
107.6 
"106.? 
2.58 
2.26 
3 
2 
35.5 
30 
177.5 
200.2 
93 
97.4 
1.57 
3.23 
2 
5 
GNO 29.5 142.8 107.2 2.42 5 32.6 188.9 95.2 2.4 7 
TABLE XXXVIII 
Fat and thin smokers data 
The data in Table XXXVIII indicates that generally there is no significant 
difference between groups. But because of the smell number in this sample 
firm conclusions cannot be made, 
yet again the cardiac output of fat smoking 
crane drivers is more than doubled that of their R. A. F. trainee counterparts. 
t-Test 
4 168 lbs' ' 
Ex1 = 926 
ný=9 
x1 = 103 
Exý = 99140 
gý ý 457.37 
Heart Rate 
>. 168 lbs 
Ex2 = 909 
n2 = 10 
x2 = 90.9 
Ex2 = 55483 
52 = 448.3 
The results suggest that there is no significant, difference between heart 
rates of thin or fat smokers, 
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6. There were no thin smokers to be compared with fat smokers in either 
group-. 
7. To test if, the heart rates and cardiac outputs are different between 
smokers and non-smokers. 
RAF 
SMOKERS 
Ref Age WJght x HR x Co Cigs/day 
3 38 175 111 1.65 20 
5 32 140 116 2.07 10 
6 33 180 75 1.5 20 
7.. - 33 154 99 1.93 
8 26 140 108 3.74 " 
Grd x 32.4 158 102 2.17 18 
NON SMOKERS 
1 26 105 127 1.35 
2 30 156 77 2.31 
4 31 133 126 2.93 
Grd x 29 131 110 2.19 
TABLE XXXIX 
0 
RAF smokers and non-smokers'data ' 
R 
., ý 
CRANE DRIVERS 
SMOKERS 
Ref Age' Wght x HR CO cigs/day 
10 24 147 100 3.09 20 
11 31 154 101 3.90 it 
12 28 182 88 2.26 40 
13 35 224 111 2.84 20 
15 28 168 94 4.07 it 
17 28 196 77 2.08 40 
18 31 231 117 4.90 of 
Grd 29.3 186 98 3.30 28.5 
NON SMOKERS 
9 49 198 71 3.5 
14 26 168 78 2.47 
16 36 210 69 8.42 
19 22 224 96 3.60 
Grd 35.8 200 78.5 4.5 
TABLE XL 
Crane driver smokers and non-smokers data 
The ratio of non-smokers to smokers in each group and between 
groups is approximately equal as shown by the mean values in Tables 
XXXIX and XL. The R. A. F. non-smokers have a higher heart rate and 
cardiac output- 74 ; he R. A. F. smokers. This suggests that smoking 
relaxes subjects. The non-smoking crane drivers'heart rate is con- 
siderably lower than its R. A. F. counterpart, but their cardiac output 
is more than doubled. Even when deleting the value of Subject 16's 
cardiac output of 8.42 lt/min the remaining cardiac output value for 
that group is still approximately 50% more than the R. A. F. non-smoking 
group. 
a 
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The heart rate of the crane driver non-smokers is lower by approxi- 
mately 25% Mtri the heart of crane drivers who smoke. The difference in 
heart rates between the crane drivers and trainees who smoke is insignifi- 
cant but again the crane drivers' cardiac output is 12 times as great. 
These results do suggest that there is a non-compatibility of data between 
groups and within each group of non-smokers and smokers in this sample. 
t-Test 
Non-smokers 
= 24.58 
n1 =7 
X1 = 3.51 
Exý = 11493 
gý = 4.78 
Cardiac Outputs 
Smokers 
Ex2 = 34.03 
n2 = 12 
t=0.81 with 17 df. 
x2 = 2.83 
Ex2 = 109.75 
S2 = 1.25 
This result is not significant and . there 
is very little difference between cardiac out- 
puts of both groups. 
B. To test if non-smokers heart rates'in both groups are different. 
t- Test 
R. A. F. 
Ex1 = 330 
ni =3 
xl = 110 
Exý = 37934 
S, = 817.0 
Heart Rate 
C/o 
Ex2 = 314 
n2=4 
t=0.69 with 5 df. 
x2 = 78.5 
Ex2 = 25102 
S2 = 151.0 
This data is so significant that there is 
no likeness between groups. 
The data relating to all subjects'heart rate, cardiac output and 
individual weight from Tables XXXIX and XL is plotted in rig. 43. The 
curves indicate that they can be interpreted as follows: - 
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(i) That trainees who are non-smokers have a higher heart rate and 
lower cardiac output compared with other subjects; 
IkQ G//v" 
W 
(ii) AlthoughA trainee smokers appear to be similar to the curve of 
heart rate for crane drivers who smoke they have a lower cardiac 
output curve; 
(iii) The heart rate of crane drivers who smoke is like the trainee 
group that smoked, _but again 
the crane driverstcardiac output 
is considerably higher than the trainee group; 
(iv) The oldest subject in the crane driving non-smoking group has a 
mean heart rate which is equal to the lowest heart rate in the 
trainee group; 
(v) If Subject 16 had been excluded from this sample, the cardiac 
outputs of the remainder of the non-smoking crane driver group 
would have given symmetrical proportion to the curve . 
in 
Fig. 43. Up to one year ago Subject 16 was very much overweight and 
used to smoke more than 60 cigarettes a day. This group has the 
lowest heart rate. 
The high heart rate of non-smoker trainees is suggested to be caused 
by their frustration and anxiety of being on a training course in the 
Royal Air Force. When propounding the principle that smoking does help 
to 'sooth nerves' it does appear to apply to the trainee subjects but is 
completely destroyed when applying the same principle to crane drivers, 
or are the low curves of non-smoking crane drivers attributed to their 
skill and past experience in operating cranes? 
Fig. 44 compares the mean heart rates cnd cardiac outputs alongside 
the mean weight of each of the four subject groups and clearly indicate 
the difference between crane drivers and R. A. F. trainees.. 
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Correlation Coefficients 
Table XLI shows the mean stroke volume and mean heart rates of all 
subjects. The significant negative values of subjects 1,4 and 5 have 
high heart rates. The significant positive value of Subject 13 has a 
lower heart rate and a higher stroke volume. Subject 18's value is nega- 
tive and highly significant at 0.01 level but although his heart rate'is 
comparable to the latter his cardiac output is approximately 130% more 
than Subject 13 who has a positive correlation value. 
When each subjects mean stroke volume and mean heart rate is plotted 
with the other subjects of their group it can be observed, Fig. 45, that 
the mean heart rates are not significantly different between groups. The 
mean stroke volume value for R. A. F. subjects is 21 ml with five subjects 
below and three subjects in the group above this value. The crane drivers` 
mean stroke volume is 45 ml with six of the eleven above this limit. This 
mean value is approximately 120% above the R. A. F. subjects mean value and 
a clear indication of crane drivers having enlarged left ventricles. 
0 
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Ref 
1 
3 
if 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Ap, e 
26 
38 
30 
31 
32 
33 
33 
2ö 
49 
-71} 
31 
23 
311 
^- , ý;, 
23 
23 
31 
32 
No of Rdgs 
97 
lf7 
73 
GO 
C. 5 
30 
cü 
gr, 
bb 
Cý ýý 
46 
32 
2? 
P3 4 
226 
26 
25 
G 
14 
Mean 
S. V. 
12.8 
30.2 
14.0 
23.3 
17.3 
20.0 
19.5 
24.8 
to, g 
30.9 
38.4 
26.7 
25.5 
52.0 
50.0 
2-7.0 
58.0 
52. ° 
Mean 
H. R. 
12.7 
77.3. 
11). 7 
126.5 
117.8 
75.0 
919 .8 
133.5 
70.0 
1: )0.0 
r1.4 
87.7 
113, c 
73.9 
03.6 
56.7 
"1 77-1 
119.0 
C6.1 
Correlation Values 
O. 397` 
0 . 0303 
0.1016 
a. 3ýf2ý 
0.2783* 
0.1206 
0.00b3 
0.1'+4 5 
0.0ä09 
0.001n 
ý'""'? 17 
0.0415 
0.3'7; 8 
0.0c)o1 
0.1ýý1 
0.1035 
ý 
nýýýý1 
0.1+2°8 
be p= . 05 
ýt ýE F"1 
Table : U-'C-U Correlation coefficients of subjects heart rate 
and stroke volume. 
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C0NCLUS10NS 
161. 
ýýý 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to study the operating of the 
mobile crane systems, as used in the construction industry, and to 
identify factors which affected their optimum performances. The 
information collected resulted from obtaining the co-operation of the 
Royal Air Force, St. Athen, Plant-hire companies, crane drivers and 
contractors in the South Wales area. All available crane systems were 
examined and there followed a pilot study for establishing a technique 
for the continuous monitoring of crane drivers' physiological exertions 
which occurred during normal work. 
The initial survey's findings revealed that, prior to 1972, crane 
manufacturers gave little consideration, if any on some cranes, to the 
safe operation of some controls. There were also cranes with weigh- 
loader safety devices displayed in places which were out of the 
ha't 
operators view. These cranes should not/beiallowed on construction 
sites until the weighloader was repositioned so that the crane driver 
could monitor its readings without having to twist his neck each time. 
Manufacturers did not standardise the layout of controls on their own 
cranes end there is much confusion in the positioning of the functional 
controls. 
Individual companies, crane drivers, type of crane, layout of 
controls, type of job, type and condition of site, and weather con- 
ditions were all contributory factors which interacted to affect the 
optimum crane-syste^s' performances on site. The manufacturers can aid 
the industry by improving designs and safety requirements so that these 
systems become valuable assets rather than liabilities for their cwners. 
Hence, there is a need for better understanding of the crane systems' 
potentialities between the manufacturers, crane operators and users. 
16? _ 
People in their mid twenties and thirties become crane drivers 
previo551 
because they have either been employedAas long-distance lorry drivers 
as 
and wishizito return home to their family every night, or4bus drivers. 
Some men took up crane driving because they were out of a job, whilst 
others did it for the money they earn. Their wage can be at least two 
more 
to three times the: amount Athan working as a general 
labourer on site. Often when plant is lying idle in a depot an appli- 
cant with only a driving licence for an ordinary motor car will be given 
the job of driving a crane. Many companies give training before sending 
new recruits out on site with a crane but many accept the operators word 
that he is a crane driver with experience in his job. 
There were many cranes which generated noise levels and when 
recorded from inside the cabin indicated that there is a 'high risk' 
of some operators' hearing being damaged. The findings also showed that 
crane driving activates physiological exertions. When comparing the 
physiological recorded values of crane drivers with R. A. F. trainees the 
res* 
results were different. Even young crane driversAwith only one year's 
driving experience indicated that there was increased heart stroke 
volume which could develop into an enlarged heart and ultimately heart- 
failure. R. A. F. trainees were chosen as a control group because: 
(i) they were all medically fit; 
(ii) they had no experience of driving cranes and were 
considered as normal people. 
This evidence indicated that crane driving can bring about a 
heart condition which will develop to a state of heart failure if the 
associated warning signs of this encroaching heart condition ate-ignored. 
Some crane drivers may be intelligent enough to take action and leave 
this job to prolong their lives; others may not take action, or leave 
the action until it is too late for any medical treatment to be of value 
163. 
to them. No doubt it will be recorded on their death certificates that 
their death was the result of natural causes, e. g. heart failure at 
possibly 45 years of age. 
The dust in coal mines is the cause of lung diseases, the noise 
in shipyards and'foundries'is the cause of deafness. It is also a fact 
that these industries educate their labour force to make them aware of 
such health risks and demand the labour force to follow the recommended 
safe method for completing work in such environments. In 1973 the 
Asbestos Industry reported that many employees had contracted asbestosis 
and that many people had died from it. Other sufferers received com- 
pensation payments made in accordance with the Industrial Injuries Act 
1973. Deafness is now covered by the act and history was made last year 
when two claims for awards reached the high courts. People who die from 
heart failure appear as a statistic in the Chief Medical Officer of 
Health's Report. There is no reference to anyone whose heart condition 
developed as a result of his job. 
It is impossible to estimate how many crane drivers have died from 
heart failure. There is no such statistic either in the Chief Factories 
Inspectors Report, published annually. This study indicates that the 
evidence does suggest that heart failure is a condition which can develop 
whilst driving a crane and that all should be made aware of this disease. 
There is an urgent need for the findings in this study to be validated, 
because the high number of deaths in the construction industry results 
mainly from people being involved in accidents. This industry has no 
known industrial disease. But the industry can attempt to educate its 
labour force by ensuring that such men be given medical examinations 
yearly or half yearly depending on age and crane driving experience, 
starting-immediately. 
The accuracy in diagnosing early symptoms of heart diseases not 
only depends on regular medical examinations but also upon the skill of 
164. 
the physician in identifying the symptoms. Techniques currently used 
to record blood flow, blood pressure and cardiac output are: - 
(i) The intra arterial catherter 
(ii) Dye-dilution or 
(iii) Thermal dilution, 
Each method is time consuming and requires a bed and attention in hospital, 
0 
it causes inconvenience for both subject and family of the subject, it is 
also costly in time and money to all concerned. Even the four band non- 
invas!, ive Minnesota impedance plethysmograph requires the patient to be 
hospitalised. 
The task of medically examining all crane drivers operating cranes 
in the United Kingdom at first appears to ba a mammoth ne. and would 
involve considerable periods of waiting in an already under-staffed 
National Health Service particularly when the above mentioned techniques 
in measuring blood flow gore solely used for patients whose life or death 
a 
depends on the use of such Imachine in hospital. In the midst of inter- 
national controversy regarding the use of a non-invasive electrical 
impedance plethysmography, the two band systcm that has been specifically 
designed, developed and used in industry and with servicemen in this 
study has made a major contribution towards a more accurate control in 
the monitoring of physiological exertions of people in industry and in 
society. 
The general practitioner could screen his patients and select 
those whom he considers need to be monitored. But under the Industrial 
Injuries Act it is assumed that all progressive employers will want to 
have their own crane drivers'health racords. The pe_tablc 'ir.. pwda^, cc 
plethYsmograph is convenient to be used on a person whilst doing work A 
which does not include a lot of physical effort. It can be used by 
people who do normal household tasks and would provide data which would 
be of immense value regarding the state of the individual's health, The 
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estimated cost of the portable impedance plethysmograph, which can be 
used in conjunction with other equipment such as an oscilloscope and 
pen chart recorder, is about 20% or less 
(depending on equipment already 
available) of the value of the Minnesota and could be included with the 
standard equipment inside any physician's surgery. Of course if necessary 
subjects could be monitored on site, or at their workplace. 
In November 1973 the use of a portable impedance plethysmograph 
created a facility whereby R. A. F. subjects` cardiac outputs and heart rate 
wer'-continuously monitored whilst they carried out their training. During 
the early months of 1974 the system had been used on some crane drivers 
in the South Wales area. By the autumn of 1974 a consultant anaes&he'tis& 
began to use it, and still does so, on patients undergoing surgery in one 
of the operating theatres at University Hospital (Wales) Cardiff. Another 
consultant who specialises in kidney transplant is also using the equip- 
ment to monitor liquid flow and patient progress, in this instance the 
electrode bands are repositioned. 
Work is also in progress at University Hospital, by carrying out 
tests to establish if part of the electrode band can be removed 
replacing ' them with electrode discs. The published literature cur- 
rently indicates that Kubicek's work is being validated; Wils Cooley 
has criticised others who work in this field, with his team trying to 
establish a mathematical module to evaluate stroke volume measurements. 
After the introduction of the four electrode Minnesota impedance 
plethysmograph early this year those doctors who have access to one of 
these machines are consolidating knowledge and experimenting with it. 
The future work to be pursued at the Glamorgan Polytechnic is to have 
the circuit ry of the portable impedance plethysmograph redesigned so 
enabling the recorded impedance signal to be fed'into a computer for 
direct analysis. 
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The recorded data can be fed onto an oscilloscope for visual 
examination; it can also be permanently recorded for examination on 
a chart recorder. But when the data has to be statistically analysed, 
before this can be achieved every bit of data belonging to the cardio- 
gram and the differentiated 'E' wave must be manually'handled, recorded 
and transferred to computer for analysis. 
The collection of data at R. A. F. 
St. Athan or on the various sites and depots was not without problems 
because of the subject's involvement with his work or training schedule 
and the time element was an important factor. Even the most meticulously 
planned ventures have failed because of absenteeism, machine breaking 
down, plant called off-hire or the machine ha%h n9 been sent to 
another site. It was desirable tö rest subjects immediately prior to 
the commencement of work but this was not possible. But of all the 
shortcomings in this study the data collected is unique and not only 
attributed to the goodwill of the construction industry but to the keep- 
ing of the agreement with industry that on no account will this'study 
impede or interfere with work on site. 
In conclusion to this study it is manifested that the objectives 
of the work have been fulfilled. 
The mobile crane system has been sub- 
jected to an ergonomic investigation, which has produced disturbing 
facts about the safety, non-standardisation of cranes and of the high 
health risk to which drivers subject themselves. Information collected 
during this study has been used by the Roben's Committee for the Roben's 
Report in 1972. The Construction Industry Training Board who originally 
sponsored this work received their report also in 1972. The British 
Standards Committee used this information prior to the publication of 
a Code of Practice on Cranes in 1973. In successive Her Majesty's 
Chief Factory Inspector's Reports references have been made to this 
work on cranes. At the beginning of this month (n? epmber 1974) the 
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Factory Inspectorate'sought additional information which would be used 
by them. The West German Government representatives have proposed 
legislation on the use of contractors-plant for all E. E. C. member 
countries. The Germans do not possess the data, which refers to noise 
levels, and the Factory Inspectorate will use this data when negotiat- 
ing sound levels at the next round of talks with the Council of Ministers 
in January 1975, in Brussels. 
The identification of causes of myocardiac fibre 
enlargement is sufficient reason for crane-drivers to leave their jcb 
before their-50th birthday. The presentation to society and the medical 
profession of the portable impedance plethysmograph is a useful innova- 
tion by its simple application o the continuous monitoring of individ- 
ual physiological responses outside hospital, of people whilst at home 
or at work. The co-operation received from the R. A. F. St. Athen, 
Plant Hire Companies, Crane drivers and contractors on the one hand 
to the Construction Industry Training Board and Science Research Council 
for the financial' assistance; Department of Medical Physics at University 
Hospital-(Wales) Cardiff, University of Surrey and the Glamorgan 
Polytechnic on the other hand has enabled this study to have a success- 
ful outcome, for it to be of value to other disciplines; and for such 
findings to contribute to the saving of life, the prolongation of life 
and employment for the ultimate benefit of the industry, community, 
society and the economic well-being of the United Kingdom. 
/ 
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APPEN0IX 
CASE STUDY 
This section deals with the methodology developed to acquire 
information and technique used to analyse the physiological data of 
Subject 12. The study is basically in four sections: - 
(i) Obtaining co-operation from plant hire 
company and subject 
(ii) Using an electrical impedance phethysmograph 
to collect physiological data of subject 
(iii) Analysis of data 
(iv) Computerised technique for analysing'data. 
(i) The managing director of this plant hire company was contacted 
and informed of study. He agreed to provide cranes and drivers and 
inform the local plant manager of his decision. But at the beginning 
of each new year there is not a lot of work available for plant on site 
and January 1973 was no exception. There were more drivers in depot 
waiting for work than cranes on site. 
Due to this situation with the availability of crane and driver, 
a different approach prevailed whereby the subject was asked to demon- 
strate the use of the crane ccntrols in the depot yard. The subject 
would hoist the hook, lower it onto a target by slewing and derricking 
Al6uIa/ 
the jib andjeventually approach a target in a blind position. 
(ii) Because this subject was at his depot he was met in the mess 
room; formalities were completed and he agreed' to co-operate in the 
experiment. This mess room was warm, housed a table and benches and 
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quite suitable for preparing the subject who relaxed for five minutes 
then had his heart rate and blood pressure recorded prior to undressing 
to the waist for the placing, and measuring of distance between the 
electrode bands, e. g. one placed around the neck and the other just 
above the abdomen. The impedance plethysmograph lead terminals were 
connected to make good contacts with the electrode bands then stuck to 
the body with adhesive tape to avoid displacement. The subject dressed 
allowing the free end of terminal to pass out of neck of shirt for easy 
fitting to apparatus which was strapped to his chest under his duffle 
coat. 
Upon walking to the crane the equipment was switched to its operat- 
ing condition and because the subject was to operate the crane in a 
back-and cabin he was asked to talk into the microphone during the task 
so enabling a commentary to accompany the impedance signal upon playback. 
During the work period observations were recorded on a study sheet, 
Fig. 46, and time checks were simultaneously recorded and noted by 
observer. Upon completion of demonstration of controls the subject 
completed the questions put to him. After expressing gratitude for 
co-operation to subject and management staff the investigator departed 
to return to University Hospital (Wales) Cardiff. 
(iii) Prior to the analysis of the data it was essential to check that 
there was an impedance signal recorded and-sound commentary on the tape. 
The time checks recorded on site, upon playback in the laboratory, were 
checked for recorder playback time against real time. This accuracy 
was within plus or minus two per cent, The operator's commentary and 
notes on study sheet enabled comments to be written on the-chart paper 
as it left the twin pen recorder, thus enabling the physiological 
exertions to be identified with that specific element of task as in- 
Fig. 47 which shows the subjects cardiogram and its differentiated signal. 
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The examination of the differentiated signal produces information 
on heart rates, left and right ventricle ejection time, myocardial con- 
traction. The cardiogram below gives heart rate which is superimposed 
on respiration cycles. Kubicek's formula was used to calculate cardiac 
output, e. g. vx Heart rate 
1000 - lt/min. 
(iv) The information that was manually measured off the differentiated 
signal and cardiogram was recorded on an abstract sheet every half minute 
as on Fig. 48 which shows subject's activity alongside. To record these 
activities they were given a code so that the information could be fed 
into a computer as on Fig. 49. This data was then placed on computer 
cards for storage of data and quick retrieval and printed out by computer 
as Table XLII with each variables mean value, standard deviation, range 
and maximum values. 
A computer programme was developed and written so that the tabulated 
data would be more meaningful when presented in curve forms. The computer 
programme is set out in Fig. 50, and the plotted curves for heart rate, 
stroke volume, cardiac output and respiration dre set out at a common time 
scale as seen in Fig. 51. 
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*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM 
*1t CSICA"W, )4Oi PRI"TER) 
C OA GANIZATION CF CAZD FILE 
C 
C3 SPECIES ^F DATA CARD 
C 
C. A) SURJCCT/MACHP'F HEADER CARD 
C 8) TEST HrADLA CAD 
C C) TEST DETAIL CAD 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c c c c c c 
C c c C 
c C 
DETAILS OF CARD DESIGN 
SPECIES 'A' - SU&JECT/MACHI! E HEADER CARD 
1) CARD SPECIES 'A' 19 C^L 1 
SUBJECT DATA 
2) t2EFERE"CE `c' 2 DIGITS I9 C^LS 2/3 3) NO OF TESTS I DIGIT IN COL 4 
4) AGE 2 DIGITS I', ' C^LS 5/6 
5) MARTIAL STATUS 1 DIGIT IN COL 9- MARRIED(M), SINGLE(S) 
6) TRAINI(J 1 DIGIT I`º GL 11 AS F^LLrWS 
'0' -NO TRAINING 
11, - I'l Fnt1CES 
'2' - AS FITTER 
' 
1' 
- 'SITIBYI'"ELLYRY(TWI 
) 
'5' - AS BANKSMAN 
'6' - CITC, ETC 
I DIGIT IN COL 12 AS FOLLOWS 
'0' - NONE # is - "'AVVIES 
'2' - CRAVES '3' - TOWER CRANES 
'4' - L''RRIES 
959 - BUSES 
'6' - OTHER 
7) fMIVIN 'v EXP 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C C c C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C c C c 
C c C 
C c C C C C c 
C C C C c 
C C C C C C C 
C C C c 
8) Q(RATI0`J OF =XP 2 DIGITS IN COLS 13/14 
9) W^RK EFFECTS 1 DIGIT I"! C^L 21 AS F'^LL^WS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0' -NONE I' - Nn^UY 
2' - AN(iFR 
3' - FrAZ 
4' - OEVRFSSI04 
5' - LETHARGY 
10) HABITS 
SPi^K1"3 1 DIGIT I"! C^L 22 AS Ff%L'lWS. 
DRINKIVG 
Ill LAST MEDICAL 
9C)' - M^'1 SMIKER '1' - LIGHT (FEWER THAM 10/DAY) 
'2' - MEOIUM(20-40/DAY) 
'3' - HEAVY (Mn. 2E THAI 40/DAY) 
.1 
DIGIT IN COL 23 AS FOLLOWS 
'0' - NON DRINKER '1' - LIGHT ("! E "! IGHT/WEEK) 
'2' - MEDIUM(rWD NIGHTS/WEEK) 
'3' - HEAVY (MnkL THAN TW^) 
1 DIGIT I"' C^L' 24 AS FOLL'WS 
'o' - NONE '1' - WITH! " PAST YEAR 12' - nVER A YEAR AG! 
12) LAST ACCIVE`'T 1 DIGIT I"' C^L 25 AS F'LL1WS 
' I' - SL I GHT 
'2' - SEVERE 
13) RF. CF"T ILL"ESS 1 DIGIT I" C"L 26 YES(1) r NO(O) (WITHIN LAST 6 MOUTHS) 
14) aFIGIIT(L3) 3 DIGITS I4' C^LS 31/33 
15) HEIGHT 3 DIGITS I', C^LS 41/43 
NACHIAE PATt. 
16) P14"'UFACTUtE 
. 1'71 rVllc nc kill 
1 DIGºT I"' C^L 51 AS FfLLf'NS 
'. 800- (TEST IM CLASSR'1"m) 
'1' - 5T VILES GP 112' - 7T Cf)LES GP 'i' - lOT C^LF$ GP ". 44' 
- 12T C^LiýS GP 
'h' - 15T C(1LLS iP 175. '0' - lOT C^LLS Co, " 
17, - 15T ALLL'N '), tUVF 
r mrr_rr rhs rrn r. -V wc _cn. ) n- c 
1. 
I 
... V .. ý.... _ __'Mý 
__ 
ý. 
C 171 TY. 'r- ^F Jlfl1 DIGIT 1" C"L 5? AS F^LL^WS 
C_ 
C 
ýTý - TELESCtE7PIC CC 
C 113) CA3 L^CATI^"I I DIGIT I", C"L 53 AS F^LLnWS 
C 
C IF, - FR^º. 1T 
C 16, - BACK 
C. 
19) TYPE rtF Cn"'TR^L I DIGIT IN CL 54 AS F^LLnWS 
C' 
C IS' - SH^AT L! =VEli 
C 'L' - L^"G LFVEZ 
C- JOYSTICK 
C 
C 20) AGE ^F CRA"E 2 DIGITS I^' C^LS 61/62 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
C 
C 
C 
.C C 
C 
SPECIES '3' - TEST HEADER CARD 
1) CARD SPECIES '3' I"! C^L 1 
SUCJ'; CT DATA 
31 PEST 'In I DIGIT I'll CnL 4 
2) REFCf: E`iCE NU 2 DIGITS IN COLS 2/3 
4) 3A; 40 2 DIGITS IN COLS 31/32 
SF. PARATIn*, "(CM) 
5) RESISTIVITY 3 DIGITS IN COLS 41/43 
C ATMnSJ'11CRIC C^DITIO'JS 
C 6) STATt n1- SKY 1 DIGIT I"J C^L 51 AS F^LL^WS 
C 
C '0' - CLFAR 
C III - LIGHT CInUD 
C 120 - HEAVY CLUUt) 
C 7) DEPOSITION I DIGIT IN CDL 52 AS FOLLOWS 
C 
'0, - ? "'E 
C. ' 'I' - LIGHT RAIN 
C '? ' - HFAVY AAI-I 
C 131 - 5'J"w 
C '11 - AL S' - FR^STY C 
E) 1 DIGIT I`"' C^L 53 AS FILL^WS 
C 
C" '0' - NUVE 
C '1' - LIGHT 
C 
'02, - 3' - STtýýGTE C 
C 
C 
" C. C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
-G 
G 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C" 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
G 
9) TEMPFZATUAE(C) 2 DIGITS IN COLS 54/55 
C^"DITI^"'S WITHIN! C: +ü 
IC) VISI^`, 
11I "^ISE 
12) VENTILATION 
13) TE'IPt=ZATU. 2E 
14) HIJ"' IIII TY 
TEST UATA 
15) t)ATE OF TEST 
16) TINE ^T UAY 
17) TASK 
1 DIGIT I" C^L 61 AS F^LL^NS 
1I0 G "D 
'- FAIR 
'2' - POOR 
1 DIGIT I"! Cr'L 62 AS FOLLOWS 
109 - 'I' - NOISYRTýºBlE 021 - T'Y "I ISY 
1 DIGIT IN COL 63 AS FOLLOWS 
'o' - GOOD 'I' - FAIN 
024 - P^^, 2 
2 DIGITS I"' C"LS 64/65 
2 DIGITS IN COLS 66/67 
I- 
ý. 
T 
.r 
S UIGITS IN Clº1. S 5/10 
7 DIGITS I'"' C^LS 11/12 
2 DIGITS I" C^LS 13/14 AS F^LL'^WS 
fool*- ".. R"AL/'1" . 1^8 '10' - T2AI`'I"'G/^`i J^£3 '11' - TRAINIVt; /TEST 
18) T^TAL TI""E It OIC. TTS IN COLS 15/181IN TENTHS OF HINl1TFS) 
19) "^ I IITGITS I"º C^LS 1'7/21 176. 
L 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c c c c c c c c c 
c c 
c c c c c c c 
r 
SPECII-S 'C' - TEST Of-TAIL CARD 
1) CARL) SPFCICS 'C' I" V IL I 
2) SO-)JCCT ? ý+ Mn 2 DIGITS IN COLS 2/3 
3) TEST REF "'n I DIGIT I'll CL 4 
4) TIME I"'T^ TEST 4 DIGITS I"1 C^LS 5/8 (I"M TE"ITIIS ^F MI'`UTFS) 
5) iLOID PRESSURF 2 GR^UPS PF 3 I'll CnLS 11/13,15/17 
6) ACTUA1. HEART SATE 3 DIGITS IN C'3LS 21/23 
7) RHn 5 DIGITS I'' COLS 25/29 (XXX. X) 
8) EJECTI^'I TIME 3 DIGITS I"! C^LS 31/33 (. XX) 
91 DZ/DT 3 DIGITS I" CrLS 36/38 (X. X) 
10) STOKE VOLU""E 4 DIGITS IN, COLS 41/44 
11) CALCULATED K2 3 DIGITS IN COLS 47/49 
12) CARDIAC ^UTPUT 3 DIGITS I"I C'. 1LS 51/53 
(L/NIN) 
13) RF. SPIIATI^"Um I") 2 DIGITS I"' C^LS i6/57 
14) C^MMC"TS DIGITS I" C^LS 61/69 AS FnLL'WS 
IST DIGIT - L^CATI^"M nF DRIVER-C^L 61 
INSIDE CAB 
C ^"i M/C lUTSIOE CAB 
C ý2ý - REli*1TE FRO' /C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2ND DIGIT - Pt1STU"AE OF DRIVER-CCL 62 
'0' - UP it IrHT '-I' - FiENDIMG '2' - SITT I"ä bACY" '3' - SITTING F3thV D 148 -P R''"E ' 5' -R E'' L1 *1 V! 3 '6' -. O\ KNEES '7' - MISCELLA"E^JS P'STURF. S 
3RD DIGIT - MODE OF ACTIVITY-COL 63 
" '0' - OPERATING CLINTZCLS '1' - UECISI^" "AKI''i, '2' - . DISCUSSI"'G J^3 '3' - r2ECI: IVI iG INSTRt1CTIJNS '4' - . 4''S1, E! tI''r; 1JFSTI^"tS 45' - PACT"'rj DISTaVCES 
'b' - CHAIKIy:, º'JSITI°iVS 
17, - GLV I"'G I"! ST. tUCTI^"S 
'B' - WAITI`1G 
'9' - WAL KI":; IA' - CL I "'! 3I'"; UP 
113' - CLII'BI`tG Tf05ly 
'C' - DtI"KI"! G BEVERaG= 
4TI1 DIGIT - RELATI^ý! T^ TARGET-C'ºL 64 
ý0' - ON TARGETý 
1' - APPA'ºACHI"., TARGET - 'ºPE"l 
ý? ' - AI'1'Z^ACý1I"; TAI:!; E T- BL I'"ºD 
ý; ' - a'n'! I`1'; AWAY FROM TARGET 
04' - MA"F^UV2E. 
ý 
5T11/8TH DIGITS-"ATURE "F C'1"TR^L-CrILS65/6ü 
7 
ti 
9TH DIGIT W, )RKI, 4r WITH 'JAVKSNAN-C(1LS69 
ý1' - YFS 
'Q' - STA4T E4üIVC '1' - STIP E"'"'c f ^ý!:, ý; 20 021 - CRV'E 031. - CRAVE riACK 
141 - CZ. A"E S T"P 
'h' - SL-4. LqET 46' - SL, W r2I; HT 078 - L^'E2 Hn^< 
'©' - RAISE H'JUK 
'9' - H''IST L^hD 
'A' - L^! 'F2 LOAI) 
'g' - DEý: i? ICK UP 
'C' - ýF, t2ICK D^. i"' 'iý' - TrLk5C0ý'IV; INý 
'E' - TFI. FSC''PI".; "UT 
15) CYCLE NO 2 DIGITS IN COLS 70/71 
C 
C 
C 
+d: ýTC 
IA"t1ýý1ýS'ýLyRý1ýffýTýtEK 
II)FVTIFIFU BY 11S; R, SU(lJFCT AND NlJuf1ER 
C 177. 
//_XF4º 
0 
(Y. PaaaaaaaaaCY, aaaPaaacacPaacol aaa(71 
Pa0 Cp CC, (ý. C, aPCGPC, TaC%P^aaa^aaaaaa^T 
1111111111111111111111111111111 
IIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111I1 
1111111111111111111111111111111 
111 ICý1 1V11t Otýl 111 Ico Iuic'1 1 1( 1I1 
Ilt O<'ý. O< II cJý III Ot ) 11 nrýIýJ 01 JJVý3ti 1 
tll cl) Otn. +-r 11 ^ý^'^"-"Oý+OONNNNNOO 
cOfýI JnCG7OOOO0Cýý^OOpCOCO+7OOOOOOO 
N NNNN NN N NN NN N hN NN NN N NN N NNNN NN NN 
0000000000000000000000000000000 
. +MCOCO-# NO (+' Ono MP'-P--410 %tO -4 
NNNNMJN-+NNNNNtiNNý 
ºa 
r1 
O 
0 
M 
ý 
ýý N 
fý 
ý 
0 
C 
o` 
-4 u: C9 C^ V) 
L 
` -s -s 
C, rwC'wrT(, ne,;, n'±' CLy^C, :, 'ý_^"+_^aC, CýC, C*C, anPT 4000 
p CýaacýG`C, ^^v1 Cýc^c"CT^C, , "ccC^C*c0`lýC`CTCT C` Cý' NN CY 
PcCý TaCaC>cCý acaICrLý CCrCrac*rnC, TC. CaC, C. (7. 
0 
G 
0 M' 
.. 
N 
ý 
rn 1-e e"1 s K1 Lr% r+10 N tý ,O rn. ""i. t CO t+fý fý O I-N m111 NN p- 
M11N^l+NOrnCNC^G". O, 3 a. tý . lýrfý. ýalllNOf-V' C*0`Of- """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
P'tPnNN1Nt'1fý; --ieVNN. -"r... arN.. +.. r, y. rt'ý1"+Nr+NNNýNNý 
. tOtfýC. R0Lt1OM. tMMOýýMNMN00OM-+fýN. OMNNUIe 
COC"C`OCN 0% CO Q1 r, 0, C'(> (>C»& 0, =Coo, m90? c0Q00QN0000Cn 
.. 4 
"+.. o:.. ozlý . n. en ..... o. tic.. cn ..... a. a. r+. -+ 944-%: . 10 :; Al; K1ý+1NMNrt1Nýe'ý1NCnN. +-+NNN-rNý e'1NM-+NMen N1r1NN 
nCNOCT W. lNsa]qr--. n 00C, f+, Ct- um O=pº- cJ4: aDgaNf, - 
" 
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C" 
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. -ý000000 
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'J 
pr OZ 
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wN 
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O ., O 
O Q` ü 
ONN 
N 1ý1 
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fSN1MJe9MJý°1. rC'1re1Nf"'1Pý1f+! t^1ýT1SJr-, SNfnýtJrltPMM aaa "{ """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""" ui >>>> 0000000 000 OO 000 00 OCý OC OO OOU O'v0 OO CD 
Q f' iFS 
NNNNNNNNNNhNNNNNhNNlýNNNNhNNNNNN . .,. n . . +1ý "-ýtý ýý """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""" r.. r, * C"C^C. CwC'Tf"t*_ C`. C"TC"PN CýC, L*TýCýTýT Q" Q" Q" C" 
CaaC, 01 C;, C, 17, r. V. C+2, C,:. aac7, _,, cýc, aaý^, ý. 
ccýoc 
[*C%C. f-:, C, +. rn^`wT?: wCý'u, `0`^TCl nýw, T ääaa 
C. T.?. C.... ^L'ý r`C'ýC"L rwý.. rw, T'. "'*Cýp(, C"OýCýP 
p. C.. C`C, C%PC`G`TTC"PC`C*C^PPO`C`CC`CO, P(ýCC, C7. C, 0% L" yWWWW 
pC.,:.. v. n? n. 
n? Ci`7- ý- C`7. ^. T(- I. -C% ^T^J,. ^` 
rn c*C"T^C% ^, ^0+Qý: ^CC^^CC, C. ^^f^QýC,? C+ 
^. ^ Z, C, , 7, c-ý ^1 :! " cýý^^^^ca^7`': s^: *7'Cý 
0, %o, r, orotnoe o: ncAorculo; rcU, %oro nouýoýno 
. rýcVNfý1r-Tt61 U1. GC1- 1-: ßJC`C"OO... rl\! 
\Me'Rýtýt : f1 
r1... 4 r....., rI 
N11-.. 4 
.4 -4 NrNý4-4-4ýrýý-4-4 -4 ý4 
wwww 
> >> > 
N 1J LA Wý W7 : L' S 
""ý ý Cf+ =M _1: 1 
ti fý KI M 
CO"O"^, "1" F-t- 
w 
f-N HO NN t/fcJ N V)fV 
ý% ww"w 
2'iZ 
ýaä<a 2Jw ui O 7. r 2: Z N 
NN NN NN hN NNN N NNN NN h NNNNN NN NN NN NN 
- . r. r. r. r__. N_.. rH.. r. -... r. rr+. 4. d-- --. r rlrily_ -P+- 
- >=C 
ý+ uu oc 
ý0 OO00000000 ®__® 000 
TABLE XLII 
Computer analysis of subject data 
178. 
0 
6 
PAGE 1 FiA. '-50: Comoixter Pröý'ramme 
/J J13 c10c? 
L^G D, ": IV I" CA-11' 5I'00 CART AVAIL PIIY D. tIVE 
GliOO 790 ) 79 0J 0001 
oQCI 0100 0100 0000 
V2 1109 ACTOAI. 1hK CMA F1G 16 K 
// FOR 
r^. "c i"ý^;: tý I`ýTIý'ýF. 2S 
*L I ST ALL ) [^CS(C. 1-: 1) , 14; "l P21"I TFR 
C Aýýtý: ýý"iy F^2 THE ; 4APHIC4). OUTPUT OF TGh' DATA 
I'Tf,:;. 'r A:., 2, Aiý3, A04, #405, A06, A07, ADS, 4t39, A10, A11, A12, A13, A14, Ai5, 
1 A1c,, A17, A1a, A1Y02U 
1"Tý ; aýt ý, G'lr Cý, Pi"ý, 1"")7,, 3L`6,1507, (ý06, H09, t310, C11, N12rK13r1314,6150, 
i1'i"', ý1`Y, I'"16,1: 1 7,,, 'lS, t319 1I"Týtýt 
GJ2., ý t3, CJ4, ýOýS. Cýl5ý, C06, C11, C13, C14(9), C15 
1'JTFý. Cý GC05S(2ýü), L, OiU('ý'", `), CCO6(2yC), CC14(9,15C), CC15(250) 
fllvr", Sl^"' A""A(3), 4""Y2(7) , A""Y3(3), AR"'1'4(3) 
C? I+; C"S(^^' CC^7(750), GCQC(250)), 0009(250), CC1J(250), CC04(250), 
1 CC11(lti: ý), ýC12(2'ýC), CC13(25^ 
ý ÄIE,. A17, A2L "A199 . 1? ': --" , 
I)lý'1: "SI^'' 11SGUtý) 
oIt, 'f"ST^" TI iLE("3), TFST("i3v A. C(2) rEXP(4), TTMF(2) CQ+tv, 7'J A:?, AC3, A04, AV5, At, b, AC7, AO8, A0ý), A10, A11, A12, A13, A14, A15, 
C^N^'^"LC?, ß03, ti04,2; )ti, öb6, E07,1308, BO9, tilO, ui1, B12, B13, B14, B15D, 
1 e15" rLll', Y, f 16, Ft17, rlfi, ei'ý C^%4 M^r' C'1, CC3, '-04, (,. 5S, C05D, CO6, C07, COE;, C09, Clot Cl 1, C12, C13iC14, 
1 C15 
DATA 
('ATA A""Y? /'HRf"'r'I" "/ 
DATA A'!: Yi/'SV(ML/NI', 'V) 
DATA A""Y4C^(L'r' /'''I'" r' ) "'/ 
IFAT A, A""Y5/'+tFSF", 
DATA TITLý: /' SFý, i', 'J"T', ' N(1. '/ 
DATa EXýI/'EXPE', 'i'IE'"r'CE -', ' 
DATA T1'" /' YE9', '? S '/ 
DAT,. 1 TEN i/' ', 'TEST', ' ND. 
DATA Ar, C/'AGF 'r'- '/ 
CALL FACT(O. 5) 
INPUT I1cTAILS MF L4Y111IT {JF GRAPHS 
READ(2t1) SC. 1LirSCAL2iSCAL3, SCAL4, SCALtirSPACE, HTCH-t, HTUGT 
SCaL1 - SCALE FACTOR F(1ý2 TI"'E(NI"'S/I"'CH) SCAL? - SC4L;: FAT-1 F^Z ºFc-1tT RAT*(3': ATS/! 1I"'/I"CH) 
SCAL3 - SCALE FACTU4 Fi)"t ST20K: VOL("QMI^)/ INCIi) 
SCALA - SCALP F"I CT -71 F^Z C; °DIAC ^! ITPUT(L/'"I"/I"CH) 
Sc; ALS - SCALE FACT-t F ^. 2 tESPIaATI''"(ri4 EATHS/NtI'-CH 
Sý) I* Cý- - DIST3'1CE ßTwF: r>J V!? TICAL AXES 
HTChR - HEIGýHT ^G TITLF* CHARACTERS(AXIS) 
" HTI)GT - HFIGHT ^F "U4E! 2ICS(AXIS) . 
I F't. Z'ºATIf: FIC. "1 
t+21 Tr (5920) SC al It SC AL2. SCAL3, SCAL4, SCAL5, SPACE, }ITCHZ, }ITQGT 
20 FOr' AT(tiX, t, (r1^.. 3, '3X) )- 
C I"'PUT 140 TY? k DATA 
70 CALI. T Gt'"i3 
C----- OUTi'UT OATA FILE 
! 21TC(ti, 7.1) ^^2, A, ^3, aC4, A05, A! J6tAQ7, ADS , A09rA10, A1Ii A12, A13, A14, 
1A15,. 116,117,4189419, A20 
211I, 
1,? X, T1,2X, 11,2X, I3,2X, ýj; 2x, Ii, 2X, A1,2X, A1,2X, A1,?. X, I2%%j'I2,2X, 
C SET 11P Lunn Fi1t RECE(1'T OF 'd' DATA 
D^ 1C, 1=1,. 1:! 3 
C----- rST 1f)L I Srt "! 71"; ^2I31'" 
CALI. PL13T(";., -1'3., -3) 
CALL pl ^T(', -3) 
C IMPUT 'd' TYPL DATA 
CALL TG4,, -4 
I. RITE(5,22) ýiL`2, E. J3, r304, tlJ5, t3Q6, ßC7,1308rß09, [31Q, üll, ül2, 
1: 315i1, ý31 >' , iZliY, iS1ü, ý. 17, ±i1B, L' 19 22 Fnr'ftt, T(12,?. <, I1,?. X, l?, 2x, I3,2X, 11, "2X I1,2X, I1,2X, 12,2X, I1,2X, 
1I1,? X, T1,2(, 3I?, '2. X,. 11,? ý(, I2,,?. X, 1, t, 2X, 13 
C SET(ýU)Pll^J=ý1-)rt;:. r1PT OF 'C' DATA 
C I''PUT 'C' TYPF 11.9Tr1 
CALL TRb'-)5 
h':: ITEVi, 23) C02, C03, C04, C05S, C05U, COC., C07, C06, C09, C1C, C11, C12, C13, 
4r 
231F110` 4T (2. <, i2,2X, 1 1 , 2X, 14, '3 (2X, i3)', 
2XF5.1,2X, F5.2t 2X, F4.1,2X, 
1F4. t:, 2X, ['3t2<, F').? t2A, I2,2X, 'aA1,2X, Ic ) CC04( J) =C1)4/10. 
CCý: ýS(. J)=CvtiS 
CC. iD(J1=C05D 
CC. i, (J)=Cýc. " CCC7(J)=C07 
CC: 'F'. (J)=Cr'd 
CCl. ') (J) =C0') 
CCI10 
('Cl.! (J)=C12 CCl3(J)=C13 
OCIti( J)1; t 
F111 1? M: I 
1? (. r 14(K,. 1) -C14(K) 11 4""1I"'ti. _ C C(w! 'tiTt AR ITWfF TIC 'F, 1`l, STU J: VIAT17'4, RAN; F A14I) MAXIr'Ur' VALUE 
C FIR 
C tiT, (^k( v^LIIvt= (CC1ýI 179. 
ýL ý'"1. 
f. 
_t-!! _, \ 
I c_)i_ý, ý! cý., _1.1-)--- --- -ý 
L, ý""1\ý. t. lJ! 
C CP, LCI11 1T: 1) ýý+ý (CC11) 
C Cdti)I. 1t, "UTr'LIT ( CC 17) 
C rttSP IRm I01d (CC 13) 
*1 
Sl)r'0=0. 
SlJ`" L=O. 
SU"? =0. 
Slhf'3=0. 
SIJ; "SO=t`. 
SU"'51=0. 
SUMS? =C". 
SW'53=0. 
HIGC=0. 
dtG 1=0. 
t3tt"ý=C. 
' ! 31Gi=0. ". 
LITI_C=IC'l",. 
LITL I=IUJJ. 
LI TL2=1')00. 
1_ I TL3=1 J") : ). 
Cr' ICC J=1, E19 
SUu; S1.1"ý+CC 1(r(J) 
SU 1=S1'- 1+CC11(J1 
SU^'? = SU "' 2+CC 12 (J 511M3=S11'A 3+CC 13 ( J) 
SW S"7=S11' SC+CC1? (J)*CC10(J) 
SUhS1=SU"S1+CC11(J)*CC11(J) 
SU', lS2=SlJ"S2+CC12(J)*CC12(J) 
SU`-S3=SU^'S 3+CC13(J)*l: Cl3( J) 
iFtLIG1`-C: C10(J)) 102,103,103 
102 nIG: 'ý=CC1)(J) 
103 IF(1sI! ', 1-CC11(J)) 104,105,105 
104 üIG1=CC11(J) ' 
105 IF(0IG? -CC12(J)) 106,107,107 
106 -0I3? =CC1Z(J) 107 IF(6IG3-CC13(J)) 106,109,109 
108 BIG3=CC13(J) 
109 IF(CC1^(. l)-LITL0) 112,113,113 
112 LITL0=CCIL'(J) 
113 IF(CCII(. ))-LITLI) 114,115,115 
114 LITLI=Cý: 11(J) 
115 IF(CC1? (J)-LITL2) 116,117,117 
116 LITL? =CC12(J) 
117 IF(CC13("J)-LITL3) 11fi, 119,119 
118 LITL3=CC13(J) 
119 C^"fI"Uý 
100 Cn"'TI"U1- 
WRITG (5,101) A^-, 2, B03iA04, -a07 101 F! 1;; ýßT(////ýX, 'SUdJr(. T 102,5X, 'TEST "n ', I1,5x, 'AGE'0395X, 1 'ýxPE2ic"C}= ', I2) 
AMSV=S11{5. '/131ci A"'CH=Sl 1.. ] /li i9 
SiJ": '/, 319 
k SV=Cj1 ;;; -LITLO RC H=F Ir1-LI TI. 1 
RCsJ=ttlG"L-LI TL2 
'2R=t3IG3-LITL3 
SDSV= S', '<<T (A BS( ( SUm S, ^, -SU'"0*Sum 819 ) R19- 1. )1) SDCH=Si, ZT(AC, S((SUMS] -SI1V1*S(1M1/B1q)/(319-1. ))1 SD(; ^=St'. tT(AisS((SUt1S2 -StJti, 2*Slli;? /ü19)/(B19-1. ))) SD-2='CQT(ACS((Sl)""S3 -SUV3*SlJ'f3/ii19)/(N1y-1. ))) WR1TE('"ý, 121) 
121 F^; tý'AT(//1X, 'SV', 3X, STD DEV, RA"GE AND MAXIMUM VALUE') '+'R I TE (5,121: ) A" SV, StISV, RSV, GIGO wR1TF(5,17? ) 
122 F^. lr'AT( //1x, 'CH', 3X, 'MFA", STD DEV, RA"IGE AND MAXIMUM VALUE') k2ITE(5,120)PIG IGi 
WRITF(5,123) 
123 F'ihMAT(//1X, 'C3X, 'MLA"', STD DEV, RA'1GE AND MAXIMUM VALUE') W, RITE(5,12t; ) AMCO, SDCU, RCU, DIG2 
'rRITE(5,124) 
124 Fn; t'"AT(//IX, 'R ', 3X, 'MEA"', STD DEV, RA"IGE AND MAXIMUM VALUE') 
4! RITE (5,170) A"'2, S1.1l, RR, üIG3 
120 F^n,,, ATt ]týx, 4(FS. 3, loX) ) 
C ALL TEST DATA NfiSd INPUT - P2EPA2E FOR PLOTTING 200 CALL DATS14(1, I^PT) 
G1 T^(70,72), I^PT 
C-----FNTER_SUäJECE ND, TFST NO, AGE AND EXPERIENCE 
IL JK''=AOL 
CALL SYM3(-2.6, -0.5,035, TITLF 90., 12) CALL 1IItý'C(9y9., 99y. rý. 35, StN, `)b TST"1=Bn"3 
CALL SYM11(9)'). 999')., 0.35, TEST, 90., 12) CALL PJ(I*'t5(999., 9y9., C". 35, TSTN, 90., -1) YEAlS=AD4 
CALL SY"IM- 1.6,1.0,. "35, AGE, 9o. 112) CALL N(1ý'H(9y7., 499., v. 3! i, YEA2S, 9C., -1) CALL SYNH(99)., 999., C'. 35, TINr, 90., Et) DEXP=A07 
CALL SYM! 3(-1.1,1.0,. 35, FXP, 90., 13) 
CALL "'I1;, (1(997. r`))9., C. 35, DEXP, 90., -1) CALL SY"`ý3(999., )9')., U. 35 , TI""1 , 90.18) CALL PI ^T(O., G., 3) C CnMPIJf [ Lr"IGTHS nF AXES 
ALx=(Hj, )-1)/(SCAL1*2. ) ALY2=11C". /SCAL2 
ALY4=11, /SCAL4 ALYti=tin, /SCAl5 
C----- I: ^'^ýrllre t; PLACt""E"1TS qF VE2TICAL AXES Y3=ALY? +SPaCE Y4=ALY3+\PACF 
Y'r=, 1L Y4+SPACI; 
C SET FII>S1 VýL1)[-'S A'. 0 SCALE'FACTURS 
t, C;. ', (I; 1 ºý1)=,. " 
CCWt (fi 1')+7 )= ; CAL 1 
cCII(IS1`I+I)=N. 
180. 
CC1l(u19+2)=SCAL2 
CC1i1! 31')+11=0 . CCI#-'(FtI9+2SCAL3 
CC1? (619+1)=0. 
CC12(R19 +2SCAL4 
CC131. i1 )+IC. 
CC13(819+2)=SCAL5 
C-----L)RaW A'JI) A. "dN! 1T"1Tk AXES AND PLnT GRAPHS 
CALL T , 1JG6(C., O., A""`'X, +12, ALX, O., U., SCALI, HTOGTtHfCH, i) 
C-----REC^RD C^''ý`"t"'TS ^F ^3SERVFR 
X=Q. 1 
D^ 40 I-=1, B19 
CALL PACK4(CC14(1, L), IfiCD, 9) 
CALL SY'-r; (X -L.,. G9ü, IGCD, ')0., 3009) 
40 X=X+1. /(?. #{CAL1) 
CALL 6, ALY2º90. t50., SCAL2, HTUGT, HTCH+2) 
CALL LTýIk(CCC4, CCIlºt; 1), l, 0,0) 
CALL PL^T(0., 2.5, -3º CALL TGl"'n6((1. O. rANP1Y3,1G, ALY3,93., 0.0, SCAL3, HT0GT, HTCHi2) CALL LT"': =(CC('4, CC10, ( 19rLtG, ý1 
CALL TI iýT[ 3n. 2.0, -3) CALL 1V>>Y4,9, ALY4,90., 0., SCAL4, HTDGT, HTCHRI 
L("" tCCG4, CGý12r%519,1tUrG) CALL 
CALL PI nT(0.,?.. 5, -3) 
CALL Trwi6( : "., 0. tANI'VYS, u, ALYti, 9G., 0., SCAL5, HTUGT, HTCH, 2) 
CALI. L1"r(GCi4rGGl3r1; 1'd, 1, Or0) 
C-----lf"Vt- F^ttvlAý1L1 Tn "'rlY Pn$TTI^" 
CALL PLIIT(FLIIAT(If-IX(ALX+6. )), 0. ', -3) 
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